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The research found that poor banking facility, cost, credibility, gender, education and SME business type are the main customer perspective factors that significantly influence the intention of SME owners and managers to adopt m-banking. The findings suggest that the most important advantages of m-banking for rural SMEs comprise improved banking facility, easy settlement of trade, and an improved SME business environment due to faster transactions and better cash management. On the other hand, for banks and MTOs, m-banking can generate profits, improve customer service and management, decrease operating costs, increase brand image and create employment in rural areas. The findings with respect to organizational factors suggest that having an m-banking project within the bank’s/MTO’s objectives, their level of engagement with SMEs, the technology and human resource capabilities of the banks, the development of mobile infrastructure, and top-level management’s support are important in m-banking development. However, barriers to providing m-banking to the rural SMEs include lack of banks’ effective leadership, limited vision regarding m-banking by the stakeholders, MTOs’ reluctance to make partnerships with new banks, and m-banking providers’ competencies and security. Country-wide factors identified included concern over lack of proper policy and regulation in Bangladesh.
The framework will be of value to the government, banks and MTOs in accelerating the development of m-banking in Bangladesh. The research recommends that, in order to support rural SMEs, government intervention in m-banking projects and policy and regulations development is needed. This research is expected to support national policies, such as the Millennium Development Goal 2015 and the National IT Policy of Bangladesh. Furthermore, it has implications for other developing countries in improving their banking provision to SMEs and realizing their own development goals through mobile technologies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to the research

1.1 Background of the study

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are very important in the Bangladeshi economy as SMEs contribute to a significant proportion of economic development in the country. SMEs provide the second source of livelihood in Bangladesh, after farming (Davis et al. 2010). SMEs have been playing a pivotal role in fostering economic growth, sustaining global economic recovery, reducing poverty, and industrializing since the independence of Bangladesh in 1976 (Ahmed & Chowdhury 2009, Alam & Ullah 2006, Khan et al. 2012, Siddiquee, Islam & Rahman 2006). The recent GDP growth rate in Bangladesh from a mere 3.7% in the 1980s to more than 6% in 2012 is also a resultant effect of SMEs improvement (Moazzem 2008). To achieve the committed Millennium Development Goals (MDG) of 2015, the development process of Bangladesh must strive towards the improvement of SMEs, especially the rural SMEs (Mahmuda, Baskaran & Pancholi 2010).

Though the significance of the SMEs in the Bangladeshi economy has been recognized in all the five-year development plans, the sector received very little banking support from the traditional bricks-and-mortar banks (Ardic, Mylenko & Saltane 2012, Chowdhury 2007, Khan et al. 2012). SME banking is provided by the government banks, private banks and micro-financers in Bangladesh. The traditional banks require the client to provide identification and business documents to open an account. But the informal nature of SME business and sometimes the inability to supply business documents put SMEs at a disadvantage in the formal banking system (Khan et al. 2012). Moreover, SMEs are not attractive clientele to the traditional banks because of their low capitalization, insufficient assets and their inability to comply with collateral requirements. The rural SME banking situation is even more severe. Rural SMEs can only bank with the government banks, but government banks are less SME focused. Thus, like many developing countries, Bangladeshi SMEs are unbanked, or deprived of sophisticated banking facilities (Nichter & Goldmark 2009).
However, some research studies have suggested that SMEs banking constraints in the developing countries can be improved using mobile banking (m-banking) (Bångens & Söderberg 2011, Higgins, Kendall & Lyon 2012, Kumar, Martin & O'Neill 2011). M-banking is defined as performing balance checks, account transactions and payments, transfers using a mobile phone. SMEs in Uganda (Ndiwalana, Morawczynski & Popov 2010), Tanzania (Bångens & Söderberg 2011) and Kenya (Mas & N’gweno 2012) have benefitted substantially from using m-banking. M-banking in these countries is used in SMEs to pay suppliers, receive customer deposit and to settle trades with wholesalers (Ndiwalana, Morawczynski & Popov 2010). These studies suggest that the banks can target SME owners as a user group since the number of SMEs retail payments is surprisingly high. Moreover, these SMEs use of m-banking is more than the national average of personal use (Higgins, Kendall & Lyon 2012) and more than large enterprise use (Ndiwalana, Morawczynski & Popov 2010). M-banking, therefore, is now at the centre of intense national interest for SMEs banking in countries like South Africa, Kenya, Philippines, India and more recently, in Bangladesh.

Recently, there has been a growing impetus in Bangladesh towards the adoption of m-banking. Furthermore, the latest initiative of the Central Bank to offer banking service to the unbanked population has also sparked an impetus towards m-banking adoption. Private banks such as Trust bank, Dutch Bangla Bank, and BRAC bank have come forward in the implementation of m-banking. In fact, with 75 million mobile phone users, 99% of the population living within the mobile network and 45% unbanked population (BRTC 2013, CIA 2013), Bangladesh is an attractive place for m-banking. M-banking was first introduced as the Short Message Service (SMS) banking by the private banks in Bangladesh. The early m-banking service had very limited functionality, such as viewing one’s own account details, balance and mini statement. However, with the deregulation of policy on 29th November 2009, current m-banking services in Bangladesh offer cash-in, cash-out, fund transfer for merchant payment, salary disbursement and utility payments (Rahman 2012).
1.2 M-banking studies on SMEs

Recently SMEs use of m-banking has been the subject of numerous studies in developing countries (Bångens & Söderberg 2011, Higgins, Kendall & Lyon 2012, Kirui, Okello & Nyikal 2010, Kirui, Okello & Nyikal 2012, Kumar, Martin & O'Neill 2011). Primarily, SMEs in India, Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania have received most of the attention by the m-banking researchers. These studies meticulously analyze various payment systems between SMEs to SMEs, SMEs to customers and customers to SMEs in developing countries and answers, how the business version of m-banking can be developed? Furthermore, analyzing m-banking advantages for SMEs, providing adoption theories and identifying limitations in m-banking for business use are also some contemporary phenomenon in m-banking research studies.

A most popular topic in m-banking research is from the micro-level customer perspective (Amin 2011, Bankole & Cloete 2011, Daud et al. 2011, Donner 2008, Kadošić, Bojović & Žgalj 2011, Jia-bao 2011, Luarn & Lin 2005, Ratten 2011, Shen et al. 2010, Tobbin 2009, Wei 2011, Peevers 2011). The micro-level customer perspective studies mainly concentrate on the behavioural issues, such as consumer behaviour, the acceptance of m-banking and the adoption of m-banking. These studies explain behavioural beliefs about the likely evaluation of the service, normative beliefs and normative expectations of the service, control beliefs about the presence of factors that may facilitate or impede the performance of behaviour and the perceived power of these factors. The factors are from consumer, social, and security perspectives. The more favourable the customer’s attitude and subjective norm, and the greater the customer’s perceived control, the stronger should be the customer’s intention to use m-banking. However, most of the customer perspective adoption studies use Information System (IS) theories as IS theories have a relation to the individual’s preference and reaction (Goodhue & Thompson 1995).

Following this research from customer perspective, Bångens and Söderberg (2011), Higgins, Kendall and Lyon (2012) and Kumar, Martin and O'Neill (2011) have provided insights into the adoption and acceptance of m-banking by small business
owners. The SME perspective m-banking adoption studies are engaged to identify business perspective factors in m-banking adoption. Combining entrepreneurship factors with the customer perspective factors such as advantage, usefulness, ease-of-use, trust, risk and usability, these studies attempt to determine a businessman’s intention to adopt m-banking. The studies suggest that a businessman has a different perspective than a non-businessman in adopting m-banking. This is because, SMEs owners require sending or receiving money more frequently than an individual for settlement of business transactions, for salaries to employee payment, or for family support and for suppliers payment. Therefore, these studies argue that there is a role of entrepreneurship in m-banking adoption by the SMEs owners (Ratten 2012).

Apart from customer perspective factors, macro-level factors also impact positively or negatively on the implementation of m-banking (Duncombe & Boateng 2009, Weber & Darbellay 2010). The macro-level factors are from the organizational perspective and from the country level perspective. Researchers suggest the organisation structure, the firm’s culture, management style and brand image can promote m-banking development (Duncombe & Boateng 2009, Saleem & Rashid 2011, Weber & Darbellay 2010). Country level factors are banking policy, IT regulations, national level policies such as new account opening procedures, the national payment system, m-banking transaction policy, e-signature policy and e-commerce policies (Ivatury & Mas 2008, Weber & Darbellay 2010). However, it remains to be investigated, how macro-level factors impact on m-banking adoption for SMEs in Bangladesh.

Preliminary investigation suggests that there are a myriad of interesting properties associated with m-banking adoption. It is important to have a deeper understanding on these properties from customer, organisation and country viewpoints. However, previous studies on m-banking have addressed the topics separately. Moreover, only a relative handful of studies have specially examined all possible micro-level and macro-level m-banking determinants. Therefore, a complete and comprehensive knowledge on the service is still required, especially in Bangladesh.
1.3 M-banking studies in Bangladesh

Like many other underdeveloped countries, Bangladesh has also become an attractive place for m-banking research. The similar trend in m-banking research worldwide is also reflected by existing m-banking research efforts in Bangladesh. The Bangladeshi m-banking research studies are dominated by the customer perspective adoption studies and technology perspective studies (Ahmed, Rayhan & Islam 2011, Alam et al. 2010, Deb, Harun & Bhuiyan 2011, Dewan & Dewan 2009, Mousumi & Jamil 2010). The customer perspective studies are mainly conducted in big cities and conducted from person-to-person usage. Most of the customer perspective research studies report that consumers are favourable to m-banking in Bangladesh (Ahmed, Rayhan & Islam 2011, Dewan & Dewan 2009). Some studies have included m-banking within other forms of electronic banking and attempted to identify the determinants (Baten & Kamil 2010, Hasan et al. 2010, Nupur 2010). However, m-banking is a separate entity and it has different dimensions than internet banking, ATM and online banking. This is because some of the m-banking customers in Bangladesh, particularly in rural areas, are new to banking, and the design limitations and different functionality and communication modes of mobile phones mean that m-banking needs to be considered separately. On another dimension, the macro-level m-banking research studies in Bangladesh mainly examine the national payment system, the m-banking regulation and m-banking transaction policy in the country (Rahman 2009, Sultana 2009). The studies report that the Central Bank and the government are supporting m-banking implementation by introducing new regulations related to m-banking that can support and grow m-banking.

1.4 Current research gap in m-banking

Despite the huge potential of m-banking for SMEs in developing countries, most of the studies are conducted from the person-to-person usage perspective. Business usage of m-banking such as paying the suppliers or receiving payments from customers has been completely ignored. Worldwide, the lack of m-banking research in the SME sector is one of the significant gaps in m-banking research. No research has attempted to provide
an m-banking framework for the SME (Bångens & Söderberg 2011, Chavan el al. 2009, Higgins, Kendall & Lyon 2012, Kumar, Martin & O’Neill 2011). The availability of m-banking alone does not ensure that SMEs will adopt the service. Predicting SMEs’ intention to adopt m-banking is important because SMEs are the second most important source of income in developing countries, particularly for the rural SMEs, there are few banking alternatives. There is a need, therefore, to understand their acceptance of m-banking and to identify the drivers, inhibitors, risks and satisfaction factors. Research should investigate banking practices of SMEs and find how m-banking would fit with SMEs’ payment systems. This is because social practice and contextual norms greatly influence the money management and financial activities (Medhi, Ratan & Toyama 2009).

M-banking service is new in Bangladesh and still in its infancy. Thus m-banking research in Bangladesh has several limitations, leaving a great deal of room for development. These are as below:

Firstly, despite the fact m-banking has great potential to offer banking services to the SMEs, particularly rural SMEs, and the area has received inadequate attention by m-banking researchers. Thus, lack of comprehensive m-banking research on SMEs is one of the main gaps in Bangladeshi m-banking research.

Secondly, to date, there is no research that attempts to provide a comprehensive m-banking framework that includes all possible customer human, social, and business perspective factors. This is important as m-banking adoption greatly depends on the technological, contextual and social perspectives (Bankole 2011, Daud et al. 2011, Kdušić, Bojović & Žgalj 2011, Min, Lu & Yinjun 2011, Yang 2011).

Thirdly, the customer perspective research studies are city based, rural settings where 65% people live are completely ignored (Ahmed, Rayhan & Islam 2011, Dewan & Dewan 2009).
Fourthly, it is surprising that a large number of the m-banking literature is conceptual and lacks support from primary data (Dewan & Dewan 2010). Moreover, instead of using strong empirical evidence, the customer perspective research studies are founded on a small number of participants (Duncombe & Boateng 2009).

Fifthly, current m-banking research in Bangladesh tends to under-estimate the true extent of complex factors, by providing only survey based customer perspective research (Ahmed, Rayhan & Islam 2011, Dewan & Dewan 2009, Rahman 2012). The most dominant data collection strategy is using a prepared questionnaire. The questionnaire includes popular adoption factors derived from current m-banking literature. The method is quite valid. However, it is a conservative approach, as it limits the range of adoption factors and cannot reveal the whole story (Bångens & Söderberg 2011, Chavan el al. 2009, Higgins, Kendall & Lyon 2012, Kumar, Martin & O’Neill 2011). M-banking research into a new market can generate new knowledge of complex factors. Research should be more exploratory by nature to uncover the latent factors in the new markets, such as Bangladesh.

Lastly, currently there is no research from the bank’s perspectives that discuss macro-level factors such as organizational critical factors, country-level factors and obstacles in m-banking implementation. It is therefore difficult to gain any relevant insights into the internal process that how banks undergo to implement m-banking.

1.5 Aims of this research

Inspired by the lack of m-banking research for rural SMEs, this study seeks to investigate an m-banking framework for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh. The framework aims to assist Bangladeshi banks in implementing m-banking for the rural SMEs. The aims of this study are (1) to provide insights into the factors that influence the intention of rural SMEs to adopt an m-banking (2) to explore the organizational and country level factors that impact m-banking implementation for rural SMEs and (3) to identify the advantages of m-banking for rural SMEs. The aims are realized through a survey with 500 SME owners/managers in 4 villages, interviews with 25 IT and bank officials and a
focus group study with an m-banking provider. There is a growing concern that m-banking research should be founded on empirical studies and that data should be collected from larger numbers of participants than has occurred to date (Duncombe & Boateng 2009). The numbers of participants used in this research compare very favourably with existing studies, most of which are based on limited numbers. Furthermore, this research is one of the earliest attempts to examine m-banking in a rural Bangladesh setting.

1.6 Research questions

Since the research has the intention to develop an m-banking framework for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh, the study wishes to come up with answers to the following questions:

1. What benefits can be achieved for the rural SMEs, banks, telecommunication organisations and the government by offering m-banking to the rural SMEs in Bangladesh?
2. What are the customer perspective factors which influence the intention of rural SMEs to adopt m-banking in Bangladesh?
3. What are the country-level and organizational factors that impact on implementing m-banking for rural SMEs in Bangladesh?
4. What are the barriers in implementing m-banking for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh?
5. What are the stakeholders’ recommendations in m-banking adoption for rural SMEs in Bangladesh?

1.7 Significance of the research

This research offers various significant values to the rural SMEs, banks, MTOs (Mobile telecommunication organisations) and government in developing countries in general, and particularly in Bangladesh. Therefore, the practical and theoretical significances of the research are categorized as below:
1.7.1 Theoretical significances

This study contributes significantly to the theoretical understanding of m-banking through a development of an m-banking framework for rural SMEs in Bangladesh. A major contribution of this research is to the existing knowledge and literature in m-banking by providing both micro and macro-level adoption factors as well as inhibitors in general and in particular in Bangladesh (Bångens & Söderberg 2008, Porteous 2006, Duncombe & Boateng 2009, Weber & Darbellay 2010). The research is one of the few works that collected data from banks, MTOs and m-banking experts’ to explore organizational and country level factors that impact m-banking adoption in Bangladesh. Lastly, this paper identifies some new factors, both from the customer perspective and from the macro-level perspectives, which have been rarely identified in prior IS (Information systems) literature.

1.7.2 National level significances

This research contributes greatly to the national concern in Bangladesh of how to make full use m-banking for the unbanked individuals and SMEs? Therefore, the research is being undertaken at the right time as m-banking has been a national interest in Bangladesh. Furthermore, Bangladesh has exciting and motivating plans and goals; such as Millennium development goals 2015 and the National IT Policy 2009. The research is expected to support the national policies undertaken in Bangladesh, especially the Central Bank’s plan of using m-banking in facilitating banking advancements for the rural development. Lastly, the outcomes of this research can significantly help Bangladeshi government and NGOs in formulating better policies for banking development. Following the outcomes of this research, developing countries which have similar socioeconomic conditions may also receive useful knowledge from this study when developing m-banking for the rural unbanked population.
1.7.3 Organizational level significances

This research is significant to the SMEs, banks, MTOs and Bangladeshi government as these organizations are the primary beneficiaries of the research. The significances are outlined as below:

- Since banking is one of the main obstacles of SMEs in developing countries, specifically in Bangladesh, this research provides a solution to the banking problems of SMEs, particularly rural SMEs.
- This research answers how a bank can implement m-banking to provide better banking facilities to the unbanked. Furthermore, the framework, investigated in this research can assist banks to redefine their banking business model regarding the remote customers. The findings from this research should help the banks to plan their strategies in reaching remote customers and in accelerating m-banking development.
- M-banking is a new topic in Bangladesh. The practical value of this research is that, the research can assist m-banking policy makers such as the government and the Central bank in introducing and formulating better m-banking policy. Moreover, the results of the research could be used in encouraging banks that do not have m-banking, to implement m-banking, in improving m-banking of the banks and in enhancing the quality of the service.

1.7.4 Individual level significances

The outcomes of this research will be of potential value in increasing m-banking awareness in Bangladesh, especially among the SME owners and managers. SME owners and managers can get information about m-banking potential for business use. From a practical perspective, the bank management may require information about what factors impact on the consumer decision to adopt m-banking. This research can help the bank managers to identify factors and determinants that influence the adoption of m-banking. The m-banking policy makers and the MTOs management should find valuable information related to m-banking implementations. To other researchers, the study may provide useful insights into human behavioural and motivational factors which affect attitudes towards the adoption and use of m–banking service in developing countries.
1.8 Contributions

This research aims to make contributions to the knowledge as follows:

- The study contributes significantly to the global understanding of m-banking through a development of an m-banking framework for rural SMEs in Bangladesh.
- A major contribution of this research is to the existing knowledge and literature in the m-banking by providing both micro and macro-level adoption factors as well as inhibitors in general and in particular in Bangladesh (Bångens & Söderberg 2008, Porteous 2006, Duncombe & Boateng 2009, Weber & Darbellay 2010).
- The study contributes significantly to the global understanding of m-banking advantages for the rural SMES through a development of an m-banking framework for Bangladesh.
- It provides current research efforts in m-banking as well as the knowledge gap in the m-banking.
- The research is one of the few works that collected data from banks, MTOs and m-banking experts’ to explore organizational and country level factors that impact m-banking adoption in Bangladesh.
- Lastly, this paper identifies some new factors, both from the customer perspective and from the macro-level perspectives, which have been rarely identified in prior literature.

1.9 Methodology

Both qualitative and quantitative methods were used in this research. A quantitative approach (survey questionnaires) was used to investigate the factors which impact on the intention of rural SME owners/managers to adopt m-banking in Bangladesh. On the other hand qualitative research (interviews and focus group) was used to discover the macro-level organizational and country level critical success factors of m-banking diffusion in Bangladesh. The followings are various phases of the research.
Phase 1-Literature Review and Planning: The first phase of the research consisted of following activities:

- Study of the m-banking adoption literatures in Bangladesh and in other developing countries. Furthermore, various information system theories were studied to understand micro and macro-level factors in technology diffusion.
- Examine research methods and techniques for data collection.
- Questionnaires and interview instrument preparation.
- An exploratory visit was made to Bangladesh to gain familiarity with the villages and the SMEs that are considered for the survey. Another purpose was to test the questionnaires by a group of IT professionals, bank officers and Telco officials in Bangladesh.

Phase 2-Investigation Phase: In this phase three sets of data will be collected in Bangladesh as below:

- A survey among SMEs was conducted to find out their specific banking needs and factors associated with m-banking adoption.
- Interviews with the bank and MTO officers to find out organizational factors related to m-banking.
- A focus group study with an m-banking provider to reveal the motivating factors of a bank. The survey data were analysed by statistical software SPSS version 17 and the qualitative data were analysed using Nvivo10.

Phase 3-Thesis Developments:
The framework, produced as a result of the literature review and three data collection phases is finalized.

1.10 Brief summary of the findings

This study presents an m-banking framework for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh. The framework investigates customer perspective, organizational perspective and country-level adoption factors. The research presents the poor banking satisfaction, credibility, cost, gender, education and the business type of the SME as significant customer
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perspective factors which impact on the intention of rural SME owners and managers to adopt m-banking in Bangladesh. The research yields, m-banking is a suitable banking system for rural SMEs in Bangladesh. This research also presents, currently Bangladesh is positioned perfect for m-banking development because of the central bank’s decision to implement m-banking. However, to be successful banks need to create a clear vision of their m-banking initiative at a strategic level. The banks should treat it as a business critical rather than simply a technical or operational issue. Top management support, IT competency, engagement with the target markets are some organizational success factors in m-banking. However, impediments in offering m-banking for rural SMEs are, SMEs’ limited knowledge on mobile phone, operational obstacle in m-banking, m-banking agent management and competition from illegal money transfer systems in rural areas of Bangladesh.

1.11 Outline of the thesis

This thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2: The research context-Bangladesh

The chapter introduces Bangladesh to the readers and aims to set the scene for this research. The sections of this chapter are, demographic, SMEs and contribution of SMEs, the banking environment and information technology in Bangladeshi banks.

Chapter 3: M-banking- literature review

In chapter 3 the relevant m-banking research studies are reviewed to provide a theoretical foundation for the research. The concepts of m-banking and use of m-banking in SME are described. It identifies the key adoption drivers, obstacles and usability features of m-banking in light of current m-banking research. A section is devoted to m-banking in Bangladesh too. The chapter also addresses the research gap in m-banking worldwide and specifically in Bangladesh.

Chapter 4: Research design and research methodology

The chapter highlights the research design, research methodology and the data collection procedures used in this research. It starts with the discussion of the
underlying epistemology of qualitative and quantitative approach used in this research followed by a justification of using the mixed method research. The processes used in the survey, interview and focus group are also presented. This chapter also describes the testing and administration of the interview and questionnaire as well as the statistical methods used to develop factors and measurement variables and to examine the relationships between constructs. It concludes with a discussion of the response rate and the pre-testing and analysis of research results.

**Chapter 5: Data analysis**

This chapter presents the data analysis and the results of qualitative and quantitative data. The data analysis includes (1) the customer perspective enabling/ hindering factors in m-banking (2) the organisational and country level success factors (3) the motivation of the banks to implement m-banking (4) the usability suitable for rural SMEs by using descriptive statistics, Cross- Tabulation, T-Test and regression analysis of SPSS version 14.0 and qualitative data coding using Nvivo 10. The coding protocol is described along with the analysis of collected data. The chapter emerges essential as the knowledge of this chapter will be interpreted to develop the m-banking framework.

**Chapter 6: Discussion**

This chapter presents a discussion in detail of the data analysis of the previous chapter. With the support of a literature review conducted in chapter 3, this chapter justifies how the findings are answering the research questions raised in this thesis. In addition, the implications of the research including theoretical, methodological and practical implications are discussed along with the limitations of the study.

**Chapter 7: Conclusion:**

The chapter provides a conclusion of the thesis and future research direction in m-banking.
Chapter 2

The research context: Bangladesh

This chapter introduces Bangladesh to the reader and aims to set the scene for the research. The chapter consists of four different sections: demographic information on Bangladesh; SMEs in Bangladesh; banking in Bangladesh; and Information Technology in Bangladesh, particularly within the banking sector. The next chapter presents the m-banking literature review.

2.1 Introduction

Bangladesh, one of the newest nations in the world, received its independence in 1971. Since independence, the country has gained significant success in the empowerment of women, micro-credit utilisation, rural development, SME improvement and recently in mobile phone adoption (Ahsan 2005, Hashemi et al.1996). Research studies suggested privatisation, financial sector liberalisation and policy reformation had a resultant effect on these achievements and made a positive contribution to the economy of Bangladesh (Alam et al. 2007, Chowdhury 2001, Bhattacharya & Chowdhury 2003, Moazzem 2008, Reaz & Arun, 2006).

The country has a mainly agro-based economy and SMEs rank second in the economy (Mintoo, 2006) . Since independence, SMEs in Bangladesh are contributing to the national economy. Bangladesh recognises the SMEs’ contributions, but being an underdeveloped country, the resources to support SMEs are always inadequate (Hossain 1998). Access to finance is the most difficult obstacle the SMEs confront (Beck & Kunt, 2006, Beck et al. 2006, Nichter & Goldmark, 2009). More specifically, the rural SMEs are always deprived of various government supports as they are not attractive clientele to the private banks.
In the last two decades, banks have played a vital role in advancing the economic and social condition of Bangladesh. Private banks have proven their excellence over the government banks by introducing innovative banking, and by implementing Information Technology in banking.

Bangladesh is promoting Information and Communication Technology (ICT) as the flagship of positive change in the country. Government is encouraging the use of ICT in every possible sector and has been working relentlessly to step up the peace and the prosperity of the country through proper utilisation of ICT. Nowadays, computers, IT and mobile phones are becoming a part of national culture (Rahman 2005). Bangladesh has been chosen as the location for this research because of its substantial achievement over time in mobile phone penetration, the precondition of mobile banking.

2.2 Bangladesh: demographic information

Bangladesh, officially the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, is a low-lying riverine country located in South Asia in the north-eastern portion of the Indian subcontinent (see Figure 2.1). Bangladesh is mainly a flat and plain land, but full of lakes, rivers and surrounded by seas and oceans (Schendel 2009). Bangladesh is the second largest river basin in the world (behind the Amazon). Historically and culturally Bangladesh was a part of Bengal. The country is bordered on the west, north, and east by India; on the southeast by Burma (Myanmar); and on the south by the Bay of Bengal. It is one of the largest deltas in the world with a total area of 147,570 sq km. With a unique communal harmony, Bangladesh has a population of about 140 million, making it one of the most densely populated countries in the world.

Dhaka is the capital and largest city of Bangladesh located in the geographic centre of the country. Today it has become the hub of the nation’s industrial, commercial, cultural, educational and political activities.
2.2.1 Language

Bangla is the state language of Bangladesh and it is spoken in all spheres in Bangladesh. English received continued support in education, culture and commerce since independence in 1971. English in Bangladesh is mainly functional rather than interpersonal and inter-institutional. English is mainly used in the urban area; among high officials, elite society, military, media and in the legal system. However, there is a growing generation in Bangladesh that prefer and use English more than the older generations (Jinnah 2011). Among villagers, English knowledge starts with the alphabet and ends with grammar or reading a sentence.
2.2.2 Literacy Rate

Bangladesh has made major progress in recent years in primary and secondary education. According to Asian Development Bank (2013), in 2010 the literacy rate was 56.8%. Bangladesh has a strong national commitment to education with the State having ‘a Constitutional obligation of providing basic education to all its citizens by removing illiteracy within a given time frame’ (UNESCO 2013). The definition of a literate person is ‘one who can read, write, calculate and be socially aware.’

2.2.3 Bangladesh Economy

Bangladesh is an agricultural country, with some three-fifths of the population engaged in farming. Jute and tea are principal sources of foreign exchange. Labour-intensive manufacturing is another major pillar of the national economy (see Table 2.1 for more GDP contributors). Garment exports and remittances from Bangladeshi working overseas, mainly in the Middle East and East Asia, fuel economic growth. Over 50% of Bangladesh’s GDP comes from the service sector. Despite this, two-thirds of the country’s population is engaged in agricultural activities, with most of them growing paddy.

Table 2.1: GDP Composition by sections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Percentage of GDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the World Bank, Bangladesh has achieved a growth rate of 5.7% in FY2009. The country has registered significant expansion in its middle class. The consumer industry has grown considerably. The increasing foreign direct investment highlights the growth rate of the Bangladesh economy.
2.3 SMEs in Bangladesh

SMEs are important in almost every developing country as SMEs significantly participate in economic development, rural development, poverty reduction and employment. SMEs in developing countries always receive a high esteem for their dynamism, potentiality and effectiveness (Kamsties, Hormann & Schlich 1998). Moreover, SMEs’ productivity can easily provide uplift without much national or foreign investment as is required for larger enterprises (Berry, Rodriguez & Sandee 2001). However, research supports that SMEs do not receive specific attention to overcome barriers to their growth and development.

2.3.1 What are SMEs?

SMEs cover a wide range of businesses and activities in Bangladesh. SMEs have active footsteps from production to service, from manufacturing to finance. SMEs include production, manufacturing, wholesale, retail trade and service, and repairs (Mintoo 2006). SMEs cover a wide range of industries and services such as electronics, software, agro-processing and plantation, leather, knitwear, healthcare products, pharmaceuticals and cosmetics (Ahmed & Chowdhury 2009).

2.3.2 Definitions of SMEs in Bangladesh

SMEs in Bangladesh are defined differently by different organisations. Furthermore, the definitions have changed overtime in different industrial policy pronouncements (Alam & Ullah, 2006). The definitional problem has caused the lack of a nationwide framework for SMEs and the non-availability of information about SMEs. Uddin (2006) notes the scarcities of comprehensive knowledge about SMEs have aroused controversies on the SMEs’ contribution in Bangladesh. Furthermore, previous definition of SME in 2008 by Bangladesh Bank (the Central Bank) was conflicting with the new Industrial Policy of 2010. However, the latest definition by Bangladesh Bank has redefined small and medium enterprises in line with the Industrial Policy 2010 and brought two new entities micro and cottage industries under its SME credit policy and programmes (see Table 2.2 for more SME definitions).
Table 2.2: SME definition by Bangladesh Banks (2011)
(Source: Bdnews24.com, 2011)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MICRO INDUSTRY/ENTERPRISE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In manufacturing, micro industry/enterprise would be those with assets worth Tk* 500,000 to 5 million (defined as above) and/or 10 to 24 workers or less.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In service industry and in business, micro enterprises will be those which employ 10 or less people and have assets (defined as above) worth Tk 500,000 or less.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMALL INDUSTRY/ENTERPRISE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In manufacturing, small industry/enterprise would be those with assets worth Tk 5 to 100 million (defined as above) and/or 25 to 99 workers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In service industry and in business, small enterprises will be those which employ 10 to 25 and have assets (defined as above) worth Tk 500,000 to 10 million.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEDIUM INDUSTRY/ENTERPRISE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In manufacturing, medium industry/enterprise would be those with assets worth Tk 100 to 300 million (minus land and factory building, and including replacement value) and/or 100 to 250 workers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In service industry and in business, medium enterprises will be those which employ 50 to 100 and have assets (defined as above) worth Tk 10 to 150 million.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Tk= Bangladeshi currency
**1Tk = AUD 0.07 (Australian Dollar) at time of writing

As this new definition of SMEs was introduced for the banks and financial institutions, and this research aims to provide m-banking framework for the rural Bangladesh, the definition of micro business was considered for this research. Therefore, this research focused on small and medium enterprises in the rural Bangladesh which employ 10 or less people and have assets (defined as above) worth Tk 500,000 or less.

### 2.3.3 Characteristics of SMEs

SMEs in Bangladesh are characterised as highly diverse, heterogeneous and deal with traditional to modern products. Chowdhury (2007) highlights that SMEs are characterised by low capitalisation and limited assets, geographical diversity and high mortality in Bangladesh. SMEs in Bangladesh are attributed with high growth rate, high
labour intensity, and dependence on the indigenous skills and technology (Uddin 2006). In Bangladesh, SMEs’ dynamism in adverse conditions such as scarcity of capital allocation and lacking technical efficacy is very interesting.

### 2.3.4 SMEs’ contributions to the Bangladeshi economy

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are very important in Bangladesh as SMEs provide the second source of livelihood in the country after farming (Ardic, Mylenko & Saltane 2012, Davis et al. 2010). In general, SMEs represent 25% of GDP, 25% of employment, 90% of industrial structure in Bangladesh (Alam & Ullah, 2006). SMEs have been playing a pivotal role in fostering economic growth, sustaining global economic recovery, reducing poverty, and industrialising since the independence of Bangladesh (Khan et al. 2012). Moazzem (2008), therefore suggested the recent economic development in Bangladesh is a resultant effect of SMEs’ performance.

The main contribution of SMEs to the Bangladeshi economy is the GDP development which aids poverty reduction in Bangladesh (ADB 2013, Ahmed & Chowdhury 2009, Mazumdar 1991). SMEs’ GDP development in Bangladesh is always accompanied by an increase of overall GDP in the country. Moreover, SMEs’ development in Bangladesh is much higher than the larger enterprises.

SMEs participate greatly in society development by creating new business and generating employment opportunities for the rural and illiterate population. In Bangladesh a significant portion of the population is deprived of education. SMEs are an earning source for the illiterate and semi-literate population, which is unique in society development. The SMEs contribute in two ways: firstly by increasing the skills and capabilities of the SME owners; and secondly by increasing their business skills without the need for further education.

SMEs are also considered as the seedbed for large enterprises and industrialisations. The vertical and horizontal growth of the SMEs over time foster large scale industrialisation in Bangladesh (Moazzem 2008). In the future, to achieve the
committed Millennium Development Goals (MDG) of 2015, the development process of Bangladesh must strive towards the improvement of SMEs, especially the rural SMEs (Mahmuda et al. 2010).

A large section of SMEs in Bangladesh conduct business in rural areas. Interestingly the contribution of these rural SMEs is not measurable due to their informal way of doing business. However, research studies claim rural SMEs reduce unhealthy rural-urban migration by increasing employment in rural areas (Ardic, Mylenko & Saltane 2012, Davis et al. 2010).

### 2.3.5 Factors affecting the growth of SMEs in Bangladesh

Though the significance of the SMEs in the economy has been recognised in all the five-year development plans in Bangladesh, they only receive small support and favourable conditions (Ardic, Mylenko & Saltane 2012, Khan et al. 2012). Evidence suggests that the SME may exist through the effort of an individual, but the growth is not solely dependent on the entrepreneur (Nichter & Goldmark, 2009). However, business research studies on SMEs are showing bottlenecks to the SMEs’ expansion in Bangladesh.

Historically the lack of banking and finance is the major constraint to the SMEs’ growth in Bangladesh (Ahmed 2006, Harvie 2004). SMEs need financing in different stages of their business. SMEs need finance for initial capital, working capital and reserve capital for unexpected contingencies. However, lack of these finances for SMEs in Bangladesh is a bottleneck to the SMEs’ growth and sustainability (Ahmed 2006, Chowdhury 2007, Miah 2007).

Unavailability of modern technology and lack of ICT access are another major constraint for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh. Being small in regards to finance and human resource, rural SMEs are not benefitted by using ICT (Ahmed 2006, Mintoo 2006, Chowdhury 2007, Miah 2007). Therefore, SME owners and employees should be
offered banking, education and health services via mobile phone, as mobile phone adoption is high in Bangladesh.

Rapid liberalisation, dependence on importing consumer goods and lack of separate policy for small business has put native SMEs in severe strain. However, for the future, to achieve the committed Millennium Development Goals (MDG) of 2015, the development process of Bangladesh must strive towards the improvement of SMEs, especially the rural SMEs (Mahmuda et al. 2010).

### 2.4 Bangladesh banking sector

The Bangladeshi banking sector consists of banks, insurance companies, micro finance organisations and cooperative societies (Ahmad & Khanal 2007). Bangladesh Bank (BB) is the central bank. The typical roles of Bangladesh Bank are formulation and implementation of banking policy. Another important task is managing the financial institutes and their operations.

Banks are the dominator in the financial sector of Bangladesh. The banking industry consists of four categories of banks: state owned banks, finance institutions, private banks and foreign banks (see Table 2.3 for more details). However, private banks have gained significant success in poverty alleviation, loan disbursement and innovative banking systems. Bangladesh Bank (2013) reports banks are far ahead in total assets and deposit collection. Currently, 52 banks with are operating in the country. However, besides the formal banks, huge number of informal banking systems are available in Bangladesh (Bangladesh Banks 2013).

**Table 2.3: Structure of banking industry in Bangladesh**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bank Types</th>
<th>No of banks</th>
<th>No. of Branches</th>
<th>% of Assets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State-owned commercial banks</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3386</td>
<td>31.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SCBs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development financial institution (DFIs)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1362</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Commercial banks (FCBs)</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private commercial banks (PCBs)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2082</td>
<td>54.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6886</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Annual report, BB, 2008-2009*
2.4.1 Banking arrangements and finance of the SMEs in Bangladesh

SMEs in Bangladesh are provided banking by the Bangladesh Bank, donor organisations such as ADB, International Development Agency (IDA), the World Bank’s Enterprise Growth and Bank Modernization Project (EGBMP) and non-government organisations (NGOs). International donations in Bangladesh are as loans to the SMEs by government banks and private banks. Small and micro credit from microcredit financiers and NGOs are also available for SMEs, especially for the rural SMEs. However, NGOs’ finance is always not enough, thus less effective (Chowdhury 2007).

However, the traditional banks require the client to provide identification and business documents to open an account. But the informal nature of SME business and sometimes the inability to supply business documents puts SMEs at a disadvantage in the formal banking system (Khan et al. 2012). Moreover, SMEs are not attractive clientele to the traditional banks because of their low capitalisation, insufficient assets and their inability to comply with collateral requirements. The rural SME banking situation is even more severe. Rural SMEs can only bank with the government banks but government banks are less SME focused. Thus, like many developing countries, Bangladeshi SMEs are unbanked or deprived of sophisticated banking facilities.

2.5 ICT ecology in Bangladesh

Bangladesh has achieved remarkable achievements in IT adoption. A good deal of enthusiasm for IT prevails in Bangladesh in both government and private sectors. Government and non-government organisations, banks and the central bank have considered IT as a driving tool for business development and socioeconomic development. Tremendous activity is going on in every sector including e-commerce, e-governance, computer networking, Internet, web browsing, web applications,
multimedia product development etc. However, the country has received most success in mobile phone adoption, which is the first technology of many Bangladeshis.

The Bangladesh government has also come forward in IT adoption by declaring IT as a thrust sector. The present government has undertaken a number of initiatives to introduce new policies, programmes and regulations to create a vibrant ICT sector. Government also aims to setup a computer training centre in each divisional and district headquarters. Government declared the import of computer hardware and software a duty free item. Recently in Bangladesh, the 3G network has been introduced, VSAT is deregulated, and a high speed DDN (Digital Data Network) has been introduced.

2.5.1 Landline telephone subscribers in Bangladesh

However, fixed line use has not experienced any massive change. Despite government initiatives such as accelerating the connection process to the applicant’s residence, lowering the call charge, improving the service from analogue to digital, the growth is not impressive. The total number of landline phone subscribers has reached 1028.19 thousand at the end of May 2010. The landline phone subscribers are shown in table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Landline phone subscribers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operators</th>
<th>Subscribers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BTCL</td>
<td>872.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telebarta Ltd.</td>
<td>56.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jalalabad Telecom Ltd.</td>
<td>10.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onetel Communication Ltd.</td>
<td>39.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westec Ltd.</td>
<td>17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheba Phone Ltd. (ISL)</td>
<td>11.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. A. Telecom System Ltd.</td>
<td>18.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banglaphone Ltd.</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1028.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Subscribers in Thousands

**The above subscribers' numbers are declared by the PSTN operators
2.5.2 Internet subscribers in Bangladesh

The Internet was introduced in 1996 by the ISP provider ISN (Ali et al. 2007, Alam et al. 2007). As of now, Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission (BTRC) has about one hundred and sixty-six (166) registered ISP licence holders and there are approximately four hundred and fifty thousand (450,000) users connected to them which represents about 0.32% of the total population. The total number of Internet subscribers has reached 35,631.269 thousand at the end of June 2013 (see Table 2.5 and Figure 2.2 for more details).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subscribers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Internet</td>
<td>33904.841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP + PSTN</td>
<td>1221.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WiMAX</td>
<td>504.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>35631.269</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Subscribers in Thousands
**The above mentioned figure represents the number of Active subscribers only.

2.6 Mobile phone industry in Bangladesh

In 1989, the mobile phone industry started operating; the first licensee was Pacific Bangladesh Telecom Ltd for mobile phone network operation in collaboration with a Hong Kong based company (Bhuiyan 2004). In 1993 it changed its brand and renamed as Citycell and continued its monopoly until 1996, when the government issued licences to another three more companies; GrameenPhone (GP), AKTel and Sheba Telecom (now Banglalink) (Bhuiyan 2004, Eusuf, Toufique & Shamannay 2007). In 2004 Sheba sold its 100% to Egyptian giant OrascomTelecom (now Global Telecom Holding). Orascom started operations in 2005 under the brand name Banglalink. Later, two other mobile operators Teletalk and Warid were issued licences in 2004 and 2005 respectively. However, Warid sold a majority stake to India’s Bharti Airtel Limited and renamed the business as Airtel. Teletalk is the publicly owned mobile operator running under BTTB (Eusuf, Toufique & Shamannay 2007).
2.6.1 Mobile phone industry regulators in Bangladesh

In Bangladesh the mobile phone industry consists of the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunication (MoPT), Bangladesh Telecommunications Company Limited (BTCL) and Bangladesh Telecom Regulatory Commission (BTRC). However, the industry is run under the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MoPT) (BTTB 2006, Islam & Rahman 2006)( see Figure 2.3 for more details). Presently, the role of the MoPT, BTCL and BTRC are clearly assigned: policy matters are vested with the MoPT, telecom services are provided and the systems of operation are maintained by the BTCL and other private operators, while the regulatory functions are assigned to the BTRC (Bhuiyan 2004).
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Figure 2.3: Mobile Industry analysis in Bangladesh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1</th>
<th>Phase 2</th>
<th>Phase 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monopoly by Government institute. No presence of telecom growth</td>
<td>Establishment of frameworks, deregulation, entrance of providers</td>
<td>Huge competition on telecom market, Exponential growth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.6.2 Mobile phone subscribers in Bangladesh

In terms of telephone communication, mobile phones have become the choice of the majority. The total number of mobile phone subscribers has reached 106.934 million at the end of July 2013 (BTRC 2013) (see Table 2.6 for more details).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operators</th>
<th>Active Subscribers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grameen Phone Ltd. (GP)</td>
<td>44.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banglalink Digital Communications Limited</td>
<td>27.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RobiAxiata Limited (Robi)</td>
<td>23.770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airtel Bangladesh Limited (Airtel)</td>
<td>7.897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Bangladesh Telecom Limited (Citycell)</td>
<td>1.361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teletalk Bangladesh Ltd. (Teletalk)</td>
<td>1.916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>106.934</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Subscribers in Millions  
**The above subscribers' numbers are declared by the mobile operators

2.7 IT adoption and usage in Bangladeshi banks

Like many other countries, the advent of Information Technology (IT) has revolutionised banks in Bangladesh. IT adoption in Bangladeshi banks started with the installation of a second generation computer in 1964. However, in Bangladesh, foreign banks and private banks played the leading role with adoption of IT in banking (Islam & Rahman, 2006, Rahman 2001). Currently Bangladeshi banks offer ATMs, e-banking, online banking and m-banking facilities to the customers.

2.7.1 IT adoption phases in Bangladeshi banks

The IT adoption phase in Bangladesh can be divided into four sections as shown in figure 2.1. From 1971 to 1980, Bangladeshi banks did not offer any IT service to the consumers and branch banking was only the banking option. In the second phase, the
foreign banks and private banks started computerising their branches for communication exchange and back-office activities. In the early stages, banks mainly used computers for accounting, payroll applications, ledger maintenance, cash management and dispenser (Chowdhury 1999, Khalil, Ahmed & Khan 2007). The third phase was characterised by ATMs, offline transaction processing and inter-bank fund transfer. The fourth generation services offered real time online banking, electronic fund transfer, centralised processing at country level, e-banking and m-banking (Alam et al. 2007, Rahman 2012). The fourth phase is the most sophisticated stage as money transfer using e-banking and m-banking is possible with the permission of the Central Bank (see Figure 2.4 and Table 2.7 for more details).

![Figure 2.4: Technology Diffusion in Bangladesh](image)

The adoption of IT has clearly divided Bangladeshi banking into several categories. Firstly, foreign banks and most of the private banks; secondly, a few new private banks offering medium range online banking systems; and thirdly, nationalised banks and a few foreign bank branch offices that have very limited online systems.
Table 2.7: E-banking facilities in Bangladesh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facilities</th>
<th>Government banks</th>
<th>Private banks</th>
<th>Foreign banks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-banking</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS banking</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computerized Branches</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.7.2 The Central Bank’s activities and initiatives

Bangladesh Bank has a great role in IT adoption within the banks of Bangladesh. Bangladesh Bank mainly formulates policy and ensures the implementation of the policy. However, Bangladesh Bank also develops IT systems for government owned banks. Bangladesh Bank also develops IT systems that are useful for all the banks, such as Treasury Management System, import monitoring, export form matching, credit information applications, payroll, Human Resources Management System etc. These applications are supported financially by the donor organisation such as the Asian Development Bank, World Bank and DFID. The recently developed Bangladesh Automated Cheque Processing System (BACPS) and Magnetic ink character recognition applications have been highly acclaimed by the Bangladeshis. So far sixty (60) different in-house applications have been developed and are in operation, eighteen (18) applications are in development/implementation stage.

2.8 E-banking in Bangladesh

Internet banking has received increased attention over the last few years in Bangladesh among the private banks and international banks. In Bangladesh the banks started their e-banking journey by developing an informational website to gain an Internet presence. Embracing e-banking increased their image among consumers during last few years. Despite the huge diffusion of e-banking in the world, the status of e-banking is not promising in Bangladesh (Rahman et al. 2009, Alam et al. 2007). The main customers of e-banking in Bangladesh are the rich, educated and urban customers.
2.8.1 E-banking adoption challenges in Bangladesh

Research suggest adoption of e-banking in Bangladesh faces various challenges (Imran 2009, Raihan 2001). Like other developing countries the expansion of e-banking in Bangladesh is beleaguered with several infrastructural, institutional and regulatory constraints (Rahman 2007). The main obstacles of e-banking adoption in Bangladesh are issues such as high price of computers, high cost of Internet and unavailability of Internet in rural areas (Ali et al. 2007, Khanam, Ahmed & Khan 2005, Raihan 2001). Some cognitive factors such as lack of knowledge, attitude, low level of computer literacy among users, and requirement of huge investment to buy a computer also play a negative role in e-banking adoption in Bangladesh (Imran 2009).

2.8.2 Recommendations to overcome e-banking challenges in Bangladesh

To overcome the challenges of e-banking in Bangladesh, various recommendations are suggested by the local - researchers and ICT practitioners (Rahman 2009, Ali et al. 2007). However, Rahman (2009) suggests an alternative channel of banking distribution. He argues that mobile banking can be an important tool in Bangladesh for two reasons: mobile banking covers almost all activities involved in retail banking; and secondly, the mobile phone network has already been spread all over the country. Researchers also suggest that mobile banking is a good and possible alternative to offer electronic banking opportunity.

2.9 Conclusion

Since this research is a context specific study focused on Bangladesh, it is essential to explain the situation of the research context and to provide a broad range of information related to the topic of the thesis in the context of Bangladesh. This chapter therefore has introduced demographic information on Bangladesh, SMEs in Bangladesh, banking in Bangladesh and Information Technology in Bangladesh, particularly within the banking sector. The next chapter presents the m-banking literature review.
Chapter 3

M-banking: An opportunity for SMEs

This chapter provides a theoretical foundation for the research by reviewing the most significant relevant literature that impacts on the research questions. This chapter starts by providing a definition of m-banking from previous studies, then the discussion proceeds to m-banking in Bangladesh. M-banking has several benefits to offer SMEs, banks and telcos. This chapter examines the benefits and advantages of m-banking from previous research. Micro level customer perspective factors and macro level m-banking factors and how these factors impact positively and negatively on m-banking implementations are also presented. A section explores the barriers in m-banking that prevent customers from using the service. The literature review includes those aspects of m-banking that are expected to determine the m-banking framework for rural SMEs in Bangladesh. The review does not consider technological aspects like programming language, network protocol, secure architecture of m-banking; rather customer perspective factors, organisational factors and country level factors are considered. Studies and literature related to research methodology are included in Chapter Four.

3.1 Introduction

Over the last two decades the world has witnessed a massive boom in mobile phone adoption. The rapid diffusion of mobile phones sparked the idea to utilise the mobile phone network for more than voice and SMS communication (Beth 2008). Researchers and ICT practitioners suggested to offer various services such as banking, education and commerce using mobile phones to the users. Among these services, the banking service over the mobile phone, commonly known as m-banking, excited government, banks and MTOs especially in the developing countries where banking excludes poor and rural customers.
M-banking enables people to use their mobile phones to manipulate their bank accounts linked to their mobile phone number and transfer money. The European banks first implemented m-banking as an extra channel on top of existing banking channels for more convenience to the customer. However, m-banking has proven to be more advantageous for SMEs in developing countries too. Therefore, it is now at the centre of intense national interest for SME banking in countries like South Africa, Kenya, Philippines, India and more recently, in Bangladesh.

### 3.2 Defining M-banking

The terms m-banking, m-money, m-payments and m-finance are generic terms that refer collectively to the service that enables banking using a mobile phone (Brown et al. 2003). However, m-banking is limited in this research to an application that allows users to complete banking transactions using only the Short Message Service (SMS). In this definition, SMS is considered the sole channel for m-banking, as only SMS-based m-banking is available in Bangladesh now. This is the main difference to other m-banking definitions in Table 3.1. Some popular definitions of m-banking are given in Table 3.1.

**Table 3.1: Definitions of m-banking**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Punithavathi &amp; Duraiswamy</td>
<td>M-banking systems are applications that allow users to complete banking transactions on a mobile device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2011)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangens &amp; Soderberg</td>
<td>A financial service delivered by mobile networks using mobile phone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2008)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porteous (2006)</td>
<td>A subset of e-banking in which customers access a range of banking products, such as a variety of savings and credit instruments, via electronic channels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porteous (2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinez &amp; Chaparro (2005)</td>
<td>The system that uses mobile information and communication technology in order to provide access or delivery to the information system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallat, Rossi &amp; Tuunainen</td>
<td>The mobile financial applications are called m-banking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnes &amp; Corbitt (2003)</td>
<td>A channel whereby customer interacts with a bank via the mobile device or personal digital assistant (PDA).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvi &amp; Sahai (2002)</td>
<td>A system where a subscriber would be able to perform monetary transaction anytime, anywhere and with anyone using his mobile.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.1 Models of m-banking

A wide spectrum of m-banking models has evolved in various countries. M-banking can be categorised based on the bank’s/Telco’s involvement and the initiatives taken by the organisations (Porteous, 2006). The responsibility of the deposit collection, deposit disbursement using outlets and payment instruction, and the most exposed brand to the public also define the classification of m-banking. The two most referenced m-banking models in previous m-banking research studies are the bank-led and Telco-led. However, bank-Telco joint ventures and non-bank/Telco driven m-banking service such as Globe and Celpay also exist (Ivatury, Gautam, & Mas, 2008).

3.2.2 Technology in m-banking

M-banking mainly uses SMS (Short Message Service) technology and WAP (Wireless Access Protocol). The SMS-based banking is the most accepted technology in the world, as the majority of phones have SMS capabilities, but only 10% have WAP capability. SMS is less expensive than WAP. The first m-banking services started by European banks used WAP technology. South Africa was also using WAP to provide m-banking. Among other technology, i-mode platform that is based on cHTML (compact Hypertext Markup Language) or Java technology is also dominant in Japan (Brown et al. 2003).

3.3 M-banking in Bangladesh

With 75 million mobile phone users, 45% unbanked population, and 99% of the population within the mobile network (BRTC 2013, CIA 2013), Bangladesh has encouraged the banks, telecoms and the Central Bank to come forward in the introduction of m-banking. Furthermore, the latest initiative of the Central Bank to offer banking service to the unbanked population has also sparked the impetus towards m-banking adoption.

M-banking was first introduced as Short Message Service (SMS) banking by the private banks in Bangladesh. The early m-banking services in Bangladesh had very limited functionality, such as viewing own account details, balance and mini statement.
However, with the deregulation of policy on 29 November 2009, current m-banking services in Bangladesh offer cash-in, cash-out, fund transfer for merchant payment, salary disbursement and utility payments (Ahmed, Rayhan & Islam 2011, Rahman 2012).

3.4 Past, present and future: Research on m-banking

The preliminary investigation suggests that m-banking has gained great interest in the research community worldwide as it is expected to have an impact in developing countries (see Figure 3.1 for more details). Existing m-banking research studies can be categorised into three broad areas of study:

Firstly, some groups of researchers explain the diffusion of m-banking at the individual level. This is the customer perspective research that concentrates on adoption, acceptance and usage of m-banking (Brown et al. 2003). The researchers use various Information systems theories such as classic Diffusion of Innovations Theory (Roger 1995), Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and the extended TAM (Davis 1989), the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Taylor & Todd 1995) and the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al. 2003) to predict the adoption of m-banking by individual customers (Donner 2008). This is the most popular topic in m-banking research.

Secondly, some research assesses the impact of m-banking at the organisational level and tries to understand the use of the m-banking system in the organisation. A major shift here is from the personal use of m-banking to the business use of m-banking. Recently some m-banking studies have focused on m-banking use in the SMEs (Bångens & Söderberg 2011, Higgins, Kendall & Lyon 2012, Kirui, Okello & Nyikal 2010, Kirui, Okello & Nyikal 2012, Kumar, Martin & O’Neill 2011). These researchers are convinced that m-banking has the potential to offer low cost virtual bank accounts to the large number of unbanked SMEs (Bångens & Söderberg 2011, Chavan et al. 2009, Higgins, Kendall & Lyon 2012, Kumar, Martin & O’Neill 2011). Therefore, it is
investigated suggested that the banks can target SME owners as a user group, since SMEs’ retail payment is surprisingly high (Bångens & Söderberg 2011).

The third group presents the macro-level regulation, organizational and country-level factors. Continents like Africa, countries like Kenya, Uganda and Philippines and specific groups are put under the lens of m-banking to understand how m-banking can bring benefit to them (Aker 2010).

Figure 3.1: M-banking research direction
The preliminary investigation suggests Bangladesh has also become an attractive place for m-banking research like many other underdeveloped countries. Most of the customer perspective research studies report that consumers are favourable to m-banking in Bangladesh (Ahmed, Rayhan & Islam 2011, Dewan & Dewan 2009). On another dimension, the macro-level m-banking research studies in Bangladesh mainly examine the national payment system, the m-banking regulation and m-banking transaction policy in the country (Sultana 2009). The studies report that the Central Bank and the government are supporting the banks and MTOs with m-banking implementation by introducing new regulations related to m-banking and reforming the banking policy.

However, Bangladeshi m-banking research studies are dominated by the customer perspective adoption studies (Ahmed, Rayhan & Islam 2011, Dewan & Dewan 2009). These studies are mainly conducted in big cities and conducted from person-to-person usage. Existing research efforts on m-banking in Bangladesh focused on the technology perspectives too (Ahmed, Rayhan & Islam 2011, Dewan & Dewan 2009, Mousumi & Jamil 2010). However, it remains to be investigated how micro and macro-level factors both impact on m-banking adoption for rural SMEs in Bangladesh. M-banking service is new in Bangladesh and still in its infancy, leaving a great deal of room for development.

3.5 M-banking advantages

Over the last ten years, m-banking has gained great interest in the research community worldwide as it is expected to have an impact for developing countries. Scholars suggest that for developing countries, m-banking can reduce ‘walking many kilometres for the banking’ (Medhi, Ratan & Toyama 2009) and m-banking is a panacea for the poor (Aker & Mbiti 2010, Duncombe & Boateng 2009). In Kenya, the Philippines and Zimbabwe, money transfer is one of the reasons for the huge uptake of m-banking (Medhi, Ratan & Toyama 2009). In the case of WIZZIT in South Africa, employment is the reason for the uptake of m-banking as workers had to have the m-banking account for salary purposes (Medhi, Ratan & Toyama 2009). Furthermore, the emerging m-
banking is an opportunity to leapfrog the earlier stage of development and minimise the digital divide between developed countries.

M-banking has enormous potential to include the unbanked and rural customers. In developing countries, these customers are not attractive clients and considered as unprofitable to the traditional banks (Mallat, Rossi & Tuunainen 2004). However, m-banking has the potential to offer low cost virtual bank accounts to the large number of unbanked individuals worldwide (Bangens & Soderberg 2008, Medhi, Ratan, & Toyama 2009). Another interesting case by Chavan et al. (2009), suggests that m-banking can drive financial inclusion for women too, who are at the bottom of the social pyramid in developing countries. This is because in developing countries, women are not encouraged to go out to do banking due to cultural, social and or religious barriers.

At the national level, m-banking’s inclusion of the unbanked population in the banking channel will benefit a country by allowing more money into the formal banking system. M-banking fosters urban to rural remittances (Morawczynski 2008) which can control unhealthy urban migration. M-banking encourages customers to investment that is not currently in effective circulation. Indirect impacts like increased family savings rate, increased income and resilience to financial shocks are also some benefits (Medhi, Ratan & Toyama 2009). Thus Aker & Mbiti (2010) suggest a link of economic development of a country and m-banking.

### 3.5.1 M-banking advantages for the providers (banks and MTOs)

M-banking offers strategic advantages to banks and mobile telecommunication providers too. M-banking can be a source of revenue for banks/MTOs by accessing new customers (Kim, Shin & Lee 2007, Scornavacca & Barnes 2004, Tiwari & Buse 2007). For mobile network operators, m-banking can earn revenue besides voice communication and SMS (Dolan 2009). The service also increases the brand image of the organisations leading to enhanced product (Liou 2008, Eusebio & Stuart 2004). Nah, Siau and Sheng 2005 suggested m-banking is also a medium to disseminate organisational information and to conduct marketing (Riivari 2005).
3.5.2 M-banking usage and advantages for the SME

Over the past two decades there has been a growing impetus worldwide towards the adoption of m-banking for the unbanked population. The small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are part of this unbanked sector, deprived of sophisticated banking facilities while playing a major economic role in the developing countries (Ardic, Mylenko & Saltane 2012, Beck & Demirgüç-Kunt 2006, Harvie 2004, Levy 1993, Nichter & Goldmark 2009).

Primarily, SMEs in India, Kenya and Tanzania have received most of the attention by the m-banking researchers. These studies meticulously analyse various payment systems between SMEs to SMEs, SMEs to customers and customers to SMEs in developing countries and answers the question of how the business version of m-banking should be developed. This is because m-banking acceptance greatly depends on how this service meets the banking needs of the target market. Banking requirements and patterns of money management of the target market need to be explored to make m-banking effective for them. Analysis of financial needs, aspects of financial service behaviours and the preferred financial service among the poorest users is lacking in the research of m-banking.

Previous m-banking studies have suggested SMEs in Uganda (Ndiwalana, Morawczynski & Popov 2010), Tanzania (Bångens & Söderberg 2011) and Kenya (Mas & N’gweno 2012) have benefitted substantially from using m-banking. The benefits reported by the SMEs of using m-banking are security, efficiency, and the time saving quality of m-banking. M-banking in these countries is used by SMEs to pay suppliers, receive customer deposits and to settle trades with wholesalers (Ndiwalana, Morawczynski & Popov 2010). M-banking also fosters SMEs’ business by speeding up transactions, quick ordering and arranging shipments. The most interesting contribution of SMEs’ m-banking use is the adoption of the service in the supply chain of the SME business. This record keeping feature of m-banking is also useful in accounting, SMEs’ business management, and for the credit reference bureaus.
Lastly, research suggests that m-banking can be used for both micro-payment and macro-payment in small organisations where EFTPOS is not available (Nah, Siau & Sheng 2005). The micro-payment method can facilitate the inter-country business transactions (Mallat, Rossi & Tuunainen 2004).

Nevertheless, the extant literature on m-banking has focused on m-banking advantages for person-to-person use, whereas research analysing m-banking use by SMEs remains inadequate. The main motivation to conduct this research is that the knowledge gained from other countries’ m-banking studies on SMEs cannot be applied in the Bangladeshi context. This is because SMEs are different from country to country (Higgins, Kendall & Lyon 2012). Bangladeshi SME owners may not have similar level of technological knowledge, banking knowledge and money management style to other countries’ SME owners. Moreover, the business environment, banking and transaction system of the SMEs in Bangladesh may not be the same as other developing countries. Furthermore, most of the m-banking advantages for SMEs are documented from an SME’s perspective. To date, no research from Bangladesh or other parts of the world have collected data from a bank or MTO’s perspective.

In a country like Bangladesh where SMEs provide the second source of national income and the only option in the non-harvest season, no research has answered the question:

1. What benefits can be achieved for the rural SMEs, banks, telecommunication organisations and the government by offering m-banking to the rural SMEs in Bangladesh?

3.6 Micro and Macro factors in m-banking

Micro-level customer perspective studies and macro-level organisational and country-level perspectives are two major dimensions in m-banking research (Bankole & Cloete 2011, Daud et al. 2011, Jia-bao 2011, Kadušić, Bojović & Žgalj 2011, Ratten 2011, Shen et al. 2010). However, the most popular topic in m-banking research is the customer perspective that concentrates on adoption, acceptance and usage of m-banking (Brown et al. 2003).
3.6.1 Micro-level factors

Over the last ten years, a wide spectrum of m-banking frameworks has emerged in various countries. Frameworks are pivotal for the explanation of the factors and determinants of m-banking (Brown et al. 2003). They include consumer, technical, social, and security perspectives and apply Information Systems (IS) adoption theories to explain the individual’s preference and reaction. M-banking, like any other IS application, has strong linkage to the customer’s behaviour, perception and motivation. Traditionally IS has a strong relation to the individual’s preference and reaction (Goodhue & Thompson 1995). The most popular IS theories in m-banking research are the classic Diffusion of Innovations Theory (Roger 1995), Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and the extended TAM (Davis 1989), the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Taylor & Todd 1995) and the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al. 2003). These theories concentrate on individual needs, user characteristics, and consumer behaviour and describe sociological factors (Donner 2008). Bankole and Cloete (2011), Daud et al. (2011) and Kadašić, Bojić & Žgalj (2011) have used IS theories in developing an m-banking framework. In some cases, the researchers extended the actual model or combined two models to explain the possible adoption and acceptance patterns (Tobbin 2012).

The TAM has received significant attention in m-banking research. Over the years, TAM has received praises from earlier researchers on its contribution towards our understanding into consumer behaviour. Relative advantage, perceived compatibility, trialability and consumer banking needs and lower perceptions of risks are some factors identified in m-banking in South Africa (Brown et al. 2003). Crabbe et al. (2009) identified usefulness, ease of use, perceived elitisation, credibility, facilitating conditions, sustained usefulness and demographic factors are playing in Ghanaian mobile banking users. However, most common factors cited in previous m-banking studies are listed in Table 3.2.

However, Luarn and Lin (2005) argue volitional as TAM’s limitation and added two new constructs: perceived self-efficacy and perceived financial cost, adapted from perceived behavioural control of TPB. The researchers further say that TAM misses the
important sources of variances in m-banking context; so another construct of perceived credibility that relates to adopters’ trust of the service, proposed by Wang, Lin & Luarn (2006) from the internet banking context is added. The researchers claim that usefulness, ease of use, credibility and self-efficacy influence intention of m-banking use and financial cost of the service negatively influences intention. Wang, Lin & Luarn (2006) used TAM, TPB and Luarn and Lin (2005) and found self-efficacy, financial resource, usefulness, ease of use and credibility influence intention to use m-banking.

Table 3.2: Drivers in m-banking research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Study/Model</th>
<th>Drivers</th>
<th>Country &amp; Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kleijnen et al. (2004)</td>
<td>Extended TAM</td>
<td>Usefulness, ease of use, cost, system quality, social influence, user characteristics: age, computer skills, mobile technology readiness</td>
<td>Field survey of 105 mobile banking users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luarn &amp; Lin (2005)</td>
<td>TAM and TPB</td>
<td>Perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived credibility (Wang et al 2003), perceived self-efficacy (TPB), perceived financial cost (TPB)</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laukkanen &amp; Lauronen, (2005)</td>
<td>Customer perspective value</td>
<td>Convenience, time savings, efficiency, ability to react immediately, location free service, safety, self esteem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou, Lu &amp; Wang (2007)</td>
<td>TTF &amp; UTAUT</td>
<td>Task characteristics, Technology characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong et al. (2008)</td>
<td>TPB</td>
<td>Usefulness, ease of use, enjoyment, social influence, media influence, mobility, monetary value</td>
<td>Online survey of 811 Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morawczynski &amp; Miscione (2008)</td>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>Trusts towards agents and service providers</td>
<td>Kenya Ethnographic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crabbe et</td>
<td>TAM</td>
<td>Perceived elitisation (Venkatesh and Davis 2000),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors and Year</td>
<td>Model or Framework</td>
<td>Relevant Factors</td>
<td>Study Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barati and Mohammadi (2009)</td>
<td>TAM, UTAUT Innovation resistance</td>
<td>Demographic factors, Innovation resistance, Perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use,</td>
<td>Conceptual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu, Min &amp; Ji (2009)</td>
<td>TAM and trust</td>
<td>Trust in technologies, Trust in vendors, Structural assurance, Disposition to trust, Perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use,</td>
<td>China Survey 438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luo et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Performance expectancy, Trust and risk</td>
<td>Structural assurance, Disposition to trust, self-efficacy, trust belief, financial, performance, privacy, time, psychological, social, physical risks and overall risks</td>
<td>US survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, Shin &amp; Lee (2009)</td>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>Relative benefits, Personal Propensity to trust, structural assurance and firm reputation</td>
<td>Korea Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wessels &amp; Drennan (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Demographic factors, Perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, Need for interaction, perceived risk</td>
<td>Web based survey, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ying &amp; Can (2010)</td>
<td>TAM</td>
<td>Consumption concept, Consumer experience Perceived usability, Perceived usefulness, Perceived ease of use, attitude, behavioural intention,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anus et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Risk and Trust</td>
<td>Performance expectancy, behavioural</td>
<td>Pakistan Survey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TAM was also extended by other researchers like Wang, Lin & Luarn (2006) and Kleijnen (2009). Hong et al. (2008) used models based on the decomposed TPB and incorporating factors. They found that attitude, social influence, media influence, perceived mobility, and perceived monetary value influence consumers’ intention to
continue usage of mobile data services. Tobbin (2009) also extended TAM using IDT constructs and highlights perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, perceived risk and perceived trust as key determinants of behavioural intention of m-banking adoption. M-banking adoption is also explained using UTAUT and TTF, as TAM is not enough to predict the individual adoption of technology (Zhou, Lu & Wang 2007, Ying & Can 2010) added three more factors to TAM: consumption concept, consumer experience and perceived usability, and verified that all these factors have influence over m-banking adoption.

The latest m-banking frameworks have more dimensions and variations of factors. For example, adoption is tested together with satisfaction (Jia-bao 2011), social cognitive factors (Ratten 2011), cost-benefit perception on adoption (Shen et al. 2010), trust transfer from online to m-banking (Wei 2011), usability comparisons between SMS banking and Interactive Voice Response (IVR) (Peevers 2011). A most recent m-banking framework examines the individual’s entrepreneurial adoption decision to use m-banking (Ratten 2011). Some research also tests religious belief on m-banking adoption (Amin 2011).

Despite the fact that m-banking frameworks have been developed using data from different countries (Bankole & Cloete 2011, Laukkanen & Cruz 2012), research indicates that m-banking frameworks are highly contextual. Factors have varied effects in different regional contexts. Amin et al. (2008) report that perceived ease is an m-banking factor in Malaysia, while Daud et al. (2011) find no significant relationship. There is therefore a need to understand the adoption drivers, motivators and the factors of the users in each specific country.

Despite the huge potential of m-banking in Bangladesh, not much research effort has been devoted to identifying micro-level customer perspective factors in m-banking adoption, by comparison with other countries. Moreover, m-banking providers consider Bangladesh as a market but they do not target it as a specific market. But Medhi, Ratan & Toyama (2009) suggest that an unbanked market should be targeted to first and then answers should be given in relation to how m-banking could be adopted in that market.
Another important criticism on the m-banking research in Bangladesh is that to date, all the attempts are too technology-led (Mousumi & Jamil 2010). The researchers include business models but exclude social models. It is important to consider the technological, contextual and social perspectives on which m-banking adoption depends (Bankole 2011, Daud et al. 2011, Kadušić, Bojović & Žgalj 2011, Min et al. 2011, Yang 2011).

However, three problems are found with the customer perspective m-banking research in Bangladesh. Firstly, instead of using strong empirical evidence, the research studies are founded on a small number of participants (Duncombe & Boateng 2009). Secondly, a strong research tradition in m-banking worldwide shows that social factors have a powerful influence on m-banking adoption; but current research on m-banking in Bangladesh has not considered this socio-cultural approach. Moreover, the research studies have not considered any Information System (IS) adoption theories, but IS theories are important in explaining the adoption of IS. Furthermore, these theories have a relation to the individual’s preference and reaction (Goodhue & Thompson 1995). Thirdly, the m-banking research tends to underestimate the true extent of customers’ intention to use the service by narrowing cognitive factors of human behaviour. One research has attempted to predict young consumers’ m-banking choice; but the research is city based, and rural settings (65% of the population) are ignored (Ahmed, Rayhan & Islam 2011, Dewan & Dewan 2009). This research is one of the earliest attempts to examine m-banking in a rural Bangladesh setting.

Another rationale for undertaking such a study is that current m-banking research in Bangladesh tends to underestimate the true extent of complex adoption factors by providing only survey based micro-level customer perspective research (Ahmed, Rayhan & Islam 2011, Dewan & Dewan 2009, Rahman 2012). Currently there is no research on Bangladesh that employs an exploratory approach to understand complex adoption factors. To extend the understanding on m-banking, there is a need to broaden the research methods, utilising more detailed qualitative studies and experimental research design. Duncombe & Boateng (2009) make a strong case that a greater number of participants in the research will strengthen the understanding of the banking needs,
and data from a wider population will provide m-banking research clarity and reliability (Duncombe & Boateng 2009).

The availability of the service alone does not ensure that SMEs will adopt the service. Predicting SMEs’ intention is important. There is a need, therefore, to understand their acceptance of m-banking and to identify the drivers, inhibitors, risk, satisfaction and usability factors affecting Bangladeshi SME’s intentions to use m-banking. This information can improve the building of m-banking systems that SMEs want to use, and help discovering why potential SMEs avoid using the existing system. Failure to understand any one of the factors may result in failure to capitalise on the benefits of m-banking. For Bangladesh, the failure could be severe, a step backward. Thus Bangladesh is probably one of the countries with the greatest need of research attention. To fill the current gap, this study investigates a customer perspective framework for rural SMEs in Bangladesh. The research will provide an answer to the question:

2. **What are the customer perspective factors which influence the intention of rural SMEs to adopt m-banking in Bangladesh?**

To provide an answer to above research question, this research conducted statistical analysis. The statistical analysis tested hypotheses which are developed in the next sections.

**3.6.2 Hypothesis development**

This research is established on the premises of IDT, TPB, TAM, and the m-banking framework by Luarn and Lin (2005). The research considers the customer perspective factors reported in several related works, such as factors of perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived credibility, perceived risk, cost and demographics. However, the research also contributes to the body of knowledge by introducing three new factors which impact on the intention to adopt m-banking, namely banking satisfaction, m-banking advantages for SMEs, and SME business type. These factors are
rarely mentioned in prior studies. However, the factors which were considered in this study and the hypotheses which relate to them are listed as follows and summarised in Figure 3.2.

![Figure 3.2: M-banking framework based on hypotheses.](image)

**Relative advantages for SMEs**

Taylor and Todd (1995) define relative advantage as the extent of benefits the service offers over previous ways of performing the same task. Previous studies suggest that m-banking offers additional value, such as location-free access, real-time banking, ubiquitous purchase etc. (Brown et al. 2003, Tobbin 2009, Riquelme & Rios 2010, Jia-bao 2011). For rural SMEs, m-banking can offer easy payment, effective management and convenient banking. This forms the basis for the following hypothesis:

*H2: The greater the perceived advantages of using m-banking for SMEs, the more likely that it will be adopted.*

**Perceived usefulness**

Usefulness is the ability to enhance performance using a particular system (Davis 1989). Perceived usefulness has a significant effect on m-banking adoption (Daud et al.
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2011, Luarn and Lin 2005, Min et al. 2011, Tobbin 2009). Rural SMEs will use the service if the users find it useful in saving banking time, increasing productivity, or enhancing effectiveness. The research presents a hypothesis:

H3: Higher perceived usefulness of m-banking will lead SME owners/managers to higher intention to adopt.

**Perceived credibility**

Perceived credibility refers to the security and privacy concerns of the users. New users of an electronic system may have concerns with the unsanctioned intrusions or outflows of personal information, fear of the lack of security and unnecessary intrusion by the system (Daud et al. 2011, Luarn and Lin 2005). Online transactions are new in Bangladesh, so it is important to know SME owners’/managers’ concerns about divulging banking information online. Hence the research posits:

H4: Perceived credibility of SME owners/managers will have a positive effect on intention to adopt m-banking.

**Perceived ease of use**

To capitalise on the benefits of m-banking, it has to offer easy use of the system. Davis (1989) defines ease of use as the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would be effortless. In m-banking, empirical results illustrate that perceived ease of use is related to the intention of acceptance of m-banking in non-users (Luarn & Lin 2005, Lin 2011, Min et al. 2011). This research includes the hypothesis:

H5: Perceived ease of use of m-banking will have a positive effect on the intention to adopt m-banking in rural SMEs.
Perceived Risk

Risk is at the centre of all banking transactions. Risk is defined as a consumer’s belief about the potential uncertain negative outcomes from the mobile money transaction (Tobbin, 2009). Some perceived risk associated in m-banking are financial, performance, privacy, time, psychological, social, physical risks and overall risks. (Luo et al. 2010). Perceived risk was believed to be a predictor and barrier to mobile money transfer services, and expected to negatively influence consumers’ behaviour (Luo et al. 2010), (Anus et al. 2011, Brown et al. 2003). Moreover, having no prior experience of electronic transactions may have a more significant negative relationship between perceived risk and behavioural intentions (Tobbin, 2009). The higher the consumer’s belief regarding the likelihood of suffering a loss as a result of using m-banking, the lower the probability that they will intend to use m-banking. (Wessels & Drennan 2010). Social and physical risks are found insignificant (Luo et al. 2010, Anus et al. 2011)

H6: SME owners'/managers’ greater perceived risk of m-banking will have a negative impact on the intention to adopt.

Perceived cost

In m-banking, there are some costs associated with the service, such as traffic billing, commission charges and flat fees. The price has an effect on the motivation to accept or reject the service but also perceptions of price are important for customers who have not yet tried the service (Luarn & Lin 2005, Yao & Zhong 2011). Therefore, a hypothesis is included:

H7: Perceived financial cost will have a negative effect on m-banking intention to adopt for SME owners and managers.

Demographic and socioeconomic factors

Some researchers have predicted that m-banking adoption is related to an individual’s demographic status, such as gender, age and education, and to socioeconomic factors (Dewan et al. 2010, Laukkanen & Cruz 2012, Laukkanen & Pasanen 2005, Wessels & Drennan 2010). The followings are hypotheses based on these factors:

H8: Gender of the SME owner/manager will have an effect on m-banking adoption.
H9: Age will have an effect on m-banking adoption.

H10: Level of education will have an effect on intention to adopt m-banking.

H11: Occupation will have an effect on intention to adopt m-banking.

H12: SME owner’s or manager’s income will have an effect on intention to adopt m-banking.

H13: Business type of the SME will have an effect on the intention of the owners to adopt m-banking.

3.7 Macro-level m-banking success factors

Apart from customer perspective factors, macro-level factors also impact positively or negatively the implementation of m-banking in a country (Duncombe & Boateng 2009, Weber & Darbellay 2010). The macro-level factors are from the organisational perspective and from the country-level perspective. The following macro-level factors are identified in prior studies.

3.7.1 Ready mobile phone infrastructure

The ready mobile phone network is the main success factor for m-banking adoption in a country. Furthermore, high growth rate of mobile phone uptake, consumers’ preferences of mobile phone, and continuous improvement of mobile technology provides a solid foundation for a country to offer m-banking (Cracknell 2004).

3.7.2 Supportive organisational culture to promote m-banking

Researchers suggested the organisation structure, the firm’s culture, management style and brand image can promote m-banking development (Duncombe & Boateng 2009, Saleem & Rashid 2011, Weber & Darbellay 2010). More instructively, perhaps, San Martin et al. (2012) findings show that a firm’s activity and technological competence affect the growth of mobile phone based commerce, such as m-banking.
3.7.3 Partnership and communication among stakeholders

Effective partnership and communication among the stakeholders are mandatory in successful m-banking (Jenkins 2008). Establishing individual and bilateral agreement among the stakeholders, setting up standards, engaging collaboratively with regulators are some identified tools to create effective partnership in m-banking (Jenkins 2008). Partnership and communication in m-banking becomes so crucial that lack of collaboration is attributed as a reason for low m-banking adoption in Europe (Pousttchi, Schiessler & Wiedemann, 2009, Ndiwalana, Morawczynski & Popov 2010).

3.7.4 Government’s support of m-banking

Research identified that government and regulators’ support and recognition of m-banking had prompted the m-banking diffusion in countries like Kenya, India, the Philippines and Ghana. Therefore, m-banking developers should try to place m-banking around the policy makers and regulators’ objectives. Jenkins (2008) thus suggested that m-banking’s placement in the World Bank’s guidelines will promote m-banking to the governments of developing countries.

3.7.5 Supportive national culture to promote m-banking

Previous m-banking research studies suggest that the social and cultural environment of a country are also some unique determinants in a country that accelerates the m-banking diffusion. On this theme, Medhi, Ratan and Toyama (2009) proved social and contextual norms and practices greatly influence the money management and banking activities of the consumers. Another example, Eusebio and Stuart (2004) identified Japanese culture’s tendency towards innovative use of technology and group conformity as the determinants that effectively prompted the m-banking implementation in that country (Dahlberg et al. 2008, Lio 2008)
Money sharing and financial relations are embedded in social relations and depend on social security and economic diversity. Therefore, better understanding of the daily practices, norms and use patterns of the m-banking service will allow the construction of a more valid and better m-banking service.

3.7.6 M-banking: Legal and regulatory implications

M-banking inherits the same risks as traditional banking. Therefore, m-banking development does not only depend on technological advancements, rather establishing legal certainty on the service (Bångens & Söderberg 2011, Porteous 2006, Ivatury & Mas 2008, Weber & Darbellay 2010). The following discussions explore the legal implications of m-banking.

3.7.6.1 Customer perspective regulations

Customers demand safe, affordable m-banking that is based on convincing regulatory framework (Ivatury & Mas 2008). Therefore, the adopters have a fiduciary responsibility towards the customers. Data security of customers from unauthorised access, consumer protection standards and financial integrity of the m-banking providers are some customer perspective concerns in m-banking (Weber & Darbellay 2010).

3.7.6.2 Providers’ perspective regulations

Regulations are important for the m-banking providers, so that providers have confidence to invest in the necessary resources. Regulatory implication is also required to develop a dynamic m-banking market. The monopoly of the first adopters and the imbalance in market share can have negative impacts on m-banking development in a country. Therefore, Anderson (2010) had advised to develop an m-banking regulation that allows entrance of different m-banking providers and interoperability of the m-banking platform.
The participation of non-bank stakeholders such as ISP, mobile telecommunication network providers and their agents in m-banking increases the risk profile of the service. Therefore, based on the stakeholders’ involvement and their engagement in money collection and disbursement, it is important to define a legal framework. The legal enforcement should address each stakeholder’s responsibility on customer protections and rights, and legal provisions of involvement of different parties in the m-banking system.

3.7.6.3 National level policy and regulations

National level policies such as new account opening procedures, a national payment system, m-banking transaction policy, e-signature policy, and e-commerce policies are also important to grow m-banking in a country (Ivatury & Mas 2008). A country’s supportive but flexible legislation allows a new m-banking model, as suggested by Porteous (2009). The researcher researched on four large m-banking environments; India, Kenya, the Philippines and South Africa and found strong relation between the m-banking adoption and banking and MTO regulation of those countries.

In developing countries, where illiteracy is high and financial literacy is low, the vulnerability is higher as the legal enforcement of consumer protection is often ineffective or lacking (Porteous, 2006). Furthermore, the developing countries’ laws and regulations are accused of having ineffective consumer protection law. Ineffective consumer protection can vulnerable to m-banking development in the country having low literacy. Therefore, risk to customers should be exposed and the risk should be eliminated. The rising concerns of attack over the network, mobile virus, fraudulent activities, customer identification in m-banking, financial integrity of its clients and their transactions, money laundering, terrorism or criminal activities are some legal aspects that need to be addressed in m-banking regulations to gain customers’ trust (Weber & Darbellay2010).
M-banking is an interdisciplinary business (Jenkins 2008, Dolan 2009), where consumers, telecoms, banks and government organisations are orchestrated in the business. This is an interesting aspect of m-banking that there is a lot to understand about the participating organisations. Therefore, more research studies are required on how the participating organisations can interact more effectively and more clearly (Mas & Ng’weno 2009).

Nevertheless, the extant literature on m-banking has focused on micro-level customer perspective factors, whereas research analysing macro-level organisational and country-level factors remains inadequate. Although some research attempted to identify the organisational and country-level factors, most of the studies focus on the consumers’ standpoint (Saleem & Rashid 2011). Fewer researchers have attempted to get to the heart of the matter from the manager’s perspective of a bank. The most dominant data collection strategy in the macro-level m-banking research is by using a prepared questionnaire. The questionnaire includes popular adoption factors derived from current m-banking literature. It is a conservative approach, as it limits the list of true adoption factors. M-banking research into a new market can generate new knowledge of complex factors. Research should be more exploratory by nature to uncover the latent factors in the new markets, such as Bangladesh.

Currently there is very little research in Bangladesh that discuss macro-level m-banking factors, such as organisational factors, country-level factors and national level regulatory factors. However, Duncombe and Boateng (2009) and Weber and Darbellay (2010) have suggested to consider both micro and macro-level perspectives in m-banking implementation. Furthermore, m-banking is a new way of banking in Bangladesh. Previous branch bank systems, policies and methods may not be applicable in the m-banking system. Therefore, research on m-banking instrument negotiation, banking instrument’s signature and bank cheque authorisations are required. Thus Bangladesh is probably one of the countries with the greatest need of research attention. This study investigates macro-level factors in m-banking implementation in Bangladesh by answering:
3. What are the country-level and organisational factors that impact on implementing m-banking for rural SMEs in Bangladesh?

3.8 Barriers to m-banking adoption

Barriers to m-banking adoption can be broadly divided into two categories; customer perspective cognitive barriers and supply side barriers that consist of bank, MTO and mobile device limitations (Chemingui 2013, Cruz, Laukkanen & Muñoz 2011, Laukkanen & Cruz 2012, Laukkanen 2008, Laukkanen & Kiviniemi 2010) (see Figure 3.3 for more details).

Customer perspective barriers include functional barriers of m-banking and the psychological barriers of the customers (Chemingui 2013). Barriers such as incompatibility with the work or habit of the customers, longer payment processing time, the lower visibility and display-ability of m-banking are some customer perspective barriers identified in previous m-banking research (Chemingui 2013, Laukkanen & Lauronen 2005). Customers’ perception on m-banking values, such as unsuitability to effectively meet the banking requirements or failure to meet performance-to-price also hinders customers in adopting the service (Luo, et al. 2012, Kuisma, Laukkanen & Hiltunen 2007). Apart from these cognitive barriers, research studies also reported customers’ perceptions on risk barriers such as financial risk, economical loss and security risks. (Laukkanen et al. 2007, Cruz, Laukkanen & Munoz 2011).

Apart from customer perspective barriers, there are supply side barriers too in m-banking adoption. The supply side barriers consist of banks’, MTOs’ and mobile device limitations (Scornavacca & Hoehle 2006, Laukkanen & Kiviniemi 2010, Lee, Mattila & Shim 2007, Luo et al. 2012). The limitations of mobile networks and mobile devices are two supply-side barriers identified in m-banking research. Slow network, poorly performing user interface and high price of SMS make the service unattractive to the user and fail to meet performance-to-price. Previous research explores that supply side barriers such as lack of banking information and incomplete product range make the service unsuitable, especially for the unbanked (Laukkanen & Kiviniemi 2010). Despite the fact that it is important to identify the source of barriers, research on m-banking
adoption barriers has received inadequate attention, especially in Bangladesh. Therefore, research should explore the barriers to develop strategies to reduce the barriers (Laukkanen & Kiviniemi 2010). However, the resistance study has a managerial implication too; it identifies the favourable customer segments and the prospective adopters of m-banking.

**Banking Barriers**
- Lack of banking information
- Unavailable of value added service
- Incomplete product range

**Telco Barriers**
- Security system in mobile banking
- Connection speed for WAP
- Cost of subscription

**Mobile Device Barriers**
- Display size of mobile phone
- Cost of mobile device
- Literacy, Language

**Customer Perspective Barriers**
- Functional
- Psychologic
- Usag
- Tradition
- Imag
- Risk
- Valu

Figure 3.3: M-banking barriers and concerns.

Therefore, m-banking service providers in Bangladesh must understand the barriers of rural SME owners/managers that might prevent them from adopting the service. Most of the SME owners/managers are new mobile phone users. Moreover, some of the SME owners/managers in rural Bangladesh are new to the banking system and they have lower literacy levels. The above discussion bring us to the following question:

4. *What are the barriers in implementing m-banking for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh?*
3.9 Knowledge sharing and recommendations of the stakeholders

M-banking is an innovation and a new service in Bangladesh. Thus knowledge sharing and communication between the stakeholders have been essential in m-banking. Moreover, m-banking is a service incorporating a wide range of different organisations. Therefore, the recommendations of the participating stakeholders are important in the implementation of the service. Furthermore, knowledge sharing is important to understand deeply the human, social and macro-level perspectives of m-banking. It is important to note that social practice and contextual norms greatly influence the money management and banking of the customers (Medhi, Ratan & Toyama 2009). Most successful m-banking systems such as M-PESA in Kenya occurred in collaboration with a research institute like FinMark Trust (Jenkins 2008).

However, only a handful of studies in Bangladesh has investigated the recommendations of the banks, MTOs and policy makers. It is therefore important in Bangladesh to investigate actual banking needs of the SMEs from banks, MTOs, SME research institutes and government, and recommend the findings to the m-banking implementers. This research thus seeks to investigate:

5. What are the stakeholders’ recommendations in m-banking adoption for rural SMEs in Bangladesh?
Chapter 4

Research design and research methodology

The chapter describes the research design, research methodology and data collection strategies of this research. The chapter commences by restating the research questions. The discussions then proceed to the philosophical view of the research. The research applies a mixed method approach and a section justifies the suitability of mixed methodology to this study. The methods are both quantitative (a survey of SMEs owners and managers in 4 rural villages in Bangladesh) and qualitative (interviews and a focus group). Lastly, a section covers the University of Technology, Sydney ethical requirements and how this research has addressed these.

4.1 Introduction

Research is a systematic investigation or inquiry of a research phenomenon. Research can be described as a series of rational decision making processes where data are collected, analysed and interpreted to provide the scientific explanations of research objectives (Mackenzie & Knipe 2006). Research is a journey to knowledge and a proper research design with appropriate research methodology can ensure the realization of the research objectives (Kothari 2004). Thus research design, research methodology and data collection strategies were essential considerations in this study.

4.2 Restatement of the research questions

The purpose of the research is to develop an m-banking framework for rural SMEs in Bangladesh. SMEs play an important role in the Bangladeshi economy (Ahmed & Chowdhury 2009, Mintoo 2006, Uddin 2006). However, access to finance is one of the main obstacles to the growth of SMEs in Bangladesh (Alam & Ullah 2006, Moazzem 2008, Nichter & Goldmark 2009). The increasing popularity and the high diffusion rate of mobile phones in Bangladesh provide the banks with an opportunity to offer m-banking to the SMEs which have limited or no banking opportunities, particularly the rural SMEs.
In order to develop this m-banking framework for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh, answers to the following research questions are required, as established in the literature review:

1. What benefits can be achieved for the rural SMEs, banks, telecommunication organisations and the government by offering m-banking to the rural SMEs in Bangladesh?
2. What are the customer perspective factors which influence the intention of rural SMEs to adopt m-banking in Bangladesh?
3. What are the country-level and organizational factors that impact on implementing m-banking for rural SMEs in Bangladesh?
4. What are the barriers in implementing m-banking for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh?
5. What are the stakeholders’ recommendations in m-banking adoption for rural SMEs in Bangladesh?

4.3 Research design

Research design consists of the plans and strategies of a research study. A proper research design ensures that the collected data can answer the research questions as unambiguously as possible (Yin 2011). In other words, the research design aims are that the essential data can be gathered and analysed to arrive at a solution. However, research design deals with the logical problem not the logistical problems (Yin 2011). In this study the research design was based on the researcher’s decisions, such as the purpose of the study (exploratory and descriptive), the context of the study (i.e., the study setting in Bangladesh), the type of study (mixed methods) and lastly analysis of the collected data.

Creswell (2003) identifies research design as the intersection of three elements, the philosophical view of the researcher, the research methodology and strategies of inquiry. Following Creswell (2003), this research adopts the research design as below (Figure 4.1):
4.4 The Philosophical idea of the research

The philosophical view is the perceptions and beliefs of a researcher that leads him/her to undertake the research. The philosophical view of the research has been defined by different researchers. Lincoln and Guba (2000) and Mertens (1998) described research philosophy as paradigms. Guba (1990) saw research philosophy as the basic set of beliefs that guide research action. Creswell (2009) defined research philosophy as the researcher’s worldview that is a general orientation about the world and the researcher’s idea of the research.

The philosophical idea of the researcher is largely hidden in the research (Creswell 2003). This is because, the philosophy reflects the researcher’s ontological, epistemological and methodological assumptions (Guba & Lincoln 1994). Ontology represents the researchers’ assumptions concerning reality, epistemology is knowledge of the reality, and methodology is the particular ways of knowing the reality (Sale, Lohfeld, & Brazil 2002). It is thus considered appropriate that the researcher acknowledges the philosophical and epistemological perspectives as this will affect directly the research study.
The major paradigms in Information Technology research are positivism, post-positivism, constructivism and pragmatism. Positivist research is premised on the existence of prior relationships and investigates with structured instruments (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). According to Phillips and Burbules (2000), the post-positivist research paradigm tests, verifies or refines the claim and if necessary it reduces the ideas into a small and discrete set of knowledge that is scientifically proven (Creswell 2009). Interpretive research aims to understand how members of a social group constitute their social actions through the social process. The critical philosophy research attempts to critically evaluate and transform the social reality under investigations (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991).

In terms of the elements of research philosophy, this research is placed within the pragmatism paradigm. Pragmatism philosophical idea is problem-centric and emerges from a real world practice. Pragmatism is not committed to any particular research approach and is based on empirical data, evidence and rational considerations. Researchers take a pluralistic approach and have the freedom to select from a range of research approaches. Commonly pragmatism is the philosophical partner of mixed method research (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie 2004). However, a belief on real world problems may take the research away from the theoretical premises (Cresswell 2009).

4.5 Research Methodology

Research involves undertaking which seeks answers or explanations to research questions and a proper research methodology can ensure the explanations are scientifically acceptable. The research methodology is the approach the researcher adopts that is capable of providing valid answers to the research questions (Kumar, 1996). After the philosophical consideration of the research, it becomes essential for the researcher to consider the most appropriate research methodology for his/her study. However, the research methodological consideration should be based on the nature of the research phenomenon first, and then it should answer the question of which method can adequately interrogate the research problem (Leedy & Ormrod 2000).
Qualitative and quantitative are two broad methodologies used in this research. Quantitative research methodology describes research using numerical representation, statistics and precise statements (Neuman 2003). On the other hand the qualitative study describes a phenomenon using description, interpretation, verification and evaluation (Peshkin 1993). Qualitative research emphasizes the processes and meanings that cannot be rigorously examined or measured.

Quantitative and qualitative research methodologies refer to different data collection methods, analysis and reporting modes. Furthermore, qualitative and quantitative research both belongs to distinctively different paradigms (Brannen, 1992). The quantitative research paradigm is based on positivism (Sale, Lohfeld, & Brazil 2002). In contrast the qualitative paradigm is based on interpretivism and constructivism (Sale, Lohfeld, & Brazil 2002). Ontologically the quantitative paradigm believes in one truth but qualitative paradigms accept multiple truths or multiple realities. Epistemologically they differ from each other too. In quantitative research the researcher and the participant are independent entities. Guba and Lincoln (1994) suggest in quantitative research, inquiry takes place as through a one way mirror. The researcher studies the phenomenon without influencing it or being influenced by it. But in qualitative research the researcher and the participants interact with each other and the findings are created within the context. Another difference between these two approaches is in data collection techniques. In quantitative research the data collection is controlled by a systematic procedure. The sampling, the use of statistical methods and highly structured protocols in quantitative research ensures a scientific analysis. In contrast qualitative research employs techniques such as an interview, case study, ethnographic study etc. The number of participants is comparatively smaller and emphases are given on the process and meaning.

Though the quantitative and qualitative research may differ in many ways, they complement each other too. Both approaches systematically collect data and carefully explain the research questions. In the words of Haase and Myers (1988), both approaches share the goal to understand the world (Sale, Lohfeld, & Brazil 2002). Regardless of the paradigmatic orientation, both sets of research use data validity to
maximize the data reliability. Thus a combination of both methodologies can provide a richer and more reliable result to the complex phenomenon, such as the information system research (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie 2004, Mingers 2001).

4.5.1 Mixed method research

Mixed method research is the third research movement that moves past the quantitative and qualitative debate (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie 2004, Johnson, Onwuegbuzie & Turner 2007, Venkatesh, Brown & Bala 2013). The method has gained significant popularity among education, social science and human science research, and recently in Information Systems research. This is because, in social and human science research, sometimes using one single approach of methods is not enough to answer the complex research problems. A mixed methodology, on the other hand, can provide useful insights into research by more detailed and expanded answers.

By utilizing quantitative and qualitative techniques within the same framework, mixed methods research incorporates the strengths of both methodologies (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie 2004). Another implication of the method is the biases inherent in any single method are neutralized by the other method (Sechrest & Sidana 1995). In this method data collected from a single approach can be supported by other data collected in a different approach. This builds a more detailed result that has less bias.

This research adopts a mixed method approach as the research studies the complex and interrelated phenomena of m-banking adoption in rural area SMEs in Bangladesh. M-banking itself involves the interrelated disciplines of technology, systems and social perspectives (Dahlberg et al. 2008, Duncombe & Boateng 2009). Previous m-banking research studies are criticized for being too technology-led or too customer focused. Thus the use of the mixed method approach becomes essential to include all possible perspectives from technological, contextual and social perspectives. Furthermore, SMEs are organisations with owner/employees, business environment, and technology adoption. Similarly, the m-banking provider, the banks have several complex dimensions that impact upon m-banking adoption. Thus there are a myriad of properties associated with m-banking adoption for rural SMEs in Bangladesh which makes mixed methods appropriate.
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4.5.2 Strategies of inquiry

A variety of data collection strategies such as: survey, interview and focus group were employed in this research. Two phases of the research can be distinguished, the first phase was surveying of SMEs operating in four villages and the second phase was interview, focus group and observation of m-banking air time agent. In this research survey provides a numeric description of cognitive factors of SME owner/managers and the interviews with bank officers, MTO officers and m-banking policy-makers provided macro-level factors associated with m-banking.

This section provides detailed descriptions of the data collection strategies adopted in this research.

4.5.3 Survey procedures

The survey is one of the most dominant strategies of inquiry associated with quantitative research (Neuman 2003). The survey provides a numeric description of a population by studying a sample of that population and researchers explain based on the data received within that sample (Cresswell 2009, Pinsonneault & Kraemer 1993). Survey research captures the fleeting moment at the time (Leedy & Ormrod 2000).

To understand the banking needs, usage of the mobile phone, attitudes, concerns regarding m-banking of the rural SMEs owners/managers, in this research a survey was administered to rural SMEs in Bangladesh. The research surveyed around five hundreds (500) SME owners and managers in four rural villages in Bangladesh.

4.5.3.1 Selection of villages and survey participants

The survey was conducted in four villages in the Ganbandha district of the Rajshahi division of Bangladesh. The villages provide a microcosm of rural Bangladesh. Like other villages, agriculture provides the main source of livelihood. SMEs provide the second source of income (Davis et al. 2010). But in the non-harvest season and in the
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time of drought or flood when agriculture is not possible, SMEs are the only option of livelihood in these villages. Like the country as a whole, the villages are predominantly Muslim with a Hindu minority (Schendel 2009). The villages are not close to any big cities, approximately 20-30 kilometres from the district headquarter. So the urban influence has little effect on the villages. The district is considered among the poorest in Bangladesh (Mottaleb & Tetsushi 2013) and therefore provides an excellent target for research which aims to assist development. Though there are several government bank branches, private banks (PCB) do not consider these villages viable for business as PCBs are heavily skewed in favour of wealthy and urban centres. Till to date no commercial bank has opened a branch in any of these villages. But in Bangladesh, PCBs have gained significant success in poverty alleviation and economic development. Bangladesh Bank also disburses loan through PCBs. These are the reasons for selecting these particular villages.

4.5.3.2 The population, sample and participants

The intended population for this study was the body of SMEs within the rural villages of Bangladesh. The rural SMEs are defined in this research as SMEs that operate outside of the metropolitan area, municipality and a district. The survey includes a wide variety of SMEs, from grocery shops, agricultural business, health service, fashion and garments, restaurants, tea stall, riskaw puller, real estate related business etc.

This research was set in the rural villages for number of reasons, such as,

- Rural SMEs contribute greatly to the Bangladeshi economy.
- Rural SMEs are deprived of effective banking system in Bangladesh.
- It is expected that rural SMEs will be more likely to be benefited from the adoption of m-banking.

SME owners/managers who had a mobile phone or had an intention to buy a mobile phone were included in the survey. The research undertook a purposeful selection of SME owners/managers that provided a balanced and representative sample. SMEs were heterogeneous in terms of type and size. Some participants had a bank account while
the rest were from the cash economy. Some were educated (atleast a formal educational qualifications upto secondary school), some semi-educated (did not have formal education but could read and write) and some uneducated. Both male and female participants were included. The research surveyed 550 SMEs owners and managers. The large sample size makes the result strong and significant.

4.5.3.3 Justification of quantitative research and participant number

There is a growing concern that m-banking implementation should be founded on empirical research and that data should be collected from larger numbers of participants than has occurred to date (Bångens & Söderberg 2008, Dahlberg et al. 2008, Duncombe & Boateng 2009, Porteous 2006, Weber & Darbellay 2010). Donner (2008) also suggested in-depth studies analyzing primary data. Another researcher argued to collect data from a wider population to make clarity and reliability (Duncombe & Boateng 2009). Lastly, Duncombe and Boateng (2009) make a strong case that the greater participants in the m-banking research will strengthen the understanding of the banking needs of the customers.

4.5.3.4 Developing and Pre-testing the questionnaire

This research used a survey which was administered to SMEs within rural villages in Bangladesh. The researcher prepared an initial survey questionnaire based on the hypotheses. The survey questionnaire was then pre-tested by a group of IT professionals, bank officers and Telco officials. The participants were given the questionnaire in both English and Bangla. The pre-testing helped the researcher to gauge the clarity of questions, to understand whether the instrument was capturing the desired phenomena and to verify if any important variable was not being omitted. Feedback served as a basis for correcting, refining and enhancing the survey questionnaire.
The responses helped in reshaping the questionnaires. Changes were made and several iterations were conducted. 4 items required re-wording as the questions appeared.
ambiguous. Several open ended questions were converted into closed ended questions, as participants informed that open ended questions might be difficult for the actual survey participants. Some other examples of the changes were, use of local dialect instead of formal *Bangla* language, use of the more common terms instead of technical words.

4.5.3.5 The pilot study

A pilot survey was conducted on in August 2011 in the business union office of a village namely Lakxipur to test the survey instrument in terms of its wording, the sequence of questions and the layout of the questions. It also allowed the researcher to gain familiarity with the participants. In this research 28 participants (19 males and 9 females) were invited to do the pilot study. They were given the questionnaires in *Bangla*; 18 participants returned them without any problem, which represents a rate of 71%. The respondents identified problems with the wording of the questionnaire, which resulted in further changes, as well as the participants’ unfamiliarity with the Likert-scale system.

In this study, a pilot survey was conducted on 25th August 2011 in the business union office of a village namely Lakxipur to detect the weakness of the survey instrument. The pilot study is always advisable as it can test the wording of the survey, the sequence of the questions and test the layout of the questioners. It also allows the researcher to gain familiarity with the participants. Copper and Schindler (1998) suggest 25 to 100 subjects are suitable for a pilot study. In this research 28 respondents were invited to do the pilot study. The participants were from the population and a mixture of educated and uneducated SME owners and managers. The participants were informed about the research and explained the purpose of the pilot study. They were given the questionnaires in *Bangla*, 18 returned without any problem. This was 71% good respondent rate. However, the respondents, those had problem were asked to explore the problems they encountered in the survey. The identified problems were wording of the questionnaire and the participants unfamiliarity with the likert-scale system.
4.5.3.6 Survey instrument

The final survey was in the native language and had four sections: current banking status, mobile phone usage, the perception of m-banking factors and the demographic questions. Participants had to tick the appropriate answer/s for three sections (banking, mobile phone and demographic), but the participants’ perceptions of m-banking factors were collected using a five-point Likert-type scale. The demographic questions for this research were placed at the end as it was considered better to keep participants’ minds on the purpose of the survey at the beginning. There was no technical jargon or difficult words in the questions, and closed ended questions were used. This helped the respondents to make their decision quickly when answering. In each question, a space was given in case the participant had something to add in their own word.

4.5.3.7 Items and variables

In survey, the variables and items are the main focus of the questionnaire (Neuman 2003). The dependent variable is the intention to adopt m-banking. Traditionally intention is measured using a Likert scale, but the intention can also be measured dichotomously (Ajzen & Fishbein 1969). In this research the dependent variable has three possible outcomes: intention, indecisive and no-intention. The intention category has expressed to use m-banking service as soon as the service becomes available to them and the no-intention category has no intention to use the service at the moment. The items are selected based on purpose to identify the banking and banking need, mobile phone usage and requirements of SMEs in m-banking. The items and variables are derived from existing m-banking literatures. For instance, perceived ease of usage of m-banking is measured using the items adapted from the original TAM (Davis, 1989). The items and variables are also refined by a pilot study and are rephrased to suit the context of the study.

This research is established on the premises of IDT, TPB, TAM, and the m-banking framework by Luarn and Lin (2005). The thesis considers the factors reported in several related works, such as factors of perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived credibility, perceived risk, cost and demographics. However, the research also
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contributes to the body of knowledge by introducing three new factors which impact on the intention to adopt m-banking, namely banking satisfaction, m-banking advantages for smes, and sme business type. these factors are rarely mentioned in prior studies. the factors which were considered in this study and the hypotheses which relate to them are listed as follows and summarized in table 4.1:

**Table 4.1: Variables and items Included in the survey**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Banking</td>
<td>Banking satisfaction (Brown et al. 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived credibility</td>
<td>(Luarn &amp; lin (2005), (Wang, lin &amp; luarn 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>(Anus et al. 2011) (Brown et al. 2003) Luo et al. 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME category</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

there was no technical jargon or difficult words in the questions, and closed ended questions were used throughout the whole questionnaire. this was quite helpful as respondents could make a quick decision when answering (cavana et al. 2001), and it provided greater uniformity, thereby making data processing easier (babbie, 1990).
4.5.3.8 Measurement

A five-point Likert scale, with anchors ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”, was used for all questions except the demographic ones. For instance, “1” denoted as strongly disagreed, “2” denoted as disagree, “3” denoted as neutral, “4” denoted as agree and “5” denoted as strongly agree.

4.5.3.9 The survey process

The SME owners and managers for the survey were contacted thorough the local business union. The researcher notified the business union about the survey date, time and details of the survey. The business union informed the local SMEs about the survey. SME managers and owners were informed that they had to spend 1 hour to answer the questionnaire.

The survey was conducted in two phases. In the first phase, the educated SMEs who had shown strong interest in the research and had a previous understanding of surveys were identified. The researcher gathered 5-10 participants and briefed them about the procedures. This gave an opportunity for any questions from the participants to be answered to establish clarity. In the second phase, the participants comprised the uneducated/semi-educated or less enthusiastic SME owners/managers, and female entrepreneurs. The researcher visited their shops and workplaces and administered the survey. The shortage of time, unawareness of the research process, personal issues and illiteracy were identified as some reasons that inhibited them to participate in the survey in the first phase. In the situation where the participants had no reading and writing ability, the researcher asked the questions orally and recorded the answers.

4.6 Qualitative Research

The qualitative methodology in this research is based on an interpretive approach in the qualitative research tradition. The interpretive approach advocates the development of understanding of human behaviour by considering surrounding contexts. It is therefore a suitable framework when there is a need for explorative research to understand complex
human behaviour. In this research the focus is on the participants’ perceptions, attitudes and experiences towards development. Previous studies have not adequately addressed these aspects of m-banking in the social context of rural areas, especially in Bangladesh.

Qualitative research produces findings about peoples’ lives, experiences, behaviours, emotions and feelings as well as organizational functions, social movements and cultural phenomena (Strauss & Corbin 1998). Studies that attempt to depict the experiences of a divorced person, the pain of having a chronic illness or addiction have natural requirements for qualitative research (Strauss & Corbin 1998, Kaplan & Maxwell, 1994). In qualitative research the findings are not arrived by statistical procedures or other means of quantification. The usage of qualitative research methods is increasing in computing studies and in the Information Technology discipline (Kaplan & Maxwell, 1994). Qualitative data are gathered from interview, observations and open-ended questions. The researcher is neutral and the study involves a systematic and detailed study in a natural setting. The researcher himself is the best data collection instrument.

The study employed two (2) data collection strategies in the qualitative research, firstly, one to one interviews with the bank officers from the private banks, officers from a mobile telecommunication provider and the expert representatives consists of university teachers, ICT researchers and ICT practitioners. Secondly a focus group with a bank that implemented m-banking. The qualitative research took place during August 2011.

4.6.1 Interview

The interviews in qualitative research are considered an important tool when a researcher wants to know where, when, how and under what circumstances. Interviewing provides the opportunity for the researcher to obtain in depth information. Leedy & Ormrod (2000) suggest the interview is more appropriate for complex situations and the areas where little information are discovered.

There are several reasons to interview the bank officials. The primary reason was to understand their views and perceptions in m-banking. To reveal the benefits and the adoption possibility of m-banking were other important issues. As expected, bank
officers revealed information about the banking policy, IT infrastructure of the bank, and future plans regarding m-banking. Telecommunication officers' elucidated information about the mobile infrastructure of Bangladesh. However, Information Technology of banks in Bangladesh is an uncovered area and very little research was conducted on the approach to IT of banks. However, m-banking is related with information technology; so some questions on IT were also asked to the bank officers to understand IT maturity.

4.6.1.1 Selecting banks, telcos and expert representatives

In qualitative research, the researcher purposefully selects participants whose insights, experiences, and thoughts are valuable for the research (Cresswell 2009, Neuman 2003). As suggested, this research adopts a purposeful selection of officers from banks and Telcos. The research includes SME-focused banks which had an intention to adopt m-banking. The reasons are, firstly, the SMEs banks were a good source of SME related knowledge, such as rural SMEs banking, banking needs, and the factors related to m-banking and secondly the bank’s having m-banking experiences can provide information on m-banking infrastructure, recent developments, and m-banking factors etc. The researcher selected the banks by studying their m-banking status. All banks websites were visited during June and July 2011 to identify banks that have strong emphasized on m-banking.

The selection of mobile telecommunication provider was comparatively easy. The selection criterion was mobile commerce initiatives of the Telco. The research included Telco that has a strong interest in mobile commerce. It is expected that telcos adopting m-commerce have related experience that will benefit this research. The Telco officers can provide information on rural customers’ mobile usage, m-banking infrastructure and m-banking factors
### Table 4.2: Details of interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Designation and Department</th>
<th>Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bank Officials</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM1</td>
<td>Executive Vice President and Manager</td>
<td>30+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM2</td>
<td>Senior Vice President and Manager</td>
<td>30+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM3</td>
<td>Vice President and Head of Branch</td>
<td>25+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE1</td>
<td>Assistant Vice President, Card Operation division</td>
<td>25+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE2</td>
<td>Assistant Vice President, Manager Operation</td>
<td>22+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE3</td>
<td>Executive, Loan Disbursement</td>
<td>15+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE4</td>
<td>Junior Executive, Product Development and marketing</td>
<td>8+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO1</td>
<td>Senior Principal Officer, Credit analyst</td>
<td>18+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO2</td>
<td>Principal Officer, Credit analyst</td>
<td>12+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO3</td>
<td>Teller</td>
<td>9+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS1</td>
<td>SME Manager of a bank</td>
<td>22+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS2</td>
<td>SME loan officer of a bank</td>
<td>18+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS3</td>
<td>SME customer service</td>
<td>7+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIT1</td>
<td>Vice President and Head of ICT</td>
<td>25+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIT2</td>
<td>Senior Officer, ICT</td>
<td>18+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIT3</td>
<td>Officer, ICT and Communication</td>
<td>12+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mobile Telecom Officials</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT1</td>
<td>General Manager, ICT and System Operation</td>
<td>22+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT2</td>
<td>General Manager, Network and Vas</td>
<td>20+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT3</td>
<td>Deputy General Manager, Sales and Distribution</td>
<td>20+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT4</td>
<td>Deputy General Manager, Humane Resource</td>
<td>16+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME1</td>
<td>Corporate Manager, Marketing Department</td>
<td>15+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME2</td>
<td>Deputy Manager, Server Operation</td>
<td>15+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME3</td>
<td>Deputy Manager, System Operation</td>
<td>16+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME4</td>
<td>Assistant Manager, IT and Billing, VAS</td>
<td>14+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME5</td>
<td>Executive, Operation</td>
<td>15+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME6</td>
<td>Assistant Manager, System Operation</td>
<td>12+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME7</td>
<td>Assistant Manager, Intelligent Network, System Operation</td>
<td>10+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME8</td>
<td>Junior Officer, Corporate and Event management</td>
<td>9+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expert Representative (University Teacher, IT researcher, SME expert, ICT policy Maker)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE1</td>
<td>University Teacher and IT Researcher</td>
<td>30+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE2</td>
<td>University Teacher and IT Researcher</td>
<td>35+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE3</td>
<td>Social researcher of NGO Expert</td>
<td>15+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME1</td>
<td>University teacher and SME Expert</td>
<td>25+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME2</td>
<td>SME researcher of NGO Expert</td>
<td>12+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME3</td>
<td>SME researcher of NGO Expert</td>
<td>10+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITP1</td>
<td>Mobile Technology Content Developer and Policy Researcher</td>
<td>22+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITP2</td>
<td>IT Policy Researcher</td>
<td>17+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The expert representatives were comprised of m-banking policy makers in Bangladesh, mobile commerce content developers, IT professionals and university teachers those are engaged in policy formation in Bangladesh. Besides the researcher’s own contacts, the high officials of banks and teclos helped the researcher to identify the potential experts of m-banking.

4.6.1.2 Gaining access to the organizations

The selected organizations were approached directly by the researcher. The researcher submitted a request letter with the research background and a list of frequently asked questions (FAQ) to the human resource of the banks, telcos, research organizations and NGOs. The researcher maintained a regular contact with the organization’s human resource division to keep track of the progress of the research request. In some cases, the management wanted a presentation by the researcher before approving the research request. However, most of the targeted organizations positively agreed to participate in research. Some organizations selected the interviewees themselves and some organizations allowed the research to select the participants. In this case, the participants were selected jointly by the human resource and the researcher. However, the selection criteria were simple; the person who had an understanding with the m-banking, the person who works in banks or Telco IT sector and the person who works closely with small medium enterprise, were selected.

In total 16 Bank officers, 12 Telco officers and 10 representatives for the expert representatives were included in the research. The numbers of participants compare very favourable with existing studies, most of which are based on limited participation. The numbers were chosen not only because it will give enough information for the research but also the numbers were physically possible to interview. The researcher considered high management, mid-level management and the junior level officers. The purpose of interviewing senior managers and mid-level management was to understand
the future directions of the organization regarding m-banking and to understand m-banking operations (if any). In Bangladesh junior officer jobs are more customer oriented and therefore junior level managers will also be included in order to collect information regarding SME owners, managers and m-banking customers.

4.6.1.3 Interview instrument

Interview in qualitative research can be structured, semi-structured and un-structured. A structured interview employs a prepared set of questions that are asked to the interviewee. A criticism of this kind of data collection is that it is more quantitative/survey in nature and it can limit the discussion that erases the qualitative nature of the research. Unstructured interview does not have any detailed questions and could be carried away from the main research topic. Therefore, this research employed semi-structured interview and had open ended questions in order to guide the discussion without being limiting. In the interview the participants were asked pre-determined questions using the same wording and order of questions as specified in the interview schedule. The open ended questions allowed the bank, Telco and expert representatives to express themselves openly with their opinions and in their own words. Usefulness is the open-ended question does not have any prescribed answer and can become more exploratory. However, after the answer received closed questions was asked to make his position and response more accurate, as suggested by Yin (2011).

The literature review was the foundation of the semi-structured questions in this research. Three (03) sets of questions were developed, one for the bank, one for the Telco and one for the expert representatives. Neuman (2003) says researchers ask three kinds of questions in the interview; such as descriptive, structural and the contrast question. Descriptive questions such as SMEs banking information, the mobile phone usage pattern, and the advantages of m-banking for SMEs etc. were included. Structural questions such as m-banking infrastructure with the organization, m-banking initiatives and the possibilities of m-banking were asked. Contrast questions such as m-banking compared to western union and money union etc., required legislations compared to the current one were also included.
Typically the interview lasted for 40-50 minutes and the recording were done in a Sony voice recorder. After each interview the audio file was transferred in computer to maintain safety and security. After the transfer the audio recorder was formatted and made ready for the next interview.

4.6.1.4 Interview process

For each of the participants an interview appointment was made after the approval of the organizations and after the participants’ agreement. The participants themselves selected the interview venues. These were typically the interviewee’s office, lounge area or local tea stall. However, as suggested by Neuman (2003) the interview venues were carefully selected where privacy was afforded and where the interviewee was not pre-occupied. Female participants mainly preferred their own premises to take the interview. Only 4 participants preferred the restaurant or local tea stall. Participants were briefed about the research before starting the interview. He/she was given the background information about the research. A consent form that highlighted the research policy, interview recording procedures, privacy of the participants and complaints was provided. He/she was asked to read the consent form and encouraged to ask any question if he/she had any doubt.

Once the participants accepted to take part in the research and expressed their understanding, they were asked to sign the consent form. Then the actual interview started. Neuman (2000) advices to spend some times with the participants before the interview start. This is particularly true in Bangladesh where social conversation and interaction helps to build a rapport. These informal conversations make the participants easy and more understandable to the research. The interview was recorded; the researcher also noted any details such as body language, facial expression or concern that could be recorded on the voice recording. At the end of the interview the participants were informed that they can contact the researcher, the research supervisor or the UTS HREC. They were given the contact details.
4.6.2 Focus group

This research employed an exploratory approach using a focus group. A focus group is advisable when existing knowledge of a subject is unfamiliar, inadequate and research is conducted under limited theoretical supports (Powel & Single, 1996). The focus group employed in this research was from a private bank. That bank is an SME focused bank and was an early adopter of m-banking in Bangladesh.

4.6.2.1 Selecting the bank and gaining access to the bank

In this research, all Bangladeshi banks’ websites were checked to identify the banks that have a strong emphasis on SMEs and m-banking. After the identification, the researcher approached several banks for access, however only one bank agreed to participate in the research. Before agreeing, the bank’s management wanted a presentation on the research. After the presentation, the bank positively agreed to participate in the research. Being an SME-oriented bank, it was a good source of SME related knowledge, such as SMEs’ business, SME/banking relation and SMEs’ banking needs. Moreover, being am-banking implementer, the bank had practical knowledge on m-banking advantages for SMEs, organisational and country-level factors and the obstacles in m-banking.

4.6.2.2 Selecting the members of the focus group

The focus group participants were selected based on their insights, experiences and thoughts, which are valuable for the research (Yin 2011). The bank management first nominated the members and then the researcher finalized the selection of representatives based on their experiences and work expertise. At last in total 8 officers were included in the focus group. The number was chosen not only because they would give enough information for the research but also the numbers were enjoyable to run and manage the focus group. Moreover, setting them up was not bedevilled by any logistic problem. Table 4.3 summarizes the focus group participants’ details.
### Table 4.3: Focus group participants’ expertise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant’s Code</th>
<th>Department and designation</th>
<th>Job responsibility</th>
<th>Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant 1</td>
<td>Head of IT and m-banking</td>
<td>Leading the IT/m-banking department, stakeholder management, software/hardware management, and policy development.</td>
<td>20+ years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 2</td>
<td>Head of m-money and m-salary</td>
<td>Manage m-salary and m-money section, participate in policy and regulatory development.</td>
<td>20+ years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 3</td>
<td>SME banking (Loan manager)</td>
<td>Approve, disburse and manage SME loan, manage SME account, participate in policy development.</td>
<td>12+ years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 4</td>
<td>SME banking (Administration)</td>
<td>Work with SMEs, provide training, disburse loan and manage loan, participate in policy development.</td>
<td>8+ years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 5</td>
<td>Technical / IT Implementation</td>
<td>Manage IT and m-banking system, and communicate with the MTOs if any issues arise; participate in IT policy development.</td>
<td>10+ years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 6</td>
<td>Technical / IT Implementation</td>
<td>Install, update and manage IT and m-banking system, and communicate with the MTOs if any issues arise.</td>
<td>7+ years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 7</td>
<td>Technical / IT Implementation</td>
<td>Install, update and manage IT and m-banking system, and communicate with the MTOs if any issues arise.</td>
<td>4+ years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 8</td>
<td>Technical / IT support</td>
<td>Support IT and m-banking, backup data, upgrade hardware and communicate with the customers</td>
<td>6+ years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.6.2.3 Focus group discussion instrument and pre-test of questions

This research employed a semi-structured interview for it’s built in flexibility and ability to capture versatile array of information (Powell & Single 1996). The semi-structured interview approach guided the focus group without limiting the discussions and allowed the participants to express themselves openly in their own words. The questions did not have any prescribed answer and thus could explore the issue widely, in-fact some of the information was unexpected. However, after the answer received closed questions was asked to make his position and response more accurate (Yin 2011).
The interview instruments were tested with a small group (3 members) before the actual focus group study. The purpose was to reduce ambiguity, to see if the questions were capturing the required phenomenon and to identify questions that produce the most useful spread of information, as a way of standardizing the questions. The group was made of one SME expert and two IT experts.

4.6.2.4 Focus group discussion process

The researcher made phone calls to each of the focus group participants after the final selection of the personnel. The researcher introduced himself and briefed about the research. Yin (2011) advises to spend some times with the participants before the interview started. This is particularly true in Bangladesh where social conversation and interaction help to build a rapport. These informal conversations make the participants at ease and more aware of the research. Also the researcher answered any question of the participants to establish the clarity. When the participants were confident they were informed about the venue and the time of the discussion. The venue was carefully selected where privacy was afforded and where the participants were not pre-occupied (Yin 2011). In this case, the venue was a room in the head office of the bank’s IT department.

Before the focus group started, the participants were briefed about the research. All of the members were given the background information about the research. A consent form that highlighted the research policy, interview recording procedures, privacy of the participants and complaints were provided. The participants were encouraged to read the consent form and to ask any question they had. Once all the participants expressed their understanding and accepted to take part in the focus group, they were asked to sign the consent form. Then the actual interview started.

The focus group session was two hours long. The questions prepared earlier by the researcher were used to go deeper into the discursive structures that frame the world of m-banking for the SMEs in Bangladesh. The discussions were open and uninhibited; the researcher asked a question and encouraged the participants to answer. The discussions
used a guided and instructional discussion as a means of generating rich details of the m-banking experience (Powel & Single, 1996). A focus group has different dynamics than the interview and discussion. In this research the researcher managed the dynamics of the focus group and the researcher played a non-judgmental (Powel & Single, 1996, Yin 2011) role. A focus group provides the consensus on a topic. It jogs the person's memory. However, group thinking can be a problem if participants hesitate to express their own views. There is a precaution that focus group may provide superficial information if participants do not involve in depth discussion (Powel & Single, 1996) as interaction is the central part of the focus group. The responses were audio recorded with their permission. The researcher also noted nonverbal responses such as body language and facial expressions as these can provide important aspect to research (Powel & Single 1996). At the end of the interview the participants were given the contact details of the researcher and the research supervisor in case the participants wanted to contact for any reasons.

4.7 Ethical considerations

Ethic can be defined as norms for conduct that distinguish between acceptable and unacceptable behavior (Resnik 2007). Ethic in research is important in social research and any research involving people as research has an ethical-moral dimension (Cresswell 2009, Neuman 2003, Yin 2011). Research ethics refers to the code of conduct and the norms that is expected while conducting research. Research ethics act on every step of the research, such as in the research problem specification, research questions identification, the data collection, and finally writing up the results. However, it is the researcher who is responsible to define the ethical dimensions of the research so that ethical practice is built into research.

Resnik (2007) identified several reasons to adhere to ethical norms in research. Firstly, norms promote the aims of research, such as knowledge, truth, and avoidance of error. Secondly, since research often involves a great deal of cooperation and coordination among many different people in different disciplines and institutions, ethical standards
promote the values that are essential to collaborative work, such as trust, accountability, mutual respect, and fairness. Thirdly, ethical norms help to ensure that researchers can be held accountable to the public and help to build public support for research. Finally, many of the norms of research promote a variety of other important moral and social values. Honesty, objectivity, integrity, carefulness, openness and confidentiality are some general attributes in an ethical research.

The research was conducted at UTS and UTS has ethical guidelines for research. This research followed the guidelines and obtained an ethics approval. The approval was granted on 26th July 2011, UTS HREC No. 2011-262. The ethical considerations for this research were as follows:

- The research carefully identified the purposes and the benefits that are the basis of the research. The purposes and the benefits were informed to the participants and explained in their mother language so that they could understand without any confusion. Obviously no promise or guarantee of m-banking adoption was given to the participants. A FAQ and a consent form compliant with UTS standards was given to each participant as part of the researcher’s ethical responsibility. The participants were also given the contact details of UTS, the supervisors and the researcher, in case they had any questions or complaints after the data collection.
- The survey questionnaires with the SMEs were collected in hard copy and sealed in an envelope. The interviews with the bank and telecommunication officers were stored in a password protected computer. All survey questionnaires and interview data are now locked in a safe place in the researcher’s home.
- To protect the confidentiality and the privacy of the participants, data collected during the interviews and the survey were de-identified using codes and the codes were stored separately. Any identification was erased and replaced with pseudonyms.
- To acknowledge the value of the input of participants, the SME survey participants were offered consultation fee of 100 Taka (Local Currency of
Bangladesh; 1BDT = AUD 0.07). This remuneration is equivalent to half a day’s pay and was fixed after consultation with local people. The bank and telecommunication officers were interviewed in their normal work hours therefore did not need to be given any consultation fee.

- During the data collection, both in the interview and the survey, the researcher was concerned not to violate the self-esteem and self-respect of the participants. They were not forced in any way to participate in the research. The survey was conducted when it was suitable for the participants. In the interview, participants were asked if the interview was convenient. In case it was inconvenient, participants were re-scheduled.

- The data collected in the research was not used in any other purpose except in publication of the thesis and related conference papers and journal articles.

- Finally, the results and outcomes were not misrepresented or distorted in the thesis.

### 4.8 Data interpretation and analysis

The research collected both quantitative (survey) and qualitative (interviews and focus group) data. The survey data were collected in hard copy. The responses were entered into the statistical data package namely SPSS. Multinominal Logistic Regression (MLR) was used in the survey analysis to develop the m-banking framework. To assess the soundness and the effectiveness of the framework, the overall model evaluation, statistical test of individual predictors and goodness-of fit statistics was used.

The interview and focus group responses were converted into text data using MS word 2003 software. The data was then entered into the statistical data package in NVIVO for analysis. The interview and focus group data was coded using techniques from NVIVO. The purpose of coding is to classify answers to a question into meaningful categories, so as to bring out their essential patterns.
Chapter 5

Data analysis and results

This chapter analyses and presents results of the data collected in the survey, interview and focus group. Following these data results, the next chapter discusses m-banking adoption factors for rural SMEs in Bangladesh. This chapter is essential, as the factors identified in the data analysis will be used to develop the m-banking framework.

5.1 Introduction

This research applies a mixed method research methodology and data are collected using survey, focus group and one-to-one interviews. The survey data identify the customer perspective factors of m-banking that impact the rural SMEs owners/managers’ intention to use the service. On the other hand, a focus group study and 38 one-to-one interviews were used to realize the critical country-level factors, organizational success factors and obstacles in m-banking adoption for rural SMEs. Thus the ultimate goal of this chapter is to identify the micro-level customer perspective factors and macro-level organisational and country-level m-banking factors.

5.2 Quantitative data (Survey of SME owners/managers) analysis and results

In the quantitative research a survey with 550 SME owners/managers was employed to collect to rural SMEs owners/managers’ demographic information, banking systems, mobile phone usage, perceptions and views on m-banking factors. The quantitative data analysis and results are presented below:

5.2.1 Demographic Data

The demographic informs us about the rural SME owners/employees in Bangladesh. The demographics also contribute greatly to investigate the most appropriate m-banking

Table 5.1: Demographic data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;=18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Occupation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager or employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Literacy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed survey by respondent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed survey with the help of researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not completed Primary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed Primary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed Secondary school certificate (SSC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed Higher secondary certificate (HSC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed Bachelor/Masters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Earnings in Taka</strong>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;= 5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,001 to 10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,001 to 20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,001 to 40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40,001+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SMEs type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tea stall &amp; Tobacco Shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenient shop &amp; grocery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture &amp; fertilizer business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical and electrical service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confectionary, bakery &amp; sweet shops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailors, Berber &amp; jewellery service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri-cycle puller and bus drivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothes, show and garments store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livestock, meat, fish and fruit shops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer and mobile phone shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of employees</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5 employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-14 employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-50 employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Taka is Bangladeshi currency.*
for rural SMEs in Bangladesh. For example, SME owners/managers income level would impact on the intention to use m-banking because of the cost of the service.

**Gender distribution**

The gender distribution indicates 86% of the survey participants were male (see Table 5.1). As the survey was conducted in the village market and the female SME owners operate business from the house, the number of female respondents in the survey was low.

**Age distributions**

The survey respondents had a mixture of age groups. However, among the participants, 26-30 years age group (27%) was the highest and 51+ group (9%) was the lowest (see Table 5.1). However, most SME owners/managers (2/3rds of survey participants) were in a younger age bracket (40 years or under) in rural Bangladesh.

**Occupation status**

The research included 486 SME owners and 64 managers/employees in the survey. In this research, the term SME owner is defined as sole owner of the SME and SME employee is defined as a person who works for an SME and receives remuneration in wages, salary, commission, tips, piece-rates or pay in kind. The reason of a higher ratio of owners in the survey is that SME are mainly operated by the owners in a rural area of Bangladesh.

**Literacy rate and education statistics**

Around 97% of the survey participants completed the survey by themselves (Table 5.1) and therefore 3% of the participants received help in completing the survey. The researcher helped them either to read, write or complete the survey.
The survey participants’ level of education is the highest level of academic qualification of the SME owner/manager. SME owners/managers had a wide range of educational attainment, ranging from around a third who had not completed primary school who had completed bachelor/master degree. Around 34% of the survey participants had below the primary education level and 36% had gone to high school. Even 7% completed higher secondary exam and went to university level bachelor study (Table 5.1).

**Income and earnings statistics**

Statistics indicate that the highest number, almost half of the participants earn below 5000 Taka (Table 5.1), equivalent to 60 Australian dollars per month. However, according to the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (2013), Bangladesh's per capita income went up to $848 in the 2013 fiscal year. From this statistic it can easily understand that a large number of SME owners/managers cannot afford to buy a computer and internet.

**SME type, category and employee number**

The participants covered a heterogeneous selection of SMEs. However, in the survey tea stalls (96), convenient shops (91) and agricultural shops (73) were dominated. (See Table 5.1). Most of the SMEs employed 1-5 employees (98%) (see Table 5.1). However, construction business and agricultural stores were found employees more than 5 (Table 5.1).

**5.2.2 Participants’ banking and current problems in banking**

This section presents the rural SMEs banking status, banking services used by SMEs, and problems in the current formal banking system.
5.2.2.1 Banking status

The banking status (Table 5.2) reveals that 16% of the SMEs those participated in the survey were unbanked and lived on the cash economy. Furthermore, another 17% of the survey participants had no business accounts. These SMEs used the owners’ personal bank for the business purposes and obviously were deprived of the benefits of having business accounts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unbanked</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banked NGO</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>41.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banked Government bank</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banked The owner's personal account is used in business</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banked Private bank</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>08.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banked Post office</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>00.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banked Other type of banking</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>00.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the survey participants were asked the reasons for not having the bank accounts, 23% of the survey participants considered that the SME did not need a banking. Among other reasons, bank’s distance from business (18%), costly banking (18%) and unsuitable banking time for business (12%) are mentionable (see Table 5.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does not need a bank account</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank account fee is very costly</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank is far away</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No private bank offering SME banking</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking timetable unsuitable for the business</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No bank of any kind</td>
<td>09.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No business documents to open account</td>
<td>04.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>00.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2.2 Banking frequency

Despite the fact that more than 80% of the survey participants had bank accounts, the banking frequency did not indicate that the rural SMEs were frequent customers of
formal banks (See figure 5.1). Around 185 SMEs (35% of the survey participants), those had bank account bank monthly only once. Moreover, there were SMEs those only banks yearly once (12%) and SMEs those only opened an account but never bank (2%). However, in total, 170 SMEs (30%) were found those banks, weekly once (See figure 5.1).

![Image: Banking frequencies](image)

Figure 5.1: Banking frequencies

5.2.2.3 Satisfaction with current banking system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No comment</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The survey results indicate that 44% of the survey participants were dissatisfied and 40% of the survey participants were satisfied with their banking system (see Table 5.4). However, another 15% of the survey participants did not comment on their banking system. Various reasons were identified behind the dissatisfaction of SMEs with the banking. These are as below:
5.2.2.4 Support provided to the start-up of SMEs by Banks

The statistics on banking support in the start-up of SME indicate that rural SMEs were mainly owners’ personal initiatives. Around 70% of the survey participants informed that their businesses were established by owners’ own money or funded by family and friends (see Table 5.6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.6: rural SME finance statistics</th>
<th>n=550</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal or family arranged money</td>
<td>457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government banks</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private banks</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-credit</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local money lenders</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other investors</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second supporter in the start-up of SME business was the NGOs, around 17% SMEs received investment by NGOs. The statistics indicate that government banks were unfavourable to the rural SMEs, only 5.5% of the SMEs were funded by government banks (see Table 5.6). However, though private banks do not operate in the rural villages, 4.4% SMEs received private bank's investment in business start-up. These owners are found to have more link to the city or to have a private bank account in the city.
5.2.2.5 Banking services used by the SMEs

The most common banking services used by the rural SMEs were deposits (243), withdrawals (185), micro-credit repayments (102) and utility payments such as gas, electricity and water bills (138) (see Table 5.7). Another 17 participants informed that they had used telegraphic transfer (TT) service to send money to their city based wholesalers. Moreover, 80 SME owners/managers had to deposit/transfer money to others’ businesses, such as paying wholesalers/suppliers in advance for future supplies the goods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Savings</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>44.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawals</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>33.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility payment (gas, electricity)</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>25.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGOs’ micro-credit loan repayment</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>18.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank deposit for SMEs suppliers</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>14.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government and private bank loan payment</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>10.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telegraphic transfer (TT) Service</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>03.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand draft service</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>02.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay salary</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>01.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>00.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2.6 Alternative ways of banking

Besides the formal banking services, unbanked SMEs and dissatisfied with banking SMEs were also found to have alternative ways of banking. The most popular alternative was keeping money at home (309) (see Table 5.8). The second alternative was the NGOs and the micro-credit agency accounts (285). Some SME owners/managers also invested their idle money as money lenders to another business or to friends and family members (47). Desire to earn interest on the savings, motivation to put the savings away for the future and fear of misuse of their savings act as triggers to invest money, according to the informants. However, some alternative ways of
banking in rural area were found risky, such as using the others’ bank account (15) and banking with local money lenders (12) (see Table 5.8). These methods are subject to cheating, fraud and money being locked away, according to the informants.

Table 5.8: Alternative way of banking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Save money at home</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank with NGO</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invest money</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use others’ bank account</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local money lenders</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.3 Participants’ mobile phone adoption and usages of mobile phones

M-banking is a banking service delivered via a mobile phone. Therefore, the discussions on mobile phone adoption, network preference, use of the mobile phones and knowledge of what can be done using mobile phones are important considerations in m-banking development.

5.2.3.1 Mobile phone ownership

In this research mobile phone ownership is defined as the participant had a personal mobile phone and he/she could use it without any problem. In the survey more than 90% of the participants had mobile phones (see Table 5.9), which is much higher than home phones and computer ownership in the 4 villages, as informed by the local informants, such as a College Professor, a NGO expert and a banker.

Table 5.9: Mobile phone ownership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile phone owner (sole ownership)</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>89.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not an owner but use others mobile phone</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>06.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not an owner but prospective buyer</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>02.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannot afford a mobile phone</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>00.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not interested in owning a mobile phone</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>00.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>00.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.3.2 Mobile phone usage

Mobile phone usage data show that SME owners/managers use mobile phones for communication, entertainment and utility purposes (see Table 5.10). Among these usages voice communications for personal (94%) and business use (61%) are the main use of mobile phones. Besides voice communication, 57% of the participants informed about using SMS to family, friends and business partners. Typical uses for entertainment are listening mp3 songs (43%), listening radio (23%) and watching video songs (1%) (See Table 5.10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice call for personal conversation</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>94.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice calls for business conversation</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>60.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS for personal or business</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>45.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entertainment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listen mp3</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>43.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listen Radio</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>23.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Songs</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>13.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shopping</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy songs and music</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy ringtone</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>15.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy wallpaper</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>10.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Utility Service</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay electricity bill</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>08.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer money using a mobile phone</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>03.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browse the Internet</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>02.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer money as airtime</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>00.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay water bill</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>00.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others mobile phone usage</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>01.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another finding indicates that some SME owners/managers were already using mobile phones for transactional services, such as paying electricity bill (47), paying water bill (2) and airtime transfer (2) (see Table 5.10). Participants mainly buy airtime as credit and use the airtime to pay utility bills or to buy songs and ringtones. However these findings are important as all the experiences of transactional services using a mobile phone will impact positively in adopting m-banking by the rural SME owners/managers.
5.2.3.3 Knowledge on the mobile phones among the survey participants

In this research, the knowledge on the mobile phones among the SME owners/managers was realised by their ability to read/write SMS, check mobile phone balance and ability to top-up pre-paid credit voucher. The information is obviously exciting for the m-banking providers, as the statistics show that more that 57% of survey participants can read/write SMS, check balance and recharge pre-paid voucher (see Table 5.11).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ability to do SMS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>57.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ability to do balance check</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>87.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The ability to recharge pre-paid card</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>65.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>34.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.4 Participants’ knowledge, opinions and intention to use m-banking service

This section presents the survey participants' knowledge and views on m-banking.

5.2.4.1 SME owners/managers’ previous knowledge on m-banking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aware</strong></td>
<td>238</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unaware</strong></td>
<td>154</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unsure</strong></td>
<td>105</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Used and currently use m-banking service</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is encouraging that 47.6% of the survey participants already knew about m-banking service (see Table 5.12). Furthermore, very limited, but not negligible number (6) SME owners also used m-banking service (see Table 5.12). However these SMEs have more relation to the city.
5.2.4.2 Benefits of using m-banking for SMEs

SME owners/managers had reported several benefits of using m-banking comparing to their existing branch banking system. According to the survey, opportunities to apply SME loan for business (n=440), migration from unbanked to the formal banking system (n=343), easy banking with the city based suppliers for the raw products and inventory (n=130), easy salary transfer (n=81) are some key benefits of using m-banking (see Table 5.15).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opportunities to apply business loan for my SME</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open a bank account for my SME</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>62.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy money transfer to city based dealers</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>23.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer salary easily to my employees</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>14.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Save time in branch banking that can used in my business</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>14.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure money</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>12.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No benefits for my SME</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other benefits</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.4.3 Concern and barriers in using m-banking to the rural SMEs

The survey participants identified several barriers in m-banking adoption for rural SMEs. Barriers such as inability to use the internet (n=189), lack of English (n=135), inability to read and write SMS (n=135) are associated with the SMEs that might impact on using m-banking (Table 5.14). Mobile phone barriers, such as small keyboard (n=80), small screen (n=78), slow internet on mobile phone (n=19) are also reported. Interestingly cognitive barriers such as a safety concern (n=40), fear of losing money (n=11) and distrust on m-banking (n=08) are reported by a small number of participants in adopting m-banking. However, the m-banking fee a concern to 15% SME owners/managers (Table 5.16).
Table 5.14: Barriers in m-banking adoption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inability to use the internet</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>34.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of reading and writing in English</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>24.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inability to read and write SMS</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>24.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-banking fees and service charge</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>20.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small keyboard of mobile phone</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>14.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The smaller screen of mobile phone</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>14.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety of money in m-banking</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>07.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsuitable mobile phone for SMS</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>06.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow internet on mobile phone</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>03.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of losing money</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>02.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust on m-banking</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>01.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other concerns in m-banking service</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>00.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.4.4 Intention to use m-banking service

Among the 547 accepted responses, 66% participants (n=363) were found intended to use m-banking and these are intentional. Another 30% participants (n=163) were not sure and thus were indecisive (see figure 5.2). However, only 4% (n=21) had no intention to use m-banking and were no-intention customers regarding their potential use of m-banking. Participants who had no mobile phones, very small SME owners/managers, such as tea stall, tobacco shops and hawkers were found no-intention customers.

![Figure 5.2: Participants’ intention to adopt m-banking](image)

5.2.5 Hypothesis testing

Multinominal Logistic Regression (MLR) was used in the analysis since the dependent variable is a trichotomous variable (intentional, indecisive and no-intention customers...
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(Hosmer Jr., Stanley & Rodney 2013). MLR is a statistical technique that can be applied to situations involving more than two choices in a criterion variable. Mathematically, MNL analysis estimates the log-odds ratio to compare levels of the criterion variable. The presence of a relationship between dependent and independent factors is based on the statistical significance of the final model chi-square. In this analysis (Table 5.15), the distribution reveals that the probability of the model chi-square (66.974) was 0.000, less than the level of significance of 0.05 (i.e. p<0.05). Thus the result suggests a statistically significant relationship between independent factors, banking satisfaction (p=0.001<0.05), perceived credibility (p=0.000<0.05) and cost (p=0.009<0.05) and the dependent variable.

Table 5.15: M-banking variables testing using MLR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Model Fitting Criteria</th>
<th>Likelihood Ratio Tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2 Log Likelihood of Reduced Model</td>
<td>Likelihood Ratio Tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chi-Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking satisfaction</td>
<td>620.267</td>
<td>13.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advantages for SMEs</td>
<td>607.499</td>
<td>1.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness</td>
<td>607.557</td>
<td>1.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ease of use</td>
<td>609.511</td>
<td>3.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived risk</td>
<td>609.058</td>
<td>2.643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived credibility</td>
<td>625.805</td>
<td>19.390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived cost</td>
<td>615.753</td>
<td>9.338</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proportional by chance accuracy rate is computed by squaring and summing the marginal Percentage in each group (0.038² + 0.298² + 0.663² = 0.529). The proportional by chance accuracy criteria is 65.5% (1.24 x 52.9% = 65.5%). The classification accuracy rate is 68.6% which is greater than the proportional by chance accuracy criteria of 65.5%. The criterion for classification accuracy is satisfied.

Parameter Estimates of MLR compares the effect of each variable on three groups, intentional, indecisive and no-intention customers (see Table 5.16). The independent variable banking satisfaction is significant in distinguishing the no-intention customers and intentional category (0.002 < 0.05). A one-unit increase in the variable banking satisfaction is associated with a 0.789 decrease in the relative log-odds of being in no-
intention customers versus intentional. Banking satisfaction also plays a role in segmenting the no-intention customers and indecisive category (0.005<0.05).

Table 5.16: Hypothesis testing by comparison using MLR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>The reference category</th>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Exp(B)</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval for Exp(B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower Bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unintentional</td>
<td>Intentional</td>
<td>Banking Satisfaction</td>
<td>-.789</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>.273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indecisive</td>
<td>Intentional</td>
<td>Credibility</td>
<td>-.564</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>.432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>.165</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>1.179</td>
<td>1.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indecisive</td>
<td>Unintentional</td>
<td>Banking Satisfaction</td>
<td>.737</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>2.091</td>
<td>1.245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Only significant variables are shown for space consideration)

The independent factors credibility (p=0.000) and cost (p=0.006) are found differentiating the indecisive and intentional category. The parameter estimates also inform that each unit increase in credibility, the odds of being in the group of indecisive decreased by 25% (0.749 – 1.0 = -0.251). For each unit increases in cost, the odds of being in the indecisive group increased by 32.5% (1.325–1.0 = 0.325). This indicates that survey respondents who perceive m-banking is costly are more likely in the indecisive group, rather than in the intentional group.

Non-parametric techniques such as Chi-square test are ideal when the dependent (Intention to adopt m-banking) and the independent factors (gender, age, level of education, occupation, income and SME category) are both categorical. In this research the Chi-square test results suggest that the age (p=0.656), occupation (p=0.228) and income (p=0.731) have no effect on the intention. But gender (0.000), education (0.001) and SME category (p=0.000) have a significant effect on the intention. It is found using SPSS crosstab that participants running a small tea stall, tobacco shop or Riksaw (tricycle) puller show a lower intention to adopt m-banking.
5.2.6 Evaluation of the model

To assess the soundness and the effectiveness of the model the researcher conducted the overall model evaluation, statistical test of individual predictors and goodness of fit statistics. The details are as below:

5.2.6.1 Overall model evaluation:

A logistic regression model is expected to provide better fit to the data if it improves over the intercept-only model. Intercept-only model is also called null model with having no predictors. Intercept-only model serves as a good baseline because it contains no predictors (Peng et al. 2002). In this research the likelihood ratio chi-square of 66.974 with a p-value<0.000 indicates that the model as a whole fits significantly better than an empty model (model with no predictors).

5.2.6.2 Goodness of Fit

Goodness of fit statistics assess the fit of a logistic model against the actual outcome (Peng et al. 2002). In this research the goodness of fit is measured by one inferential and two descriptive measures. To assess the goodness of fit of all variables in the model, Pearson chi-square was obtained. Pearson chi-square is significant as p<0.000. The pseudo R-square statistics was measured by Cox & Snell and Nagelkerke R. Cox & Snell is 0.120 and Nagelkerke R is 0.153 (Table 5.17). The number indicates a modest improvement in fit over the baseline model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Chi-Square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson</td>
<td>795.527</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviance</td>
<td>560.527</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>0.648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cox and Snell</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagelkerke</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFadden</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3 Focus group (m-banking provider) data analysis and results

The focus group research results and major themes are as below:

5.3.1 Advantages of using m-banking by the rural SMEs

According to participant 4, the rural SMEs conduct banking mainly with the national banks and post offices in Bangladesh. He also informed that besides banks, rural SMEs also maintain banking with the NGOs and informal banking, such as illegal micro-credit, the local moneylender. The rural SMEs owners maintain bank accounts for both personal and business use. Cash deposit, withdraw and loan repayments are some common banking services they use. Some also use telegraphic money transfer (TT), demand draft (DD) and long term savings. The focus group participants pointed to some advantages of m-banking for rural SMEs as below:

5.3.1.1 Improved banking system for rural SMEs

According to all the participants of the focus group, there are a huge number of unbanked SMEs in rural Bangladesh. M-banking offers a potential solution for the millions of SMEs in rural Bangladesh that have a mobile phone, yet remain excluded from the financial mainstream. Some SMEs may also shift from using illegal banking to legal banking. The SMEs demand of quick money transfer, instant availability of the fund and the flexibility of banking also can be provided, according to participant 3 and 4. Traders can deposit funds overnight for safe keeping. The SME specialist made his comment on this particular point by saying:

“Rural SMEs are normally run by one person; banking in office hours is difficult to manage. Moreover, formal banking is time consuming and does not allow transaction whenever required. This constraint forces them to keep their money under the pillow. M-banking will give the flexibility to do banking anytime and anywhere.”

Another SME senior staff added to the picture by stating that:
“SME owners think if he put the money in the bank, next day when the money will require in Naraygonj in a deal, it might be time consuming to withdraw the money again. They do not have enough cash to deposit the money for even 1 day as they are going to use the money the next day.”

Participant 8 added SMEs m-banking use will save some time for them, which is used in travelling to city for banking. M-banking can also assist female entrepreneurs, as going out for banking for females is not easy in Bangladeshi culture. But using m-banking, females can do banking living inside the house.

5.3.1.2 The opportunity to offer private bank’s service to rural SMEs

Private banks (PBs) are more SME focused than the government banks in Bangladesh. Moreover, International donors and the government provide loans through them. But PBs are city based. According to the Head of IT,

“It is our structural constraint that we (banks) cannot operate in the rural areas, but using m-banking we can bring the services to the doorstep of the rural customers”.

According to participant 3, the opportunity will allow banks to develop a close relation with the rural SMEs. Banks can identify well-performing SMEs and finance for enterprise growth. At the national level, SMEs’ m-banking use can create better financial transparency in Bangladesh. SMEs can bring a good amount of ideal money to the national banking channel.”

5.3.1.3 The opportunity to create employment by the bank

The m-banking head of the focus group added that m-banking would create job opportunities as the service requires pay points to operate. Educated villagers can work at the pay point and this can be a direct benefit of m-banking in rural SMEs.
5.3.1.4 Improved rural-urban SME business

In Bangladesh reliable money transfer was an obstacle to rural-urban SME supply chain. Especially the fishermen, farmers and vegetable growers had no other options without selling their product only in the local market. But now, rural SMEs have the opportunity to sell the products to city based big buyer, as buyers can transfer money to rural SMEs using m-banking, the participant 3 informed the author. To add to the advantages, as one IT executive noted to the author:

“M-banking allows rural SMEs easy settlement of business transactions for raw materials from the suppliers. The suppliers prefer direct money transfer rather than a personal cheque since cheque take more than two days to clear. Other methods of money transfers such as post office transfer, telegraphic transfer and demand draft issued by the bank are costly and time consuming for SMEs.”

5.3.1.5 Better control of finance of SME

Participant 3, the SME expert, added an important advantage of m-banking use by the rural SMEs:

“I have seen many SMEs collapsed as the owner could not maintain the cash of the business. As SMEs leave on the cash economy, owners always have the money in their access. Sometimes SMEs owners misused the money or were forced to spend by their wives, family member or friends. But m-banking can give them proper control of the cash; even m-banking can hide their wealth.”

5.3.2 Macro and organisational favourable factors

Some organisational and country-level success factors foster m-banking adoption for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh, according to the focus group participants. Below are some highlights:
5.3.2.1 Ready mobile telecommunication infrastructure

A ready mobile telephone infrastructure covering nearly 99% villages, continuous reduction of mobile phones price/ SMS cost and increasing popularity of m-commerce are some contextual factor for m-banking growth in Bangladesh. Participant 8 supported by saying:

“Our mobile phone network reached the last mile of the village. Earlier, the education department has circulated public examination results using SMS to the student. These all actually promoted us to adopt m-banking for the rural users”

5.3.2.2 The central bank’s initiatives

Recently the central bank initiated a project to offer banking service to the unbanked population, such as farmers and SMEs. This project actually forced citybased banks to establish branchless banking in the rural areas using m-banking. Moreover, the government, the central bank had shown great interest in creating policy and procedures for m-banking in Bangladesh, the participant 7 informed.

5.3.2.3 Creating focus on m-banking

The focus group participants informed that the bank placed m-banking around its policy makers’ objectives. The top management supported the project and aligned with the organizational objectives. The participant 1, m-banking head informed the author that, instead of integrating m-banking with the mainstream channel, the bank attempted the service as a standalone channel. This allows creating a special focus to the rural SMEs segment. The standalone approach enabled the bank to create a new vision and business model for m-banking, adapt the organization to the new requirements of the m-banking systems. The project started with new focus, people, process and structure.
5.3.2.4 Engagement with the SMEs

The focus group participants, especially the participant 4 considered the bank’s involvement with the SMEs had increased the proposition to adopt m-banking for the rural SMEs. He supported with his statement:

“We serve more SMEs than a non-SME bank. We have more interaction with them, which provides us more knowledge about SMEs. So we are better positioned to design an SME version m-banking. We know better what are the needs of SMEs in credit, fund transfer, fund encashment.”

5.3.2.5 IT competency of the bank

The bank started IT usage by installing computers for the front desk tellers. The primary purpose was ledger maintenance, cash management and cash dispenser etc. Later the bank adopted ATM, off line transaction processing and inter-bank fund transfer facility. The latest services offered using IT are real time online banking, electronic fund transfer, centralized processing, website and m-banking. The systematic integration of computing system provided the bank a sophisticated level of IT competency. This factor, according to the participant 1 is an organisational capability of the bank if offers m-banking for the rural SMEs.

5.3.2.6 SMEs competency

Huge diffusion of mobile phones among SME owners and SMEs’ higher banking literacy can be some critical success factors in m-banking adoption for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh. Previous experience of sending and receiving money using air time recharge also can create some interest in SMEs to use the service. Participant 8 commented:

“They might have no education at all but they know various banking terms. They learn these in their profession. So it is not hard to teach them how to do banking using a
mobile phone. Even if they do not know they will learn it from someone, the way they have learned mobile phone operating.”

5.3.3 Obstacles in m-banking implementation

The following obstacles have been identified as existing within m-banking adoption in Bangladesh. So, consequently the obstacles can inhibit the incorporation of m-banking by the SMEs.

5.3.3.1 MTOs reluctance to make partnership with small banks

Not all the MTOs are coming forward in m-banking adoption. MTOs prefer big banks only since small and niche banks are not an attractive partner in m-banking adoption. Participant 1 considers this as an impediment in offering m-banking to rural SMEs.

“We only made an agreement with one MTO. Some of the MTOs did not agree to make partnership with us. MTOs limited cooperation thus can prevent some SMEs to use our service.”

5.3.3.2 Operational obstacle

The post-implementation obstacles revolve around the operational issues in m-banking. According the mobile money head,

“The main problem is the money management in the system. Cash transfer between the agents and the bank has become an increasing issue in m-banking. Sometimes, an agent become empty of cash and another agent is overflowing with money. Now we have to transfer cash between them. How the physical money will be transferred to another pay point or after the business hours how the additional money will be taken to the main bank is a challenge for us. The agent cannot take this large deposit to his home neither will it bring any profits.... as the money should be taken to the bank.”
5.3.3.3 M-banking agent management

In the case of rural area, the problem is more severe as not adequate security is available to make the m-banking cash safer. As banks are employing more agents, a new challenge for the bankers is to ascertain the agents’ integrity and professionalism. Fake currency, money laundering, illegal money transfers are also common in Bangladesh. It is a problem for the implementer to monitor the agents continuously.

5.3.3.4 SME’s limited knowledge of technology

Though mobile phone diffusion is very high among SMEs, even in the rural area, SMEs may not have enough technical skills to operate m-banking, especially in the rural area. One participant was quoted as saying:

“The limited technical knowledge can hinder old and illiterate SMEs in using m-banking. In pilot studies of m-banking, we found semi-literate consumers had more problems with m-banking use.”

5.3.3.5 SMEs’ shared phone usage

Participant 4 pointed shared mobile phone usage as an obstacle by saying:

“When I inform SMEs about the m-banking, some of them are concerned about the sharing phone. They suspect, as their phone is a shared phone, that others may know their bank details. Despite our explanation on the matter, some of the SMEs still do not convince.”

5.3.3.6 Conceptual understanding of banking using a mobile phone

The new mobile phone users in Bangladesh might find difficulties in understanding how a mobile phone can store money? Moreover, some new migrants to the formal banking channel might have problems understanding the banking system using a mobile phone.
They imagine unexpected problems that may arise in future. Participant 1, 3 and 6 have expressed the obstacle in this research.

5.3.3.7 Competition with illegal money transfer

The focus group participants considered illegal money transfer in rural Bangladesh as an obstacle in m-banking adoption for SMEs. Participant 6 commented:

“SMEs have been using local money lending system and micro-credit system for a long time. As SMEs are not always successful in receiving loans, they maintain a relationship with the informal banking. SMEs have an established relation to the illegal system. Now m-banking, being a new system may face competition from these parties.”

5.3.4 Recommendations

Various recommendations have emerged from the participants with regard to the m-banking adoption:

- First of all, all focus group participants emphasized on an SME version m-banking. Furthermore, the m-banking account should be integrated with other bank accounts of the SME customers. The money transferred by m-banking should be available to use instantly by the SMEs. The SME expert supported by saying:
  
  “We have to remember a business account is used differently than a personal account. SMEs are different from an individual person.”

- The head of IT emphasized that Since MTOs are very conservative in selecting partnering banks; government should make proper policy for the partnership. The policy should also indicate the duties of all parties involved in the system to ensure a win-win situation for all stakeholders.

- Interoperability in m-banking service is required as multiple SIM usage is very common in Bangladesh. The m-banking provider banks should be asked to make partnership with all existing MTOs, so that customers can perform banking even they change their mobile network service.

- The government should implement an SMS price policy to make the service attractive to the SMEs.

- The dispute resolution should be quick. Government should also look after the security issues and monitor the security systems of the m-banking providers. The mobile money head commented:
“This is growing market, if a customer loses his money, it will spread all around and it will hard to develop the market”.

- Participants also suggested that pay points agents have to be educated and knowledgeable on product, network and infrastructure. They also should be given enough remuneration to make them happy and enthusiastic. Participant 5 commented
  “We have to work with the pay point agents as they are at the root level of operation. We will have to realize them their responsibility as a banking agent because it is not easy to become the agent of a bank and do the transaction, there is greater responsibility in these tasks.”

- To date all the banks advertise the advertisements separately. Participants suggest that the banks and Telco’s should deliver the advertisement jointly. Even they suggest government can advertise about the service as the government has more acceptance than the banks or MTOs. Customers have to be motivated and organization should create awareness. However, the participants agreed that a special focus on the poor and illiterate people should be given. The participant 2 commented
  “As this service is allowing to reach the poor people, and they are very simple and do not know much about the systems, we must make sure they are not cheated. And their interest is well taken care”.

- Lastly, a recommendation for an international or at least Southeast Asian m-banking platform that will enable SMEs to trade with nearest countries, such as India, Pakistan or Nepal.

5.4 Interviews (Bankers, MTO officers and expert representatives) results

The following sections represent the findings of the interviewees’ perceptions with regard to the m-banking adoption for rural SMEs in Bangladesh.

5.4.1 Rural SME in Bangladesh

SME2 introduces the rural SMEs as follows,

“Though Bangladesh is an agricultural country, over the last two decades rural citizens are found interested in non-agricultural initiatives such as selling products or services, establishing handy crafts, setting up looming, and engaging in fisheries projects. These are rural SMEs.”

The RE1 (IT researcher) comments create a more detail profile of rural SMEs,
“These initiatives are mainly taken by younger generations, as income from land is not enough now-a-days. SMEs are mainly the entrepreneur’s personal initiatives. Therefore these businesses do not have any organizational structure and business documents. Though they have a preliminary target market and business strategy, these are not documented, rather in the business owners’ mind. These businesses are small and usually unregistered”.

5.4.1.1 Rural SME banking

The senior managers of the banks-BM1, BM2, BM3, BM3, BS1, BE1, BE2, BE3 and BO1- and the SME experts SME3 informed that rural SMEs mainly bank with government banks, post offices, NGOs and micro-credit organizations. However, these formal banks are mainly located in the hut and the bazaar (business center), those are far from the villages. SMEs operating in the villages usually keep financial relationship with the informal local money lenders. Furthermore, all interview participants informed that a good proportion of rural SMEs in Bangladesh are still unbanked. The interviewee, SME2 (SME researcher) comments explored SME banking more clearly, “Rural SMEs are not bank-focused. They might have bank accounts, but for day-to-day banking or transactions, SMEs do not rely on banks. They keep money in their house, shops or bank with local money lenders. Formal banks are not available in most of the villages.”

5.4.1.1.1 Rural SME banking activities

As informed by the interviewees, the main banking activities of rural SMEs are as below,

5.4.1.1.1 Loan and Credit facility and loan

The BM3 and BS2 commented on the SMEs loan and credit facility, “Loan is the first service the rural SMEs owners/managers seek from a bank. They come to our bank from a long distance, expending the transport cost to get loan information. They want loan for the working capital, business expansions or to overcome critical situations such as a business loss.”
5.4.1.1.2 Savings
BM3, BE3 and SME3 informed that some SMEs also do small savings for future purposes, such as children’s education, daughter’s marriage or business expansions. However, the informants BS2 comments are contradictory to the BM3 and BE3. The BS2 commented,
“\textit{If the SME owner has extra money, instead of keeping in the banks, he/she invests the money in land or cattle. Some also earn interest by lending informally to friends or family members. The informal lending returns more interests than the formal banking sectors.}”

5.4.1.1.3 Cash check
The BS2 commented on the usage of bank cheques among rural SMEs by saying,
“\textit{Some rural SME owners/managers come to the banks to cash bank cheques, given by their clients or suppliers. The bank cheque is given to them as the SMEs are unbanked or have accounts with has different bank to the suppliers.}”

5.4.1.1.4 Remittance service
According to the informant BE3, a good number of rural SMEs use transactional services such as telegraphic transfer, pay order and demand draft. He commented,
“\textit{The rural SMEs are highly depended on the city based wholesalers and suppliers. The wholesalers and the suppliers are strict on the payment schedule, so rural SMEs owners/managers come our branches to transfer money to the wholesalers account.}”

5.4.1.2 Reasons behind rural SMEs poor banking
Below are some reasons identified by the interviewees for rural SMEs’ poor banking:
- Government banks’ inadequate support to the rural SMEs (SME2 and BM2).
- Private banks are more SME focused but reluctant to open branches in the villages (BM1, BM2, BS1, BE2, BO and SME2).
- The inconvenient location of branches for the SMEs (SME2, BM1 and BS2).
- Unsuitable timetable of the banks’ for SMEs (BM1, BM2, BS1, BE2 and BO1) (Please refer to 5.3.1.1).
- Dominance of informal banking sectors in the rural areas (SME2 and BE2).
- Rural SMEs smallness and inability to return a good profit compared to the establishment cost of a branch (SME2, BM1, BM2, BS1, BE2 and BO2).
5.4.1.3 Rural SMEs banking needs

Furthermore, the interviewees suggested some critical banking needs of the rural SMEs,

- A convenient way of banking and banking guidance on how to use finance to grow their businesses (BS1, BE2 and RE2).
- Finance to SME owners for their child’s education and marriage and to overcome financial constraints (SME2, BM1, BM2, BS1, BE2 and BO2).
- Technology based banking as branch banking is not suitable for them (SME2).
- Support to get rid of the informal banking systems as these are very expensive, yearly interest can be 60-70% (SME2, BM1, BM2, BS1, BE2 and BO1).
- Private banking services to rural SMEs as private banks have more customized products and services for the SMEs (SME2, BM1, BM2, BS1, BE2 and BO2).
- Better transaction service and inter-bank transaction as rural SME owners/managers’ need to transfer money to city based wholesalers (SME2, BM1, BM2, BE2 and BO3).
- SMEs need a safer method of investing their money SMEs (BM1, BM2 and BS1).

5.4.1.2 Rural SME’s mobile phone adoption

All interview participants confirmed that mobile phone adoption has proliferated in recent years in rural areas of Bangladesh. Mobile phone is rapidly becoming a feature of rural people’s culture, especially in the communication, interaction and entertainment. Voice call for the personal communication and business communication is the dominant use of the mobile phone in the rural areas of Bangladesh as informed by MT1, MT2, MT3, RE1, RE2, SME1 and the IP4. The SME2 commented that rural citizens also play mp3 music, watch video, listen radio and use the camera for shooting photos. The use of internet browsing and social media has also increased among the young generations as informed by participants MT1, RE1, MT2, and SME1. Furthermore, the use of mobile phone based services such as buying music, paying utility bills, applying for university admission using SMS have become popular in the rural customers.
5.4.2 **M-banking advantages**

The interview participants suggested various advantages of m-banking for banks, MTOs and the SMEs. These are as below:

5.4.2.1 **M-Banking advantages for the rural SMEs**

M-banking has several benefits to offer SME, banks and MTOs. The advantages are as below.

5.4.2.1.1 **SMEs’ opportunity to bank with formal banks**

Without any exception, all interview participants pointed that the main advantage of m-banking is the opportunity to offer banking services to many rural unbanked SMEs. The interviewee SME2 (SME researcher) supported this benefit with his following statements,

“In rural areas there are millions of unbanked SMEs those significantly contributing to the economy of the country. However, these SMEs are not attractive clientele to the traditional banks as these businesses are very small and generate little profit. However, using m-banking, banks can provide banking to these businesses without setting up a branch.”

5.4.2.1.2 **Support SME business by accelerating business transactions**

BE2, BS1, BS2, MT2 and MT4 identified that m-banking can accelerate SME business in Bangladesh by providing time-saving inter-bank transfers and easy international money transfers. The BE2 commented,

“M-banking is a solution of the time consuming inter-bank transfer and complicated international money transfer in Bangladesh. Offering m-banking, we can support SME businesses in inter-bank transfer and international transfer and that can be affordable to the poor SMEs.”

Furthermore, the IT researcher RE2 pointed that m-banking is an opportunity to link Bangladesh to the global economy too. He quoted
“SMEs export Garments, shrimp, frozen vegetables and IT outsourcing services. However complicated banking system, especially foreign currency transfer has been a barrier in the export. M-banking can solve the problems of SMEs and connect them to the global economy.”

5.4.2.1.3 **Opportunity to decrease illiteracy, increase technical literacy of SME owners/managers and facilitate IT adoption**

The participant BM2 considered m-banking adoption in the rural SMEs will increase SMEs’ literacy. He also informed use of m-banking will promote SME owners to use other mobile phone based services available in Bangladesh. He commented:

“The m-banking service is a self-operated service and it requires SMS. Therefore the users must need numeracy to use this service. This eventually promotes the users to learn numeracy, even some will attempt to learn English, in case English is required.”

5.4.2.1.4 **Opportunity to expand business with the help of the formal banking system**

BM2, RE1, SME1, SME2 and SME3 suggested that using m-banking, rural unbanked SMEs will have the opportunity to grow and expand their businesses with the support of formal banking systems. The RE1 commented on this theme,

“There are some good businessmen in the villages, but they do not have the vision or enough cash to expand their business. Banks can identify them and create a vision among them to extend their business. Furthermore, banks can fund them to grow into industry.”

5.4.2.2 M-banking advantages for the banks

M-banking advantages for the banks, as suggested by the interviewees are summarized below:

5.4.2.2.1 **Small and new banks opportunity to increase customer base**

The researcher RE2 suggested that banks who were struggling to increase customers can offer m-banking to increase customer numbers. The participants confirmed that
huge numbers of SMEs are still unbanked. The following quote from the interviewee gives a clear view of this:

“Not all the banks are performing well; some of them are critically struggling to increase customers. Most of them are new banks. M-banking is opening a door to the new banks. The new banks can aim at offering m-banking to the unbanked to increase their customer numbers.”

5.4.2.2.2 M-banking increases low-cost customers, brings more deposits and generates more profits

The bank managers BM2 and BM3 identified that m-banking customers are low-cost customers as banks do not need to set up a branch to offer banking to them. Both the interviewees suggested that m-banking is an opportunity for banks to retain customers and increases deposits and as a result generates more profits for banks. On this theme, a participant BM3 (a bank manager) indicated his reservations saying:

“Our main function is to collect deposit and provide that deposit as loan. However, we always have a crisis in deposit collection, which actually greatly depends on only urban customers in Bangladesh. However, offering m-banking we can collect deposits from any corner of Bangladesh without having a physical branch, if we offer a good interest rate.”

5.4.2.2.3 Bank’s organizational improvements using m-banking

M-banking can provide several organizational benefits to banks in Bangladesh, such as improved customer service, better management and decreased operating cost. One example of such understanding came from a bank manager (BM1) who commented:

“M-banking can be very beneficial in conducting banking activities more effectively and efficiently. As an example, using m-banking existing customers have real time banking information. Therefore they will not call us to know their account balance and we will have more time to concentrate to any serious matter. Thus m-banking can increase employees’ productivity. There will be improvement of the customer - bank relationship too.

The BM3 and BIT1 both confirmed that m-banking can decrease operating cost of a bank. On this theme, a participant BM3 (a bank manager) indicated his reservations saying:
“Now all customers come into our branch so we need more human resources. Moreover, we have to be available for them even after office hours. However, using m-banking they can manage or solve some banking issues by themselves, such as transfer money from one account to another. Therefore, we will require less human resources and less operating hours.”

The bank executives BE1 and BE4 identified that, m-banking will improve bank’s customer service by saying,

“Most of the banks offer telephone based customer service, but still the branch is the best option to receive customer service in Bangladesh. Customers usually come to a branch and stand in the queue for a long time only to know his/her account balance. However, if we can offer m-banking and a customer can manage his/her account, it will increase our customer service.”

According to the BM3, m-banking will help the bankers to save some time that is used in answering customers’ inquiries,

“In Bangladesh bank officers normally provide their mobile phone numbers to the clients. As soon as the client gets the number, the bank officer becomes the first contact person to the client. Without any offense, the clients call any time for their account information. However, if he can know that information using m-banking, he will not call the banker.”

5.4.2.2.4 M-banking increases brand image of the banks

M-banking has immense opportunities to positively influence a bank’s brand image and perception as informed by the BM1, BM2 and MT3. The BM1 supported by saying:

“A bank spent millions of taka (local currency) to build the brand image. But if you can offer a cutting edge service like m-banking, customers are definitely talking to each other about the bank and define your brand image as advanced banking.”

In addition to the above statements, MT3 comments can be added,

“When a bank will open a branch in a new village or district, unlike before when we had to create customer base, we will have some customers from the m-banking channel. Using m-banking, banks can spread their name to future customers.”
5.4.2.3 M-banking advantages for mobile telecommunication operators (MTOs)

The interview participants from the MTOs also identified following advantages for the MTO.

5.4.2.3.1 Generates profits besides voice communication service

According to ME1, ME2, ME3 and ME7 m-banking can bring profit besides voice communication in the present mobile telephone market. The ME1 commented, “The mobile phone market in Bangladesh is monopolized by few big MTOs. New entrants are struggling with retaining their customers. These MTOs should look towards profit which is more than the voice call charge. It became essential that we use their network for further revenue. Mobile based service such as m-banking is an opportunity to generate income. Moreover, the number of rural SMEs is lucrative for the MTOs to offer m-banking.”

5.4.2.3.2 Increase loyalty and decrease SIM drop ratio rate

M-banking offers MTOs to retain their customers by decreasing the SIM drop ratio as informed by the ME2. SIM drop ratio refers to user’s stopping their usage of a SIM for various reasons. The ME2 informed the researcher that customer’s m-banking adoption creates an extended relation with the MTO. Customers will recharge the SIM to use m-banking that was used before inconsistently.

5.4.3 Macro-level m-banking factors for rural SMEs in Bangladesh

Macro-level m-banking factors consist of organizational factors and country-level factors. Therefore, macro-level factors are categorized into two sections:

5.4.3.1 Country-level factors

5.4.3.1.1 Huge mobile phone adoption and quick development of mobile technology
Huge mobile phone adoption in Bangladesh was identified as the significant country-level success factor by the informants BM2, BM3 and RE2. The BM3 commented, “The explosive growth of mobile phone in Bangladesh over the past ten years is the opportunity for banks to leverage mobile phone to offer banking services to the rural SMEs. In Bangladesh where significant numbers of SMEs are unbanked, airtime can become another form of currency. Imagine you need to transfer a small amount of money to your wholesaler or supplier who lives in the city or far from you. The easiest way to transfer money is to use your mobile phone, which is already in your thumb”.

5.4.3.1.2 Customers’ acceptance of other mobile phone based information systems

Introduction of various mobile phone based information systems in Bangladesh and customers’ acceptance of those technologies was a country-level factor for m-banking adoption in Bangladesh, as suggested by BM2 and BM3. The BM1 supported with his claim by saying, “Mobile phone is no more only a voice communication device in Bangladesh. Rather, the mobile phones is used for various purposes such as application for university admission, electricity payment using mobile phone air time credit and download favourite songs/ringtones. These usages of mobile phone actually can be a promoter of m-banking for rural SMEs. Peoples now in Bangladesh already are familiar with various usages of mobile phones.”

5.4.3.1.3 Countrywide demands to improve SME banking

The respondents from the banks - BM3, BO1 and BO3 - and the researchers RE1 and RE2 confirmed that there is an obvious countrywide demand to improve SME banking. The RE1 supported the market demand by saying: “Our customer service experience and interaction with SMEs confirm that demand for SME banking has increased in Bangladesh. Demand also remains high for village based SMEs due to unavailability of suitable SME banking in the rural Bangladesh.”

5.4.3.1.4 Central bank's initiatives to support m-banking

The informants TE & RE, RE2, BM1, BM3, BIT2 and MT1 considered that Bangladesh Bank’s (the central bank) aim to encourage and support m-banking had sparked the m-banking development in the country. BM1 commented,
“Central bank realizes that ICT has a lot to offer in the Bangladeshi banks and had taken various ICT developments such as CIB online, centralized database and lastly m-banking development. Moreover the central bank has taken quick steps in developing policy and procedures for m-banking. Therefore banks are in a position to offer m-banking.”

5.4.3.1.5 Inconvenience of banking in Bangladesh’s political instability

Banking is inconvenient and sometimes is not possible in situations of political unrest as banks are forced to close their doors. Therefore, branch managers BM1, BM2 and BE3 suggested that would promote m-banking usage among SMEs. According to the RE2,

“Bangladesh is highly politically unrest country. In the situation of political strikes and chaos banking is not possible and safe in Bangladesh. Furthermore, countrywide lack of law and order, high traffic jam in the cities are barriers to branch banking. However, for the SMEs banking is very important, so if we can offer m-banking, businessmen definitely will come forward to adopt the service.”

5.4.3.2 Organizational critical success factors

5.4.3.2.1 Poor banking services for rural SMEs

The SME1 and ME2 suggested that the existing provision of banking to rural SMEs is poor and this will prompt SMEs to adopt m-banking. The ME6 commented,

“In Bangladesh rural SMEs have less access to the formal banks and money transfer for business is very complicated. I have seen a lot time rural SME owners/managers travel a long distance only to withdraw money or to deposit money into another account. So naturally, rural SME owners/managers will adopt the service that allows him to transfer instantly and easily.”

5.4.3.2.2 Supportive organizational environment

The RE2, who was involved with the ATM development in Bangladesh, suggested Bangladesh has a supportive organizational environment for m-banking development by saying,
“Bangladesh is a small land and there is a professional connection between the corporate citizens. Therefore, organizing a collaborative service is not hard. Moreover, business behaviour and culture promote partnership in Bangladesh. You will see same investors own the banks and the MTOs, so the partnership among organizations is quite easy. As an example, look at ATM service, you will easily understand the mutual environment in Bangladesh.”

5.4.3.2.3 High availability of IT professionals

In Bangladesh Software engineering, computer science and IT are the first choices for higher education to the students. Therefore, each year a good number of IT professionals join the banking and Telco sector. To SME2 and RE2, the availability of m-banking experts will foster m-banking adoption in the banks and MTOs. Furthermore, RE1 and BM1 informed that IT educated manager play a role of catalyst in the adoption of IT based services in the banks.

“Banks and MTOs are among the most attractive places for job seekers in Bangladesh. Banks recruit officers from different educational backgrounds. These IT educated officers, though they work in banking, plays as a promoter of computerization and IT adoption in the banks. They provide new ideas to the top management in the adoption of IT in various banking functions. Moreover, new generation employees are more mobile savvy and great admirer of m-banking.”

5.4.3.2.4 Increasing literacy among new generations of SME owners/managers

The informant RE2 suggested that young SME owners have higher education and the increasing the literacy level will prompt m-banking adoption among them. He commented,

“In Bangladesh primary school has been compulsory, so young generations of SME owners are more educated. These SMEs have more knowledge on mobile phone usage and less resistance to the technology. They represent around 40% of the entire population. The higher proportion of new generations will definitely embrace m-banking.”
5.4.4 Barriers in m-banking adoption

The barriers identified by the interviewees are as below:

5.4.4.1 Rural SMEs’ lack of banking awareness of banking benefits

SME owners’ lack of awareness of the banking advantages was cited as the significant barrier in m-banking adoption by most of the interviewees. According to them, the majority of rural SMEs are unaware of the banking benefits for businesses, hence will be a challenge to convince them to bank using m-banking. The participant BE1 supported by his statements,

“SMEs are not aware that banking has several benefits for businesses, such as support in cash flow shortage, short-term fund to expand the business and operational efficiency using the transactional services. Therefore a lack of awareness of banking advantages is a main barrier in m-banking adoption for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh”.

5.4.4.2 Lack of banks’ and MTOs’ effective leadership and limited vision on m-banking

This view is mainly received from the researchers and the lower level officers of the banks. The informants RE2, BE1 and ME2 identified lack of leadership and vision of some banks can be a barrier in adoption of m-banking in those banks. According to RE2,

“M-banking has significant advantages for banks and MTOs. However, only limited numbers of banks are offering m-banking. Therefore, we can assume that local and smaller banks are not focused on m-banking. If the managers are not aware of the benefits of m-banking and do not come forward in the adoption, they will miss the opportunity.”

However, participants from IT management (BIT1 and BIT2) were more convinced that senior management intervention could have a positive influence on the adoption rate of m-banking. They argued that support from senior management is the most important factor for m-banking implementation.
5.4.4.3 M-banking providers’ competencies

The informants, BM3, ME2, RE2 and ITP3 were not confident that all Bangladeshi banks have IT and organizational strength to offer m-banking. The interview participant BE1 informed that not all the Bangladeshi banks have technological competencies, human resource capabilities and organizational strength to offer m-banking. These banks are local, new and small. He further informed that these banks previously aimed to increase customer numbers by offering e-banking. However, they failed to adopt e-banking and technological incompetency was one of the reasons, as informed by BE1.

5.4.4.4 Problems managing m-banking stakeholders

M-banking is a joint service offered by banks and MTOs. Furthermore, agents, content providers and central bank actively participate in the system. According to BIT2 and BE2, stakeholders, especially agent management, can be a barrier in the rural areas in Bangladesh.

“Look at the numbers of involved parties in m-banking system, now if communication is failed in one part of the channel, it will negatively impact on the entire system. Moreover, the agents are required in rural area. I am not sure how m-banking providers will manage them as rural agents might not perform as expected.”

5.4.4.5 Psychological barrier

BE1, BS1, BS2, MT1, RE2 and SME2 suggested m-banking is a new way of banking and rural SMEs hesitation to bank using a mobile phone can be a barrier in m-banking adoption. BS2 commented,

“Some SMEs, may not understand the virtual system and will feel a lack of trust on m-banking. It could be hard for them to believe that money can be stored in a mobile phone. The psychological standpoint can be a barrier in m-banking adoption. Furthermore, the old generation and existing happy banking customers may find the transition unnecessary.”
5.4.4.6 Security

The SME1 identified two perspectives of security in m-banking, demand side and supply side security. He referred demand side security as how the users are securing their banking information such as account number, PIN number and secret questions. On the other hand, provider’s side security is the security provided by the bank/MTOs network. However, security could be a barrier in providing m-banking for the rural SMEs, as expressed by the BIT2 and BM3. He commented,

“In rural areas cash of m-banking transactions are managed by the agents. However, it is not easy to maintain the security of cash in the rural areas. So security could be a barrier in providing m-banking in rural areas.”

5.4.5 Recommendations

Various recommendations were provided by the interviewees to adopt m-banking among rural SMEs in Bangladesh. These are as below:

5.4.5.1 Government's intervention

BM2 suggested that government should intervene in the m-banking project to create openness, fairness and understanding among the stakeholders of m-banking by saying,

“In Bangladesh banks and MTOs are overseen by two different ministries finance ministry and telecommunication ministry. Therefore, government should intervene and ensure all necessary stakeholders are included in the m-banking project, the responsibilities of the stakeholders are defined and the commissions are structured among stakeholders. Therefore, we will have less organizational conflicts and increased understanding among the stakeholders”.

5.4.5.2 Awareness development among SMEs

Awareness development among the rural SMEs has been suggested as one of the significant recommendations by bank interviewees BM3, BS1, BE2 and technology experts MT1, ME4, RE2, RE2. As one participant BM3 stated:

“M-banking is a new concept to many of the rural SMEs. Consequently, the rural SMEs might find difficulties to understand how a mobile phone can store money. Therefore, we need to inform them about the introduction of the service and also to make aware of the service”.

5.4.5.3 Banks and MTOs capabilities checking

The informants, BM3, ME2, RE2, ITP1 and ITP3 suggested that provider’s capabilities should be checked before giving them m-banking license. The ITP3 commented on this theme,

“Look, technologically Bangladesh is not an advanced country. So it is important to see what IT system the bank has before allowing them to operate m-banking. If they do not have enough IT infrastructures, we can ask them to improve or outsource the IT service outside of the organizations.”

5.4.5.4 Improve legislation to protect customers

In order to increase customer trust, the MT2 and ME2 recommended to improve legislations. The MT2 commented,

“M-banking inherits risk from both banking and from telephoning, as well as new risks that are unique to m-banking. Moreover it is a new service for the Bangladeshi banks too. Therefore, we should have enough law to protect the customers. It has to define whether banks or Telco will be responsible in the case of security breach. We need to ensure, banks/telcos have enough technical, and human resource capability to handle security breach. We also need to see what policy the partnered bank or Telco has regarding security.”
5.4.5.5 Real time inter-bank transaction

ME1 and MT2 pointed that m-banking should be real time online banking without any service fee.

“In Bangladesh inter-bank transaction is time consuming. M-banking can increase its acceptance among businessmen by offering real time inter-bank transfer. M-banking also should not charge any fee to promote the service. Early adoption requires significant enthusiasm and demand technological risk taking mentality. So the SMEs those adopt m-banking should be rewarded as they can do a lot of marketing.”

5.4.5.6 Research and knowledge sharing

M-banking is a new concept in Bangladesh. Therefore BM3, RE2, SME1 suggested to conduct more research on m-banking to understand the service more accurately. RE2 commented,

“We know now how to install and run the service. But still we do not know much about SME money management and banking practices. We should know more about them, especially rural SMEs. If the m-banking service does not meet the banking demands of the rural SMEs, apparently, will not adopt it. Moreover, as several stakeholders participate in m-banking, joint research and knowledge sharing are important in m-banking”.

5.4.5.7 System quality

System quality was identified as another significant issue and recommended by MT2, RE2, BM3, ME1 and BO1. However Participants ME1 comments implicitly suggest the likely rejection of m-banking if it is complicated to use and makes the banking harder.
“The system must be user friendly. As soon as users see the menu, they should understand what to do. If the system is complicated and requires a lot of learning to use, users might not adopt the service. We also should consider voice based or image based m-banking system.”

Furthermore, MT3 suggested to increase the m-banking features gradually for the rural SMEs.

“We must have to offer a lot of features in m-banking so that rural SME owners/managers can perform all banking activities without visiting a branch. However, the features should be gradually increased in m-banking system. Otherwise it will be like throwing them in a sea.”

5.4.5.8 Security

Security in m-banking was identified as another significant recommendation by most of the interviewees. The BM1 commented,

“We are new to m-banking, so we still might do not know what security is missing. However, we have to be proactive to increase the security of m-banking.”

5.5 Conclusion:

This chapter analyzed the data collected in the survey, interview and focus group. Analysing these data results, the MLR presents poor banking facility, cost, credibility, gender, education and SME business type are the main customer perspective factors that significantly influence the intention of SME owners and managers to adopt m-banking. The findings suggest that the most important advantages of m-banking for rural SMEs comprise improved banking facility, easy settlement of trade, and an improved SME business environment due to faster transactions and better cash management. On the other hand, for banks and MTOs, m-banking can generate profits, improve customer
service and management, decrease operating costs, increase brand image and create employment in rural areas. The findings with respect to organizational factors suggest that having an m-banking project within the bank’s/MTO’s objectives, their level of engagement with SMEs, the technology and human resource capabilities of the banks, the development of mobile infrastructure, and top-level management’s support are important in m-banking development. However, barriers to providing m-banking to the rural SMEs include lack of banks’ effective leadership, limited vision regarding m-banking by the stakeholders, MTOs’ reluctance to make partnerships with new banks, and m-banking providers’ competencies and security. Country-wide factors identified included concern over lack of proper policy and regulation in Bangladesh.
Chapter 6

Discussions

This chapter is the discussions of the data that was collected for this research. The chapter has 2 sections. The first section discusses the rural SME owners’/managers’ banking problem, mobile phone adoption and m-banking awareness. The second section answers the research questions of this thesis. The chapter develops the m-banking framework for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh.

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the results of data analysis from the survey, interview and focus group are discussed. The discussion will answer all the research questions of this thesis. With the synthesis of previous literature and the data analysis of this research, this chapter develops an m-banking framework that includes all possible micro-level customer perspective factors of rural SME owners/manager and the organization and country-level factors. This will lead to a new understanding on m-banking adoption in Bangladesh for rural SMEs.

6.2 Discussions on rural SMEs in Bangladesh

This discussion draws on findings about rural SMEs business characteristics, owners’/managers’ profile, banking constraints and mobile phone adoption. The findings were discovered through surveys with the SME owners/managers, focus group with a bank that provides m-banking as well as interviews with bankers, MTOs officers and SME experts.

6.2.1 Findings: Rural SME business characteristics

This research found the following characteristics of the rural SME businesses in Bangladesh.
The rural SMEs in Bangladesh had small investments and a small number of employees (findings from interviews with the SME experts and the survey, see Table 5.1). The rural SMEs are usually unregistered and run by the owners (findings from survey, see Table 5.1). Rural SMEs cover a wide spectrum of industries (Findings from the Interviews and Focus group). SME initiatives are mainly taken by younger generations (Findings from the Interviews and Focus group). The SMEs are informal and do not have any organizational structure and business documents (Findings from the Interviews and Focus group). The rural SMEs are not well-supported by traditional banks (Findings from the survey, focus group and the interviews).

The findings of SME business characteristics are very similar to the studies by Ardic, Mylenko & Saltane (2012), Beck & Demirgüç-Kunt (2006), Davis et al. (2010), Harvie (2004), Levy (1993), Khan et al. (2012). These studies also highlighted that SME businesses are small, poor, informal and banking deprived. However, this research contributes to the body of knowledge by informing the similar business characteristics of SMEs in 4 villages in Bangladesh.

### 6.2.2 Demographic profile of rural SME owners/managers

The survey, focus group and interview data have painted a detailed picture of the rural SME owners/managers in Bangladesh in this thesis. The demographics — consisting of gender, occupation, education, age and income — help to broaden our understanding of rural SME owners/managers and their banking problems. Furthermore, the data contributes greatly to the investigation of the most appropriate m-banking framework for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh. For example, SME owners/managers income level would impact on the intention to use m-banking because of the cost of the service.
**Gender distribution**

That most SME owners’ participation in the survey were male (86%), which implies that rural SME sector in Bangladesh is mainly operated by males. The female SME owners mainly operate from home. Therefore female participation in the survey was lower as the survey for this study was conducted in the main market of the village.

On this topic, Tambunan (2009) reported that the representation of women entrepreneurs in developing countries was relatively low. Another study by Jamali (2009) also reported lower rates of female entrepreneurs in a developing country. However, it was impossible to ascertain the number of women SME operators working from home. It was therefore impossible to verify Tambunan (2009) and Jamali (2009).

The findings from gender distribution suggest that m-banking providers in developing countries, specifically in Bangladesh have to carefully consider their marketing strategy to reach the female SME owners in Bangladesh.

**Age distribution**

In the survey the dominance of younger age bracket SME owners (proportion under age 40) will facilitate m-banking adoption for rural SMEs. This is because young generations are more aware and familiar with the latest mobile phones and the functions of mobile phones (Carroll et al. 2007). They are considered a technologically savvy group (Teo & Pok 2003). Moreover, young users represent early adopters of the technologies and they focus the gratifications of technology in the context of everyday life (Pedersen & Ling 2003). Lastly, as shown in this research, the participation of other age brackets indicates that m-banking providers have the chance to offer the service to all age categories.

**Income distribution**

The income of the survey participants indicates the rural SME owners earn very little and that is less than the national average of payment. The income statistics also reveal that a large number of SME owners and managers cannot afford to buy a computer and internet. Therefore, m-banking providers have a greater chance to include rural and poor citizens, as they have no access to Internet banking. Moreover, studies by Aker & Mbiti
(2010), Bangens & Soderberg (2011), Chavan et al. (2009), Dunmcombe & Boateng (2009), Medhi, Ratan & Toyama (2009) established that m-banking as suitable banking for poor and rural citizens in other developing countries, e.g. Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania and India.

The low income level informs us that SME owners and managers need low cost (even possibly no cost) accounts. As they earn less, they will save only small amounts and need micro credit opportunities.

Education distribution
The survey demonstrates that rural SME owners/managers in the 4 villages have a satisfactory educational attainment (about 90% had completed primary school or above and almost all were literate). The satisfactory academic profile undoubtedly is very motivating for the m-banking provider. The findings in this research suggest that literacy will not be a barrier in m-banking adoption in Bangladeshi rural SMEs. Furthermore, other researchers have already suggested that higher level of literacy and education facilitated m-banking adoption in other countries (Leishman 2010, Ndiwalana, Morawczynski & Popov 2010).

6.2.3 Findings: Rural SMEs banking
The rural SMEs in Bangladesh mainly bank with government banks, post offices, NGOs and micro-credit organizations, according to the survey, interviews and the focus group data. Apart from these formal banking channels, SMEs also bank with NGOs and informal money lenders in the villages.

The main banking activities of the rural SME owners/managers were the deposit and withdrawal for personal and business purpose, as realised by the survey. Deposits was mainly for loan repayments, micro-credit payments and utility bill payments such as gas, electricity and water bills. Businesses such as convenience stores & grocers, agriculture & fertilizer business, garment stores and Pharmacies also deposit money to whole-sellers’ and suppliers’ business accounts. Transitional services such as telegraphic transfer (TT) were also used to transfer money to their city-based
wholesalers. Some SMEs also required converting bank cheques and demand drafts into cash in the bank. Apart from banking, rural SME owners informed in the survey that they required banking information for SMEs.

The sample of rural SME owners/managers in the 4 villages participated in the survey expressed that the traditional banks were not supportive enough of their SMEs. Around 20% of the SME owners were unbanked SMEs, 43% were unhappy with their banking, most banked infrequently and there was a huge use of informal banking channels. Thus these findings depict the poor banking facility for the SMEs. Moreover, the focus group and interview participants also supported the fact that rural SMEs in Bangladesh did not receive enough support from the traditional banks in the start-up of their SMEs.

The findings of poor banking services for the rural SMEs substantiate studies that reported banking constraints in the developing countries SMEs (Ardic, Mylenko & Saltane 2012, Beck & Demirgüç-Kunt 2006, Harvie 2004, Levy 1993, Nichter & Goldmark 2009, Rahman, Rummana & Zinia 2012). This research contributes to the body of knowledge on SMEs banking by informing that rural SMEs in Bangladesh, despite their contributions to the national economy are in the segment of those deprived of sophisticated banking facilities.

6.2.4 Findings: rural SMEs owners’/ manager’ mobile phone usage

The survey, interview and the focus group confirmed that mobile phone adoption has proliferated in recent years in the rural areas of Bangladesh. The mobile phone is rapidly becoming a feature of rural people’s culture, especially in communication, interaction and entertainment. The survey demonstrates that mobile phones are the technology of choice for the SME owners/managers (90% of the survey participants had mobile phones).

The survey conducted in this research suggests that SME owners/manager in the 4 villages were successfully using mobile phones for voice and SMS communication.
Mobile phones were also used as the source of entertainment, such as playing mp3, music and radio and shooting photos with the camera. Furthermore, some SME owners/managers were already using mobile phones for transactional services, such as paying electricity bills, paying the water bill and airtime transfer. However these findings are important as all the experiences of transactional services using a mobile phone will impact positively in adopting m-banking by the rural SME owners/managers.

In this research, knowledge of the mobile phones among the SME owners/managers was realised by their ability to read/write SMS, check mobile phone balance and the ability to top-up pre-paid credit voucher. The information is obviously exciting for the m-banking providers, as the statistics show that more that 55% of survey participants can read/write SMS, check balance and recharge a pre-paid voucher.

The findings of huge mobile phone adoption in the 4 villages and the use of mobile phones by the rural SME owners/managers are very similar to studies by Chipchase and Tulusan (2006), Ndiwalana, Morawczynski and Popov (2010). Another study also reported that the use of mobile phones by the SMEs in the developing world contributed towards the improving access to communications (Frempong 2009).

6.2.5 Findings: SME owners’/managers’ previous knowledge on m-banking and intention to use the service

The survey data indicated that rural SME owners/managers already knew about the service. Kirui, Okello and Nyikal (2010) and Higgins, Kendall and Lyon (2012) also reported higher level of m-banking awareness among farmers and SMEs. A higher rate of awareness obviously will facilitate m-banking adoption.

The statistics of intention to adopt m-banking is also impressive. It will excite the government, banks and m-banking providers to offer m-banking service. Among the 547 accepted responses, 66% of participants (N=363) intended to use m-banking and these are intentional. Another 30% of participants (N=163) were indecisive (see figure 5.7). Unbanked SME owners/managers, female owners/managers and participants with
lower education were found indecisive regarding their potential use of m-banking. In m-banking, education has two aspects: firstly illiterate people find the service unsuitable from a literacy standpoint and, secondly, people from a lower educational background may not understand the usefulness of banking. However, only 4% (N=21) had no intention to use m-banking. Participants who had no mobile phones, owners/managers of very small SME, such as tea stalls, tobacco shops and hawkers were found to be no-intention customers. Moreover, this research shows an alarming issue that unbanked and dissatisfied banking customers do not have the intention of adopting the service.

6.2.6 Conclusion

The finding of poor banking services for rural SMEs implies that there is a need to expand the banking services in the rural villages of Bangladesh. M-banking may be a way to resolve this banking problem for rural SMEs in Bangladesh. This is because research studies conducted in developing countries suggested that SMEs banking constraints can be improved by using m-banking (Bångens & Söderberg 2011, Higgins, Kendall & Lyon 2012, Kirui, Okello & Nyikal 2010, Kumar, Martin & O’Neill 2011, Morawczynski & Pickens 2009). More interestingly perhaps Mas and Ng’weno (2012), suggested that informal businesses in developing countries seem to be a more appropriate sector for m-banking usage than formal large enterprises and businesses.

Mobile phone adoption by rural SME owners/managers suggest that this device is the most suitable way to offer them electronic banking. This is because mobile phone ownership is much higher than private ownership of home phones or computers in the surveyed area. Furthermore, mobile phone ownership among rural SMEs managers and owners informs us that they adopt a technology if the technology has a use and is affordable to buy and maintain. Lastly, mobile phone usage indicates that the rural SMEs owners had sufficient knowledge — such as writing and reading SMS, entering numeric values to top up the pre-paid charge and hearing mobile credit balance — to operate m-banking.
6.3 Discussions on R.Q 1: Benefits of m-banking

Using data from the survey, interviews and a focus group study, this research examined various advantages of m-banking for rural SMEs, banks and MTOs (see Table 6.1). Advantages are discussed below.

6.3.1 M-banking benefits for rural SMEs

The key advantages of m-banking for the rural SMEs, as identified in this research, can be summed up as follows: banking improvement for rural SMEs, SME business improvements, support on SMEs’ finance and Owners/managers personal improvements by using m-banking.

First of all, this research empirically establishes that m-banking as a suitable banking system for rural SMEs, particularly in Bangladesh. This is because m-banking has the potential to offer low cost virtual bank accounts to the poor SMEs, to the informal businesses and tradesmen, to women, to those living at the bottom of the society and to the farmers. M-banking can provide better banking facilities to the SMEs who are currently dissatisfied with their banking. Formal banking can be extended to the rural areas to eradicate the informal banking systems. Lastly, by using m-banking SME owners can open business accounts that will increase the relationship between business and banks and assist SME to obtain business loans.

The findings are consistent with those studies that suggested that SMEs banking constraints in the developing countries can be improved using m-banking (Bångens & Söderber 2011, Chavan et al. 2009, Higgins, Kendall & Lyon 2012, Kirui 2010, Kumar, Martin & O’Neill 2011, Mas & N’gweno 2012, Medhi, Ratan & Toyama 2009, Ndiwalana, Morawczynski & Popov 2010). Like SMEs in Uganda (Ndiwalana, Morawczynski & Popov 2010, Ndiwalana, Morawczynski & Popov 2010), Tanzania (Bångens & Söderberg 2011) and Kenya (Mas & N’gweno 2012), SMEs in Bangladesh also can benefit substantially from using m-banking.
### Table 6.1: M-banking advantages for rural SMEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Source of data</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opportunity to open a business account</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SME owners can apply for business loans for their SMEs without the existence of a branch in their locality</td>
<td>Survey and Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The private banks can offer SME services to the rural SMEs</td>
<td>Focus group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Easy money transfer to city based wholesalers</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Convenient salary transfers to employees</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The opportunity to link Bangladesh to the global economy by providing international money transfer using m-banking</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Save time in branch banking that can be used in business</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opportunity to expand business with the help of the formal banking system</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owners and managers’ personal improvement</td>
<td>Improved security of money</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M-banking decreases illiteracy, increase technical literacy and facilitates IT adoption</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The increased savings attitude of SMEs owners</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This research found that m-banking supports SME business by accelerating business transactions. Therefore, improved banking will result on an improved SME business environment. Time saving inter-bank transfer, easy international money transfer, and the opportunity to link Bangladesh to the global economy are some m-banking advantages for SME business. The findings indicate that m-banking’s time-saving factor can support increased sales and more efficient management. SMEs constant battle against poor liquidity can be supported by m-banking usage. Furthermore using m-banking services, the owners can apply for business loans for their SME and control SME finances more securely. Lastly, m-banking decreases illiteracy and increases technical literacy and savings attitude of SMEs owners.

The Improved SME business environment as the result of using m-banking by the SMEs were also reported by Bångens and Söderberg (2011), Ndiwalana, Morawczynski and Popov (2010), Higgins, Kendall and Lyon (2012). However, unlike other studies, this research specifically focuses on the rural SMEs, which is a major contribution to the body of m-banking knowledge.

### 6.3.2 M-banking benefits for banks, MTO and country

Besides the customers, m-banking is advantageous for the providers too (see Table 6.2). This research explores profitability, increase of the customer base and organizational improvements are some incentives for the banks and MTOs by SMEs adoption of m-banking.

First of all, m-banking generates profit for the banks and MTOs besides their core business. The banks can have access to a large number of customers that will help banks to increase deposits. These customers are considered as low-cost customers as banks do not need to establish branches or additional networks. Banks can have access to the potential SMEs and finance them to grow.

At present the mobile telephone market seems to be saturated in Bangladesh and SIM drop ratio by the customers in high, as informed by the MTO officers. Therefore new
MTOs are struggling. However, this research suggests that MTOs can increase customers and retain customers by offering value added services like m-banking.

Banks can improve customer service by providing m-banking as m-banking is capable of providing real time accurate information. Moreover, the migration of rural SME owners to m-banking can free up the bankers from the need to deal with customer service. The freed time will allow bankers to spend more time on other duties. Lastly, m-banking decreases operating cost of a bank because of the need for less human resources and less operating hours and the increased brand image helps marketing of the banks.

Table 6.2: M-banking advantages for banks, MTOs and country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Source of data</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profitable</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Tiwari, Buse &amp; Herstatt 2007, Higgins, Kendall and Lyon 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generate profits besides voice communication service</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increases low-cost customers, generates more deposit and more profits</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer increment and retention</td>
<td></td>
<td>Key finding of this thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gives small banks the opportunity to increase customer base</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increases loyalty and decreases SIM drop ratio rate</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational improvements</td>
<td></td>
<td>Key finding of this thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve customer service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase bank employees’ productivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease operating cost of a bank by less human resources and less operating hours</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase brand image help marketing of the banks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement of the country</td>
<td></td>
<td>Focus group key findings of this thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The opportunity to create employment by the bank</td>
<td>Focus group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved rural-urban SME business</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMEs shift from illegal to legal banking system.</td>
<td>Focus group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the national level, m-banking is advantageous for a country by creating employment as agents. The service also improves rural-urban SME business in a country. The
migration from illegal to legal banking system also contributes to the country by increasing the money in the formal economy. Finally the shift will empower SMEs which will empower the Bangladeshi economy.

The notion of organisational and national benefits by offering m-banking is also supported by previous studies on internet technology and electronic banking. For example, Higgins, Kendall and Lyon (2012), highlighted various benefits for banks, such as profitability, increase of the customer-base, improvement of customer service and management, increasing brand image and national benefits like customers shift to the formal banking system. Tiwari, Buse & Herstatt (2007) also examined the opportunities for banks to generate revenues by offering m-banking. However, the study was placed in a developed country’s context, but this research contributes by studying a developing country like Bangladesh’s context. Another finding — the organizational improvements by implementing m-banking — has been reported rarely by previous scholars. Moreover, increase of customer loyalty to the MTOs and a decrease of SIM drop ratio rate are hardly suggested by previous studies.

6.4 Discussions on R.Q 2: Customer perspective factors in m-banking adoption by rural SMEs

The survey of rural SME owners and managers reveals that poor banking satisfaction, credibility, cost, gender, education and the business type of the SME are significant factors.

Bångens and Söderberg (2011) and Brown et al. (2003) also found poor banking status as an important customer service factor in m-banking adoption. Perceived credibility and cost also referred by Daud et al. (2011), Luarn and Lin (2005), Yao and Zhong (2011) as m-banking factors. The demographic factors, gender and education are associated with m-banking adoption, as suggested by the literature review. Laukkanen and Cruz (2012) and Riquelme and Rios (2010) identified the effect of gender on m-banking adoption.
However, the analysis focuses on the three factors that have been largely overlooked in prior literature. They are: banking satisfaction, m-banking advantages for SMEs, and SME business type.

6.5 Discussions on R. Q 3: Organisational and country-level factors in m-banking adoption

The literature review of this research established that, apart from micro-level customer perspective factors, macro-level organizational and country-level factors had been argued to explain m-banking adoption in a country. In consequence, the objective of this research was to analyze the role played by organizational and country-level aspects of m-banking adoption. In this way, the framework proposed makes several contributions to the literature including the consideration of both internal and external factors that can effect m-banking adoption.
6.5.1 Organisational factors

From the organizational standpoint, this research shows that several factors associated with banks and MTOs have a positive effect on m-banking adoption in Bangladesh (see Table 6.3). The focus group and one-to-one interviews with the bankers and MTO officers identified several organizational and country-level factors that can promote m-banking adoption for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh. The factors are shown in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Organisational factors in m-banking adoption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisational factors</th>
<th>Source of data</th>
<th>Reference by previous studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bank’s engagement with SME market</td>
<td>Focus group</td>
<td>Medhi et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT competency of the m-banking providers</td>
<td>Focus group</td>
<td>San Martin, López-Catalán &amp; Ramón-Jerónimo (2012), Turban et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management support</td>
<td>Focus group</td>
<td>Fruhling &amp; Digman (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-banking project within the bank’s and MTOs organizational objectives</td>
<td>Focus group</td>
<td>Key findings of this thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMEs’ level of sophisticated literacy</td>
<td>Focus group</td>
<td>Key findings of this thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural SMEs unfavourable support from traditional banking</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>Bångens &amp; Söderberg (2011), Higgins, Kendall &amp; Lyon (2012), Kirui et al. (2010), Kirui et al. (2012), Kumar et al. (2011), Chavan et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huge IT educated human resources</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>Key finding of this thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing literacy among new generations SMEs</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>Key finding of this thesis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some critical organizational success factors in offering m-banking are: engagement with the target market’s, IT competency and top management supports of the bank, m-banking projects within the bank’s, MTOs organizational objectives, available IT educated human resources. Furthermore, this study identifies that banking constraints for rural SMEs and SME owners/managers sophisticated literacy are other enabling factors for m-banking adoption for rural SMEs in Bangladesh.
The findings support the extant literature on m-banking that established m-banking as a suitable banking system for individuals having difficulties in accessing banking (Bångens & Söderberg 2011, Higgins, Kendall & Lyon 2012, Kirui, Okello & Nyikal 2010, Kirui, Okello & Nyikal 2012, Kumar, Martin & O’Neill 2011, Chavan et al. 2009). Another finding related to SME owners/managers literacy supports the link between financial literacy and electronic banking (Servon & Kaestner 2008). Furthermore, clients’ low levels of literacy, lack of familiarity with technology, and limited exposure to financial products are challenges for many financial institutions when dealing with m-banking (Kendall et al. 2011). Engagement with the target market is another critical success factor in m-banking adoption. The findings actually supports (Medhi, Ratan & Toyama 2009) that knowledge on target market’s money management and requirements is an important enabler for the m-banking providers.

### 6.5.2 Country level factors in m-banking adoption

From the country-level standpoint, this research identifies that Bangladesh is in a privileged position in terms of m-banking adoption. This research identified a ready-made mobile technology infrastructure, central bank’s initiatives to offer m-banking to the rural unbanked population and government’s quick response in m-banking policy development is some country-level supporting factors for m-banking (see table 6.4).

Environmental context can be described as the arena in which an organization conducts its business within its industry, competitors, and dealings with government (Tornatzky and Fleischer 1990). This research identified inconvenience banking because of the political instability in Bangladesh as an important environment that will prompt business owners to adopt the service in Bangladesh. From the interview participants from the banks, this factor appears as a major constraint in banking, not only for the SMEs but also for the general people. However, prior researches suggested that the country-level environment acts as an external pressure on the adoption of innovation (Awa, Nwibere & Inyang 2010).
Table 6.4: Country-level factors in m-banking adoption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Source of data</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Bank closures and inconvenient banking due to political instability</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>(Awa, Nwibere &amp; Inyang 2010) TOE framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Tornatzky and Fleischer 1990) TOE framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Public’s acceptance of other mobile phone based information systems</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>TOE framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Tornatzky and Fleischer 1990) TOE framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry characteristics</td>
<td>Countrywide demands to improve SME banking</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>TOE framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Tornatzky and Fleischer 1990) TOE framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology support</td>
<td>Huge mobile phone adoption and quick development of mobile</td>
<td>Focus group &amp;</td>
<td>TOE framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infrastructure</td>
<td>technology</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>(Tornatzky and Fleischer 1990) TOE framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A ready-made mobile technology infrastructure</td>
<td>Focus group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government regulation</td>
<td>Central bank’s initiatives to offer banking to the rural unbanked population</td>
<td>Focus group &amp;</td>
<td>TOE framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>(Tornatzky and Fleischer 1990) TOE framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Central bank's initiatives to support m-banking</td>
<td>Focus group &amp;</td>
<td>Key findings of this thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Government’s quick response in m-banking policy development</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The opportunity to bank without visiting a branch provides m-banking a unique characteristic which is very important in Bangladesh where banking is difficult because of the political unrest. Singh & Tigga (2012) also suggested banking using electronic devices provides the Merchants or Traders with a way to avoid the risks involved in handling cash, which are very high in a political unrest situation. Research on m-banking studies also reported that in developing countries, where cash transfer is considered risky, m-banking has provided the convenience of banking without transferring cash.
This research identified two cultural factors — customers’ acceptance of other mobile phone based information systems and supportive organizational environment — are important enablers of m-banking adoption in a country. Both factors are reported in the previous IS research studies. As an example, Oliveira & Martins (2010) suggested trading partner collaboration as a significant facilitator for industries in e-business adoption. Furthermore, Karnali and Kurnia (2010) and Kurnia et al. (2013) found good cooperation between trading partners to adopt technologies supported business to business interactions in Indonesia and Malaysia. Prior research by Jenkins (2008), Pousttchi, Schiessler and Wiedemann (2009), Ndiwalana, Morawczynski and Popov (2010) also suggested that, since m-banking is a joint service, a supportive organizational environment is critical for partnership among stakeholders.

SMEs in most of the developing countries, and especially in Bangladesh, are characterised by lower access to banking. Therefore, the demand from the SMEs, SME experts and the banks to provide banking to rural SMEs is a suitable industry characteristic for the adoption of the innovation. This finding is in accordance with prior literature on SMEs’ banking constraints. Moreover, empirical research found the demand of the target market has prompted the MTOs to offer m-banking.

Technological context describes both the internal and external technologies relevant to the firm. This includes current practices and equipment internal to the firm (Starbuck 1976), as well as the set of available technologies external to the firm (Thompson 1967, Khandwalla 1970, Hage 1980). The availability of related technologies and infrastructure plays an important role in the diffusion of any technology services, such as m-banking. For example, potential adopters are not required to learn new skills as they have previous experience in operating a mobile phone. Moreover, the formation of a critical mass of technology is not necessary as there already is an available mobile phone network (Dholakia & Kshetri 2005).

The Central bank’s initiatives to offer m-banking to the rural unbanked population and Government’s quick response in m-banking policy development are two country-level
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factors that supported m-banking development in Bangladesh. Both factors are reported by Bångens & Söderberg, (2011), Porteous (2006), Ivatury and Mas, (2008), Weber & Darbellay, (2010). These studies reported that government’s invention has facilitated m-banking adoption in Kenya, Tanzania, India and Uganda.

However, it is to be noted that this research identified several factors that were rarely reported by previous m-banking research. Moreover the numbers of factors, both micro and macro are bigger than previous research. This is because the semi-structured interviews allowed our focus group and interview participants to introduce factors different from those included in questionary-based research

6.6 Discussions on R.Q 4: Barriers to implementing m-banking for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh

Understanding concerns and barriers are essential in m-banking adoption as understanding of the barriers helps to improve the service. Therefore, this research presents customer perspective rural SMEs’ concerns and barriers, banks’/MTOs’ organizational barriers and operational barriers associated with m-banking (see Table 6.5 for more details).

Customers perspective on m-banking barriers are: inability to use the internet, lack of reading and writing in English, inability to read and write SMS, SME’s limited knowledge of technology and SMEs’ shared phone usage.

Several other cognitive barriers are: rural SMEs’ lack of awareness on banking benefits, customers’ difficulty in conceptual understanding of banking using a mobile phone and trust on m-banking. Some customers also expressed their fear of losing money in m-banking. This finding accords with the studies that suggested a potential link between financial literacy and electronic banking (Servon & Kaestner 2008).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Table 6.5: Concerns and barriers in m-banking adoption</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barriers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural SMEs’ lack of awareness on banking benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual understanding of banking using a mobile phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust and safety of m-banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty in cash management in rural areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too many stakeholders’ to manage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank’s m-banking agent management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of banks and MTOs’ effective leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited vision of m-banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTOs reluctance to partner with small banks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-banking providers’ competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of security in rural areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High fees and service charge of m-banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank and MTOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of security in rural areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High fees and service charge of m-banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal banking systems and illegal money transfer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Furthermore, clients’ low levels of literacy, lack of familiarity with technology and limited exposure to financial products are challenges for many financial institutions when dealing with m-banking (Kendall et al. 2011). Another study also reported consumers’ low level of literacy as an obstacle in m-banking adoption (Kirui, Okello & Nyikal 2010).

Customers’ inability to use the internet, lack of reading and writing SMS or limited knowledge on mobile phones are reported by prior studies as a usage barrier in m-banking research (Chemingui 2013, Laukkanen & Lauronen 2005, Laukkanen et al. 2008, Ram & Sheth 1989). Unexpectedly, this research could not find any value barriers in m-banking adoption, as reported by Luo, et al. (2012), Kuisma, Laukkanen & Hiltunen (2007). These studies identified customers’ unawareness on m-banking values, such as unsuitability to meet enough of the banking requirements or failure to meet performance-to-price also hinders customers in adopting the service. However, the findings of cognitive barriers in this research are also reported by (Laukkanen et al. 2007, Cruz, Laukkanen & Munoz 2011).

Some limitations of mobile phones also appeared as an obstacle to m-banking usage by the rural SMEs. These are traditional mobile phone barriers such as the small keyboard, small screen of and slow internet on mobile phone. Moreover, some SME owners also informed that they did not have a suitable mobile phone for m-banking. The finding was also informed by previous studies on mobile technology (Chan et al. 2002, Chong et al. 2011, Tarasewich, Nickerson & Warkentin 2002).

Money management, m-banking stakeholder and agent management are some operational obstacles in m-banking adoption. Indeed, lack of adequate float (currency) was also cited in some studies as one of the major constraints of m-banking in remote areas (Higgins, Kendall & Lyon 2012, Kirui, Okello & Nyikal 2010, Morawczynski & Pickens 2009). Therefore to be successful, the barriers such as operational obstacles, money management and security need to be removed. M-banking service providers should consider expanding the availability of sufficient “float” of funds to expedite transfers into and from business communities (Kirui, Okello & Nyikal 2010).
Banks and MTOs’ effective leadership and vision on m-banking, MTOs reluctance to make partnership with small and new banks, m-banking providers’ competencies and security maintained by the service providers are some organizational barriers of banks and MTOS, as informed by the focus group and interviews from banks and MTOs.

M-banking fees and service charges and competition with illegal money transfer are other barriers identified in this research. Therefore, the Government has to implement the right policy to control illegal money transfer, which seems to be an obstacle in m-banking development. Besides this, m-banking providers should study the unbanked SME owners/manager existing money management to fit m-banking within the sector (Medhi, Ratan & Toyama 2009).

6.7 Discussions on R. Q 5: Recommendations in m-banking adoption by rural SMEs

Various recommendations were provided by the survey participants, focus group members and the interviewees in this research (see Table 6.6). The recommendations can definitely strengthen m-banking adoption among rural SMEs. This is because the recommendations are from the key stakeholders, the target market, m-banking providers the banks and MTOs and the SME and technology experts (Jenkins 2008, Porteous 2007, Porteous 2009). However, the main recommendations are for a business version m-banking for SMEs, government's intervention in the m-banking project, policy and regulations development and system improvements.

The recommendation to establish a business version of m-banking that address the specific needs of SMEs was suggested by the focus group members. According to the participants, the business version m-banking should integrate other existing accounts of the customers. The service should provide instant ability to cash the m-banking money and offer real time inter-bank transaction. Another important suggestion by the focus group members was for a harmonized international or at least Southeast Asian m-banking platform. The harmonized m-banking platform will enable SMEs to trade with neighbouring countries, such as India, Pakistan and Nepal. A business version of m-
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banking for SMEs was also recommended by Bångens and Söderberg (2011), as most of the current m-banking systems are not designed for business. Furthermore, the researchers suggested increased integration between m-banking and the banking system.

Table 6.6: Stakeholders’ recommendations in m-banking adoption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business version m-banking for SME</strong></td>
<td>Integrated m-banking account with other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bank accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instant ability to cash the m-banking money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real time inter-bank transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An international or at least Southeast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                                                     | Asian m-banking platform                      | (Bångens & Söderberg 2011)
| **Government's intervention**                       | Joint advertisement by the banks, MTOs and   |
|                                                     | government                                    |
|                                                     | Government support in educating pay points    |
|                                                     | agents                                        |
|                                                     | Banks and MTOs capabilities checking          |
|                                                     | Awareness development among SMEs             | Key finding of this thesis
| **Policy development**                               | A proper policy for the partnership           |
|                                                     | between banks and MTOs.                      | (Bångens & Söderberg 2011, Jenkins 2008, |
|                                                     |                                               | Medhi, Ratan & Toyama 2009, Porteous 2007, |
|                                                     |                                               | Porteous 2009)                                |
|                                                     | Improve legislation to protect customers      |
|                                                     | Quick dispute resolution.                    | (Kang, Lee & Lee 2012)
|                                                     | An SMS price policy for m-banking.           |
| **System improvements**                             | System quality and slow increase of features  | Key findings of this thesis
|                                                     | Interoperability in m-banking.               | (Klein & Mayer 2011, Ndiwalana, Morawczynski & Popov 2010). |
| **Others**                                          | Research and knowledge sharing               | (Jenkins 2008, Medhi, Ratan & Toyama 2009, Porteous 2007, Porteous 2009) |

Another important recommendation in this research is the government’s intervention in the m-banking project. The interviewees suggested the government should come forward in advertising m-banking, educating the pay point agents and developing
banking awareness of the SME owners on m-banking. Moreover, the interview participants emphasized that the government should actively conduct the competency check on the m-banking providers before allowing the m-banking provider to have a license. However, a recommendation for government’s intervention was rarely identified in previous studies.

As expected, the recommendations for policy and regulations development also appeared very important to the focus group and interviewees. Moreover, SME owners also expressed their concerns on trust and security of m-banking. Therefore, smart regulations were recommended to protect customers and also to protect m-banking providers. Other findings are that the tendency and preference to make partnerships with only big and successful banks and MTOs is creating a market monopoly and difficulty for smaller and new banks. Government and policy makers should focus on this issue to allow new ones to flourish, as suggested in this research. Other recommendations on the policy were quick dispute regulation policy and an SMS price policy for m-banking providers.

The recommendations on policy and regulations substantiate the extant studies that focused on the regulation and policy on the m-banking (Bångens & Söderberg 2011, Porteous 2006, Ivatury & Mas 2008, Weber & Darbellay 2010). These studies also suggested decreasing financial risk by introducing customer perspective regulations that establish who owns the account and how access is gained to the account (Klein & Mayer 2011, Mas & Klein 2012). However, regarding the m-banking provider perspective regulations, this research reports similar to Anderson (2010) that suggested regulations to protect existing m-banking providers, to flourish new providers and to avoid market monopoly. The recommendations on m-banking fees and SMS price policy actually reflects the survey participants low income statistics. Previous studies also established that low charges and fees can improve m-banking users' perception of the value of the service (Kang, Lee & Lee 2012).

As m-banking is a technology, the participants in this research suggested that the quality of the system should be appealing. Moreover, they suggested slow increase of the
features in the m-banking features. Interoperability among different m-banking networks was also suggested, as multiple SIM usage is common (Klein & Mayer 2011, Ndiwalana, Morawczynski & Popov 2010). Lastly, as m-banking is a new system in Bangladesh, the research participants recommended for joint research and knowledge sharing on the target market, policy and m-banking system. This finding is similar to the studies by Jenkins (2008), Medhi, Nagasena and Toyama (2009) Porteous (2007) and Porteous (2009).

However, surprisingly, not many recommendations were made on money-laundering and terrorist finance (Mas & Klein 2012). This is because rural SMEs are anticipated not risky by the interview participants.
Chapter 7

Conclusion and future research direction

This chapter summarises the whole research in brief and explores any limitations of the research. The chapter also provides the direction for future research. This chapter has three sections: answers to the research questions, limitations and future research directions.

7.1 Introduction

M-banking is still in its infancy in Bangladesh. M-banking is not on the visible horizon. This empirical research is an effort to navigate through the landscape. In an attempt to make a distinct contribution to the body of m-banking knowledge, this chapter summarises the findings. From the findings, an m-banking framework will be developed, which was one of the main objectives of this research.

7.2 Answers to the Research Questions

This research seeks to answer five research questions with support of the data collected using survey, focus group and interviews. The following section briefly answers the questions.

7.2.1 R. Q. 1: What benefits can be achieved for the rural SMEs, banks, telecommunication organisations and the government by offering m-banking to the rural SMEs in Bangladesh?

This research examined rural SMEs demographics and their banking systems in four villages in Bangladesh. This research demonstrates that m-banking is very beneficial to
the rural SMEs. The main benefits are rural SMEs opportunity to bank with formal banks. Using m-banking, rural SMEs can open business accounts and receive private banks’ SME service. Time saving inter-bank transfer, easy money transfer to city-based wholesalers, convenient salary transfer and opportunity for international money transfer using m-banking can accelerate the SMEs’ business transactions. Consequently, the faster transactions of m-banking could contribute to the SMEs’ speedier business and an improved SME business environment. Furthermore, using m-banking rural SMEs who have accounts in the city can save time. SME owners can expand their business with the help of the formal banking system by using m-banking. M-banking can also contribute to the rural SMEs by increasing owners'/managers’ literacy and facilitate IT adoption. Finally, m-banking can increase the savings attitude of SMEs owners.

On the other hand, banks and MTOs can earn profit beside their core business by offering m-banking to the rural SMEs. Small and new banks can overcome deposit constraints by offering m-banking to the rural SMEs in Bangladesh and thus gain access to another source of deposits. M-banking can increase loyalty and decrease SIM drop ratio rate of the MTOS, which will increase customer base and customer retention. However, banks/MTOs can improve their organisations by improving customer service and management, increasing operational efficiency, decreasing operating costs and increasing brand image. Finally, m-banking can benefit a country by creating employment, by improving rural-urban SME business and by shifting rural SMEs from the illegal to the legal banking system.

This research demonstrates that rural SMEs banking can be easily managed by providing m-banking. Therefore, this research suggests banks and financial institutions should target rural SMEs as prospective clientele by offering m-banking. However, according to stakeholders, the benefits and advantages should be advertised to the SMEs through a common platform consisting of bank, MTOs and government.
7.2.2 Answer to R. Q 2: What are the customer perspective factors which influence the intention of rural SMEs to adopt m-banking in Bangladesh?

This research empirically studies the factors that influence the intention of SME owners and managers to adopt m-banking in rural Bangladesh. The survey indicates that poor banking satisfaction (p=0.001), credibility (p=0.000), cost (0.009), gender (p=0.000), education (0.001) and the business type of the SME (0.000) are micro-level customer perspective factors in m-banking adoption. That is, an SME owner/manager who has lower banking satisfaction, higher credibility, higher level of education and lower concern on cost has a higher intention in adopting m-banking.

7.2.3 Answer to R. Q. 3: What are the country-level and organisational factors that impact on implementing m-banking for rural SMEs in Bangladesh?

The research reports on the critical organisational success factors in m-banking adoption. This thesis identifies engagement with the SMEs as an important organisational factor in m-banking diffusion for rural SMEs. This is because a bank needs to understand SMEs’ banking needs. The technology and human resource capabilities of the banks, together with top-level management support, can facilitate bank’s willingness to adopt m-banking. The lesson learnt by an m-banking implementer (focus group) is that, it is firstly important to consider m-banking as a parallel channel to offer banking services to the rural SMEs in Bangladesh. SMEs level of sophisticated literacy and financial literacy can promote the m-banking uptake. SME’s increasing literacy and financial literacy will create an awareness of banking and they will realise their banking needs. Therefore, a bank with an existing physical presence should use the branches as potential advisory centres to educate and encourage SMEs about m-banking. Lastly, rural SMEs’ unfavourable support from traditional banking will encourage SME owners to use the new service.
Recently, Central Bank’s initiatives to offer banking services have electrified m-banking adoption in Bangladesh. This is because m-banking appeared to be the only way to offer banking to the rural unbanked population. Huge mobile phone adoption, quick development of mobile technology, a ready-made mobile technology infrastructure and customers’ acceptance of other mobile phone based information systems positions Bangladesh as one of the best countries for m-banking adoption. Findings from the study suggest that countrywide demands to improve SME banking and the inconvenient banking in the political instability in Bangladesh will promote m-banking uptake. Supportive organisational environments and the government’s supportive policy on m-banking are other country-level factors which favour m-banking adoption in Bangladesh.

7.2.4 Answer to R. Q 4: What are the barriers in implementing m-banking for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh?

M-banking has the ability to be transformational for rural SMEs, however, to be successful the m-banking adoption barriers have to be removed. This research found that owners’ and managers’ inability to use the internet, lack of reading and writing in English, limited knowledge of technology and shared usage of mobile phones are customer perspective barriers in m-banking adoption. Cognitive barriers identified in this research are rural SMEs’ lack of awareness of banking benefits, conceptual understanding of banking using a mobile phone, trust and security concerns over m-banking. The design characteristics of mobile technology such as the small keyboard and screen of the mobile phone, and slow internet on the mobile phone are also some barriers to the rural SME owners. Operational obstacles of m-banking are stakeholders’ management and m-banking agent management. Lack of banks’ and MTOs’ effective leadership and limited vision on m-banking, MTOs reluctance to make partnerships with new banks, m-banking providers’ competencies and security could be barriers in m-banking adoption in Bangladesh. This research also suggests that fees can be a barrier in m-banking diffusion to some of the rural SME owners. Finally, informal
banking systems and illegal money transfers are also obstacles m-development in Bangladesh.

7.2.5 Answer to R. Q 5: What are the stakeholders’ recommendations in m-banking adoption for rural SMEs in Bangladesh?

This research provides stakeholders’ recommendations for m-banking development. The recommendations are for a business version of m-banking for SMEs, for government’s intervention in the m-banking project, policy and regulation development by the banks and m-banking system improvements. This research stresses that the government should come forward in the promotion of m-banking, educating the pay point agents, and awareness development of the SME on m-banking. Government should actively conduct competency checks on m-banking providers before granting the m-banking provider a licence to operate. As small banks are finding it hard to make partnerships with the MTOs, this research recommends establishing policy regarding the m-banking partnership between the banks and MTOs. Other recommendations are quick dispute regulation policy and an SMS price policy for m-banking providers.

This research also shows the need for an enhanced quality of m-banking systems and interoperability among different m-banking networks. Lastly, as m-banking is new in Bangladesh, the research participants recommended joint research and knowledge sharing on the target market, policy development and m-banking system management.

7.3 The m-banking framework

This research presents a framework for m-banking adoption for rural SMEs in Bangladesh. The factors of the framework are refined and confirmed empirically by quantitative and qualitative research methodology.

*Figure 7.1: A framework for providing m-banking to rural SMEs in Bangladesh*
Advantages for rural SMEs
- Availability of bank accounts for rural SMEs
- Opportunity to apply for an SME loan
- Time saving inter-bank transfers
- Easy money transfers to city based suppliers
- Convenient salary transfers for employees
- Opportunity to link to the global economy
- Speedier business through fast transactions
- Opportunity to expand business
- Better control of SME finances
- Improved security of money
- Increased literacy of owners/managers
- Facilitates IT adoption
- Increases savings attitude of owners

Advantages for Banks
- Generates profits besides core banking
- Increases bank's deposits
- Increases rural customer base
- Improves customer services of the banks
- Better management of the banks
- Increases bankers' productivity
- Decreased operating costs for the banks
- Increased brand image
- Creates employment for banks
- Improved rural-urban SME business
- SMEs shift from the informal to the formal banking system.

Barriers and concerns
- SME owners'/managers' inability to use the internet
- Lack of reading and writing skills in English
- Owners'/managers’ limited technological competencies
- Lack of awareness of banking benefits
- Cognitive barriers such as trust and safety concerns
- Small keyboard, screen & slow internet on mobile phones
- Problem in managing too many stakeholders and agents
- Lack of banks’ and MTOs’ effective leadership
- MTOs’ reluctance to make partnerships with small banks
- M-banking providers’ competencies
- Lack of security in rural areas creates difficulty for banks in m-banking cash management
- High service fees and service charges for m-banking
- Competition from informal banking systems

Recommendations
- Business version m-banking for SMEs
- Instant ability to cash m-banking money
- Real time inter-bank transactions
- International (or at least Southeast Asian) m-banking platform
- Joint promotion by the banks, MTOs and government
- Government support in educating pay point agents
- Banks and MTOs m-banking capabilities checking
- Awareness development among SMEs
- Policy for partnership between banks and MTOs
- Improved legislation to protect customers to resolve m-banking disputes
- SMS price policy for m-banking
- M-banking system improvements and increased features
- Interoperability in m-banking
- Research and knowledge sharing
Advantages for MTOs

- Generates profits besides voice communication service
- Decreases SIM drop ratio rate
- Increases customer loyalty
- Increases brand image

Advantages for Country

- Creates employment in rural areas of m-banking agents
- Improves rural-urban business
- Assists government in removing the illegal banking system.

Customer Perspective Factors

- Banking satisfaction
- Perceived credibility
- M-banking Cost

Organizational Factors

- Bank’s engagement with SME clients
- IT competency of the m-banking providers
- Top management support
- M-banking project within the organizational objectives
- SMEs’ sophisticated level of literacy
- Rural SMEs unfavourable support from traditional banks
- High availability of mobile technology experts
- Increasing literacy among new generations SMEs

Country Level Factors

- Policy
  - Central bank’s initiatives to offer banking to the unbanked
  - Central bank’s quick m-banking policy development
  - Government’s initiatives to support m-banking
- Culture
  - Public’s willingness and acceptance of mobile phone based information systems
- Technology
  - Huge mobile phone adoption
  - Existing mobile technology infrastructure
- Environment
  - Lack of banking provision for rural SMEs
  - Bank closures and inconvenient banking due to political instability
7.4 Practical and theoretical values

The framework offers the following practical and theoretical values:

- Since banking is one of the main obstacles to the SMEs in Bangladesh and other developing countries, this research provides answers as to how SME banking can be improved by m-banking.

- This research is being undertaken at the right time as m-banking is of national interest in Bangladesh. This research contributes greatly to the national concern in Bangladesh of how to make full use of m-banking for the unbanked individuals and SMEs.

- The research is expected to support the national policies undertaken in Bangladesh, such as Millennium Development Goals 2015 and the National IT Policy 2009.

- Following the findings of this research, developing countries which have similar socioeconomic conditions may also receive useful knowledge from this study when developing m-banking for the rural unbanked population. Especially, when developing m-banking for SMEs in developing countries those share similar economical, technical and social issues, can share the knowledge gained from this thesis.

- The findings of this research can assist banks to redefine their banking business model regarding remote customers.

- The findings from this research should help the banks to plan their strategies in reaching remote customers and in accelerating m-banking development. Bank management may require information about what macro-level factors impact on the m-banking adoption for rural SMEs. This research can help the bank managers to identify factors and determinants that influence the adoption of m-banking.

- The research can assist m-banking policy makers such as the government and the Central Bank in introducing and formulating better m-banking policy.
The outcomes of this research will be of potential value in increasing m-banking awareness in Bangladesh, especially among the SME owners and managers.

This study contributes significantly to the theoretical understanding of m-banking through a development of a framework for rural SMEs in Bangladesh, which is a major contribution of this research is to the existing knowledge of m-banking. The deeper understanding of m-banking is increased by providing both micro and macro-level adoption factors as well as inhibitors in general and in particular in Bangladesh. Within the current research efforts on m-banking, this research is one of the few works that collected data not only from the consumers, but also from other important stakeholders of m-banking, such as banks, MTOs and m-banking experts. Using mixed method research this study explores organizational and country level factors that impact m-banking adoption in Bangladesh. Lastly, this paper identifies some new factors, both from the customer perspective and from the macro-level perspectives, which have been rarely identified in prior IS (Information system) literature.

7.5 Limitations of this research

Most of the SME owners and managers had not used m-banking before, since m-banking has not been implemented when the research was conducted. The lack of previous knowledge on m-banking of the survey participants is the main limitation in the study.

The views came only from the banks and MTOs that offer m-banking. It would be preferable to conduct interviews with banks who do not offer m-banking. However, these banks did not respond to my request to interview them.

The research only considered consumer perspective, organisational and country-level factors in m-banking adoption. However, this research does not claim that the factors identified in this research are the only determinants in m-banking adoption.
7.6 Future Research Directions

The study of m-banking adoption within Bangladeshi SMEs has provided some basis for future research. These are as below:

- Firstly, the m-banking framework needs to be tested in Bangladesh. The researcher will approach the participant banks to test the framework’s effectiveness.
- Future research should collect data from banks which are not currently offering m-banking to the consumer. This will enable us to understand more on m-banking adoption.
- Future research also should include technological factors of the users in the m-banking framework.
- Lastly, future research could extend m-banking studies to the city-based SMEs or to the SMEs located closer to the capital to throw some interesting insight of m-banking.

7.7 Conclusion

The merit of the research lies in presenting, for the first time, an m-banking framework for rural Bangladesh that includes customer perspective factors and macro-level m-banking factors. Moreover, for the first time, this research considers m-banking adoption in the SMEs, who provide the second source of income in the country. The privileged position of the rural SME owners/managers use of mobile phones is a great opportunity for offering m-banking to the rural SMEs. Therefore, the research findings of this study not only address the call by the government and banks for adopting m-banking for the rural SMEs in Bangladesh but also enhance our understanding of m-banking factors. Collectively, these findings illustrate the potential role of m-banking, particularly for the rural SMEs. It has important implications in providing useful insights into human behavioural and motivational factors that affect attitudes towards
the adoption of m-banking in developing countries. Compared to other m-banking acceptance research, this research is based on larger numbers of participants and findings are from controlled face-to-face survey and interviews. Furthermore, the study sets a starting point for future research to further explore the effect of macro-level factors in m-banking adoption. The contribution is significant, a step forward in m-banking research in Bangladesh.
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Appendix A: Bangladesh at a glance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geography</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Southern Asia, bordering the Bay of Bengal, between Burma and India</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Area          | Total: 143,998 sq km  
|               | Irrigated land: 47,250 sq km  
|               | water: 13,830 sq km |
| Land Boundaries| 4,246 km |
| Border countries | India 4053 km, surrounding almost every corner except south east. Burma 193 km along the south eastern side. |
| Climate       | Tropical; mild winter (October to March); hot, humid summer (March to June); humid, warm rainy monsoon (June to October |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demography</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>156,050,883 (July 2009 est.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Age structure | 0-14 years: 34.6% (male 27,065,625/female 26,913,961)  
|               | 15-64 years: 61.4% (male 45,222,182/female 50,537,052)  
|               | 65 years and over: 4% (male 3,057,255/female 3,254,808) (2009 est.) |
| Population growth rate | 1.292% (2009 est.) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government type</td>
<td>Parliamentary democracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Dhaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative division</td>
<td>6 divisions; Barisal, Chittagong, Dhaka, Khulna, Rajshahi, Sylhet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence</td>
<td>16 December 1971 (from West Pakistan); note - 26 March 1971 is the date of independence from West Pakistan, 16 December 1971 is known as Victory Day and commemorates the official creation of the state of Bangladesh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economy</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| GDP – real growth rate | 4.9% (2008 est.)  
|               | 6.2% (2007 est.)  
|               | 6.4% (2006 est.) |
| Labour force  | 70.86 million |
| Population below poverty line | 45% (2004 est.) |
| Unemployment rate | 2.5% |
| Inflation rate (consumer prices) | 9.4% |
| Exports       | $13.97 billion (2008 est.) |
| country comparison to the world: 78 |
| Export commodities | Garments, jute and jute goods, leather, frozen fish and seafood |
| Imports       | $20.17 billion (2008 est.) |
| Import commodities | Machinery and equipment, chemicals, iron and steel, textiles, foodstuffs, petroleum products, cement |
## Appendix B: M-banking Literature Gap

### M-banking Literature Review

#### Conceptual
- Bångens & Söderberg 2008; Mallat, Rossi & Tuunainen 2004; Dolan 2009

#### Advantages
- Eusebio & Stuart 2004; Liou 2008; Tiwari & Buse 2007

#### Adoption
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#### Infrastructure

#### Empirical

#### Legal and regulatory
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#### Drivers and motivators
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#### Drivers and motivators

### Intention
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- China: Chu & Yaobin 2009; Laforet & Li 2005
- Bangladesh: Anus et al. 2011
- Pakistan: Anus et al. 2011
- South Africa: Brown et al. 2003
- Taiwan: Luarn & Lin 2005; Wang, Lin & Luarn, 2006

### Trust
- Ghana: Crabbe et al. 2009; Tobbin 2009
- Kenya: Morawczynski & Miscione 2008; Mbiti & Weil 2011
- Indonesia: Mukherjee & Nath 2003
- China: Chu & Yaobin 2009; Laforet & Li 2005
- Bangladesh: Anus et al. 2011
- Pakistan: Anus et al. 2011
- South Africa: Brown et al. 2003
- Taiwan: Luarn & Lin 2005; Wang, Lin & Luarn, 2006

### Risk
- Ghana: Crabbe et al. 2009; Tobbin 2009
- Kenya: Morawczynski & Miscione 2008; Mbiti & Weil 2011
- Indonesia: Mukherjee & Nath 2003
- China: Chu & Yaobin 2009; Laforet & Li 2005
- Bangladesh: Anus et al. 2011
- Pakistan: Anus et al. 2011
- South Africa: Brown et al. 2003
- Taiwan: Luarn & Lin 2005; Wang, Lin & Luarn, 2006

### Resistance
- Ghana: Crabbe et al. 2009; Tobbin 2009
- Kenya: Morawczynski & Miscione 2008; Mbiti & Weil 2011
- Indonesia: Mukherjee & Nath 2003
- China: Chu & Yaobin 2009; Laforet & Li 2005
- Bangladesh: Anus et al. 2011
- Pakistan: Anus et al. 2011
- South Africa: Brown et al. 2003
- Taiwan: Luarn & Lin 2005; Wang, Lin & Luarn, 2006

### Usability
- Ghana: Crabbe et al. 2009; Tobbin 2009
- Kenya: Morawczynski & Miscione 2008; Mbiti & Weil 2011
- Indonesia: Mukherjee & Nath 2003
- China: Chu & Yaobin 2009; Laforet & Li 2005
- Bangladesh: Anus et al. 2011
- Pakistan: Anus et al. 2011
- South Africa: Brown et al. 2003
- Taiwan: Luarn & Lin 2005; Wang, Lin & Luarn, 2006

### Social Factors
- Ghana: Crabbe et al. 2009; Tobbin 2009
- Kenya: Morawczynski & Miscione 2008; Mbiti & Weil 2011
- Indonesia: Mukherjee & Nath 2003
- China: Chu & Yaobin 2009; Laforet & Li 2005
- Bangladesh: Anus et al. 2011
- Pakistan: Anus et al. 2011
- South Africa: Brown et al. 2003
- Taiwan: Luarn & Lin 2005; Wang, Lin & Luarn, 2006
Appendix C: M-banking Drivers and Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Banking</td>
<td>Banking needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Immediately responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location free service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self esteem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compatibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Triability,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Systems quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information presentation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Investigating a Framework for providing Mobile Banking to rural SMEs in Bangladesh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User characteristics</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Social factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer skills, m-readiness</td>
<td>Suoranta &amp; Mattila 2003, Kleijnen et al. 2004,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet experience</td>
<td>Firm characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitating conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brown et al. 2003,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix D: Databases used for M-banking

Literature Review

**Online databases:** ABI/INFORM database, ProQuest Direct, EBSCO Business Source Premier, Science Direct, IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, AIS eLibrary, Google Scholar.

Conference papers were from mainly from following conferences

Appendix E: Extract from survey questionnaire

Participant’s mobile phone and banking information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Do you have a mobile phone?</th>
<th>2. The following best describe banking status of the SME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Yes</td>
<td>A. Unbanked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. No, but I use others phone</td>
<td>B. Owner's personal account is used in business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. No, but I intend to get one</td>
<td>C. Bank with government bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. No, I have no intention in owning one</td>
<td>D. Bank with private bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E. Bank with post office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F. Bank with NGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G. Other type of accounts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Which mobile network does your mobile phone belong to?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Mobile Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>Grameen Phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td>Bangla Link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.</td>
<td>Robi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
<td>Warid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
<td>City Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td>TeleTalk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Before tonight, have you heard that you can do your banking using your mobile phone?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Banking status of the SME and the owners/managers

The following best describe banking satisfaction of the SME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following best describe banking satisfaction of the SME owner/manager

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M-banking advantages for SMEs

M-banking is advantageous for my business banking. Using m-banking would make it easier for me to conduct business banking. M-banking will allow me to manage my business more efficiently. M-banking is more convenient than traditional banking. I can pay to my city based whole seller by using mobile banking more effectively.

Perceived usefulness

I think an m-banking service is very in useful. I think m-banking services improve my performance. I think m-banking services enhance my effectiveness. I think mobile banking services increase my productivity by saving times. I think I can save my time by using m-banking services. I think I can save my money by using m-banking services.
Perceived Ease of Use
I think mobile banking services are user-friendly. 
M-banking doesn’t need a lot of mental effort to use the service. 
Learning how to use m-banking is easy for me. 
It would be easy for me to become skilful at using m-banking without getting customer support. 
I think that I can learn how to use m-banking services easily without getting vocational training.

Perceived credibility
Using m-banking would not divulge my personal information. 
I think that online transaction through mobile phone will create unexpected problems.

Perceived risk
I think that online transaction through mobile phone is risky. 
I don’t feel safe in online transaction through mobile phone. 
I think that online transaction through mobile phone is not confidential.

Cost
I think it is expensive for me to buy a mobile banking enabled mobile phone. 
I think it is expensive for me to access mobile banking services. 
I think the transaction fee in mobile banking services is expensive for me.

Intention to use mobile banking service
If mobile banking is available, what would have done?
- I will use mobile banking service
- I am not sure
- I do not have intention to use mobile

Demographic Information:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Profession</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Male</td>
<td>A. I am employed in the SME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Female</td>
<td>B. Owner of the SME</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Monthly personal income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Below 18 years</td>
<td>A. Tk. 5000 or below</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 18-25 years</td>
<td>B. Tk. 5000-10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. 25-30 years</td>
<td>C. Tk. 10000-20000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. 30-35 years</td>
<td>D. Tk. 30000-50000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. 35-40 years</td>
<td>E. Tk. Above 50000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. 40 and over</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of employees</th>
<th>Level of Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. 1-5 persons</td>
<td>A. Primary or below</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 5-15 persons</td>
<td>B. Between Primary and high school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. 15-50 persons</td>
<td>C. Above year high School to university</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. 50 to 250 Persons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix F: Interview instruments (Bank officers)

INFORMATION LETTER

Investigating a Framework for Providing Mobile Banking Opportunities to Rural SMEs in Bangladesh

Dear participants,

I greatly appreciate the time you give me when I interview you. The interview is for the research ‘Investigating a Framework for Providing Mobile Banking Opportunities to Rural SMEs in Bangladesh’. The study will investigate a mobile banking framework for rural SMEs in Bangladesh. The study will come up with an integrated framework including two features: firstly, what benefits can be achieved in rural SMEs through mobile banking facility and secondly, (2) how can mobile banking be developed using existing telecommunication and banking infrastructure.

Answering the questions indicates that you have understood the information provided about this research and that you have been given the opportunity to ask any questions and clarify if you have any questions.

Once again, please accept my thanks for your time. Without your granting me time to interview, it would not have been possible for me to complete my research.

Yours truly,

Md Taimur Ahad
Faculty of Engineering and Information Technology
University of Technology, Sydney, Australia
Email: md.t.ahad@student.uts.edu.au
Phone No: 0425213128

Local Contact
Sarkarpara
Gainbandha
Phone: 01752280569
BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH

What is Mobile Banking: Mobile Banking (M-banking) is an application of mobile phone that allows customers to do banking using the mobile phone anywhere/anytime.

Why M-banking is important for the rural SMEs? Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) in Bangladesh have been contributing to the national economy since independence. SMEs play an important role in the growth of GDP, employment generation, poverty alleviation and rapid industrialization. However, SMEs banking and financing is not satisfactory. The research intends to investigate an M-banking framework for providing banking opportunities to rural SMEs in Bangladesh.

Why not considering internet banking? Study indicates that internet usage in Bangladesh through computers is not increasing. High price of computers, lack of internet-computer infrastructure, low usage of English in rural areas are some common impediments of adopting internet banking in Bangladesh. However, high growth of mobile phone, solid nationwide mobile telecommunication infrastructure and customers acceptance of mobile phones give an opportunity to adopt mobile based banking services.

Description of the interview: The purpose of the interview is to explore M-banking for rural SMEs in Bangladesh. In the interview I will ask your views and opinion in a general discussion about M-banking adoption in your bank, Internet banking facility, M-banking facility (if you have), customers’ preference and the future plan regarding implementing cutting edge technology like M-banking in your Bank. I will also ask some background demographic information such as age, gender, education, experience.

The interview will take one hour of your time. Your name will de-identified and your response will used in the thesis without mentioning your name and source. The interview will be audio recorded with your permission. The interview will be confidential and the data will be stored in a safe place in the researcher’s home. I will contact you if this is necessary and arrange a meeting time and place that suits you best. I will send you the questions in advance.
INTERVIEW

Instruction: The attached guide gives you a brief outline of the type of questions I plan to ask during our interview.

Rural SMEs Banking

1. Please tell me about small and medium organizations (SMEs) customers of your bank. I like to know:
   - What is the nature of SMEs banking activities?
   - What are SMEs banking needs?
   - Are they banking literate?
   - Do they use bankcard, ATM or online banking?

2. What services and products does your bank offer to SMEs?

3. Do you have branch in village or remote area? (if not why)

IT, E-commerce and m-banking of your bank

4. Could you tell me about information technology, e-banking and m-banking in your bank?

5. Do you have m-banking? (if yes why have you adopted/if not why have you not adopted yet)

6. Could you tell me the possibilities of adopting mobile bank in your bank to provide banking services to the rural SMEs?

7. How do SMEs perceive banking using electronic devices like mobiles and computers compared to the traditional banking?

8. What steps have you taken to increase usage of electronic and mobile banking

M-banking infrastructures

9. Do you have organizational infrastructure and resources to adopt m-banking?

Please specify following topics
   - M-banking customers
   - M-banking technology
   - M-banking human resource
M-banking factors

10. What are the influential factors of M-banking to the customers do you think?
11. What are the drivers of M-banking for banks?
12. What are the barriers in M-banking adoption?
13. Is there any politics in M-banking industry? Such as
   – Competition among telecommunication industry and banking sectors.
   – Rivalry among M-banking industry and money transfer authority.
     (Post office, Western Union, Money Gram).
14. M-banking needs regulatory environment. Please describe current legal framework of M-banking in Bangladesh.
15. M-banking needs partnerships among stakeholders. Do you have such partnerships with other stakeholders?

Recent development

16. What developments are in action to adopt M-banking?
17. What are your suggestions that will accelerate the adoption of M-banking?

Conclusion

18. Do you know anyone who can give me valuable information about m-baking and you think I should speak to?
19. Is there anything you would like to add?
PARTICIPANTS DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

Instruction: Please tick in the square that corresponds to your answer.

1. What is your gender?
   - [ ] A. Male
   - [ ] B. Female
   - [ ] C. Do not like to disclose

2. How old are you?
   - [ ] A. 18-25 years
   - [ ] B. 25-30 years
   - [ ] C. 30-35 years
   - [ ] D. 35-40 years
   - [ ] E. 40-50 years
   - [ ] F. Do not like to disclose

3. Level of Education:
   - [ ] A. Under Graduate
   - [ ] B. Graduate/Bachelor/ Honours
   - [ ] C. Masters or above
   - [ ] D. Do not like to disclose

4. Position __________________________________________________________

5. Experience (technology)_____________________________________________

END OF THE QUESTIONS
Appendix G: Interview instruments (MTO officers)

INFORMATION LETTER

Investigating a Framework for Providing Mobile Banking Opportunities to Rural SMEs in Bangladesh

Dear participants,

I greatly appreciate the time you give me when I interview you. The interview is for the research ‘Investigating a Framework for Providing Mobile Banking Opportunities to Rural SMEs in Bangladesh’. The study will investigate a mobile banking framework for rural SMEs in Bangladesh. The study will come up with an integrated framework including two features: firstly, what benefits can be achieved in rural SMEs through mobile banking facility and secondly, (2) how can mobile banking be developed using existing telecommunication and banking infrastructure.

Answering the questions indicates that you have understood the information provided about this research and that you have been given the opportunity to ask any questions and clarify if you have any questions.

Once again, please accept my thanks for your time. Without your granting me time to interview, it would not have been possible for me to complete my research.

Yours truly,

Md Taimur Ahad

Faculty of Engineering and Information Technology
University of Technology, Sydney, Australia
Email: md.t.ahad@student.uts.edu.au
Phone No: 0425213128

Local Contact
Sarkarpata
Gainbandha
Phone: 01752280569
BACKGROUND

**What is Mobile Banking:** Mobile Banking (M-banking) is an application of mobile phone that allows customers to do banking using the mobile phone anywhere/anytime.

**Why mobile banking is important for the rural SMEs?** Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) in Bangladesh have been contributing to the national economy since independence. SMEs play an important role in the growth of GDP, employment generation, poverty alleviation and rapid industrialization. However, SMEs banking and financing is not satisfactory. The research intends to investigate a mobile banking framework for providing banking opportunities to rural SMEs in Bangladesh.

**Why not considering internet banking?** Study indicates that internet usage in Bangladesh through computers is not increasing. High price of computers, lack of internet-computer infrastructure, low usage of English in rural areas are some common impediments of adopting internet banking in Bangladesh. However, high growth of mobile phone, solid nationwide mobile telecommunication infrastructure and customers acceptance of mobile phones give an opportunity to adopt mobile based banking services.

**Description of the interview:** The purpose of the interview is to explore mobile banking for rural SMEs in Bangladesh. In the interview I will ask your views and opinion in a general discussion about mobile banking adoption in your bank, Internet banking facility, Mobile Banking facility (if you have), customers’ preference and the future plan regarding implementing cutting edge technology like mobile banking in your Bank. I will also ask some background demographic information such as age, gender, education, experience.

The interview will take one hour of your time. Your name will be de-identified and your response will be used in the thesis without mentioning your name and source. The interview will be audio recorded with your permission. The interview will be confidential and the data will be stored in a safe place in the researcher’s home. I will contact you if this is necessary and arrange a meeting time and place that suits you best. I will send you the questions in advance.
INTERVIEW

*Instruction:* The attached guide gives you a brief outline of the type of questions I plan to ask during our interview.

**Rural SMEs**

1. Please tell me about small and medium organizations (SMEs). I like to know
   - What is the nature of SMEs banking activities?
   - What are their banking needs?
   - Are SMEs owner and managers banking literate?
   - Rural customers mobile phone usage pattern
2. Does commercial bank operate in rural areas? (if not why)

**IT, E-commerce and m-banking**

3. Could you tell me about information technology, e-banking and m-banking in Bangladesh?
4. Do we have m-banking in Bangladesh? (if yes why/ if not why)
5. Do you think rural customers are ready for m-banking service?
6. Could you tell me the possibilities of adopting mobile bank to provide services to the rural SMEs?
7. How do SMEs perceive banking using electronic devices like mobiles and computers compared to the traditional banking?
8. What steps are in progress to increase usage of electronic and M-banking?

**M-banking drivers**

9. Do you think Banks and Telecoms have organizational infrastructure and resources to adopt m-banking? Please specify following topics
   - M-banking customers
   - M-banking technology
   - M-banking human resource
**Drivers**

10. What are the influential factors of M-banking to the customers do you think?
11. What are the drivers of M-banking for banks and the telecoms?
12. What are the barriers in M-banking adoption?
13. Is there any politics in M-banking industry? Such as
    – Competition among telecommunication industry and banking sectors.
    – Rivalry among M-banking industry and money transfer authority.
      (Post office, Western Union, Money Gram).
14. M-banking needs regulatory environment. Please describe current legal framework of M-banking in Bangladesh.
15. M-banking needs partnerships among stakeholders. How easy it is in Bangladesh to establish the required agreements for m-banking?

**Recent development**

16. What developments are in action in Bangladesh to adopt M-banking?
17. What are your suggestions that will accelerate the adoption of M-banking?

**Conclusion**

18. Do you know anyone who can give me valuable information about m-baking and you think I should speak to?
19. Is there anything you would like to add?
PARTICIPANTS DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

**Instruction:** Please tick in the square that corresponds to your answer.

1. What is your gender?
   - [ ] A. Male
   - [ ] B. Female
   - [ ] C. Do not like to disclose

2. How old are you?
   - [ ] A. 18-25 years
   - [ ] B. 25-30 years
   - [ ] C. 30-35 years
   - [ ] D. 35-40 years
   - [ ] E. 40-50 years
   - [ ] F. Do not like to disclose

3. Level of Education:
   - [ ] A. Under Graduate
   - [ ] B. Graduate/Bachelor/ Honours
   - [ ] C. Masters or above
   - [ ] D. Do not like to disclose

4. Position __________________________________________________________

5. Experience (technology)______________________________________________

END OF THE QUESTIONS
Appendix H: Interview instruments (Expert representatives)

INFORMATION LETTER

Investigating a Framework for Providing Mobile Banking Opportunities to Rural SMEs in Bangladesh

Dear participants,

I greatly appreciate the time you give me when I interview you. The interview is for the research ‘Investigating a Framework for Providing M-banking Opportunities to Rural SMEs in Bangladesh’. The study will investigate an M-banking framework for rural SMEs in Bangladesh. The study will come up with an integrated framework including two features: firstly, what benefits can be achieved in rural SMEs through M-banking facility and secondly, (2) how can M-banking be developed using existing telecommunication and banking infrastructure.

Answering the questions indicates that you have understood the information provided about this research and that you have been given the opportunity to ask any questions and clarify if you have any questions.

Once again, please accept my thanks for your time. Without your granting me time to interview, it would not have been possible for me to complete my research.

Yours truly,

Md Taimur Ahad

Faculty of Engineering and Information Technology
University of Technology, Sydney, Australia
Email: md.t.ahad@student.uts.edu.au
Phone No: 0425213128

Local Contact
Sarkarpara
Gainbandha
Phone: 01752280569
BACKGROUND

**What is M-banking:** M-banking (M-banking) is an application of mobile phone that allows customers to do banking using the mobile phone anywhere/anytime.

**Why M-banking is important for the rural SMEs?** Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) in Bangladesh have been contributing to the national economy since independence. SMEs play an important role in the growth of GDP, employment generation, poverty alleviation and rapid industrialization. However, SMEs banking and financing is not satisfactory. The research intends to investigate an M-banking framework for providing banking opportunities to rural SMEs in Bangladesh.

**Why not considering internet banking?** Study indicates that internet usage in Bangladesh through computers is not increasing. High price of computers, lack of internet-computer infrastructure, low usage of English in rural areas are some common impediments of adopting internet banking in Bangladesh. However, high growth of mobile phone, solid nationwide mobile telecommunication infrastructure and customers acceptance of mobile phones give an opportunity to adopt mobile based banking services.

**Description of the interview:** The purpose of the interview is to explore M-banking for rural SMEs in Bangladesh. In the interview I will ask your views and opinion in a general discussion about M-banking adoption in your bank, Internet banking facility, M-banking facility (if you have), customers’ preference and the future plan regarding implementing cutting edge technology like M-banking in your Bank. I will also ask some background demographic information such as age, gender, education, experience.

The interview will take one hour of your time. Your name will de-identified and your response will used in the thesis without mentioning your name and source. The interview will be audio recorded with your permission. The interview will be confidential and the data will be stored in a safe place in the researcher’s home. I will contact you if this is necessary and arrange a meeting time and place that suits you best. I will send you the questions in advance.
INTERVIEW

Instruction: The attached guide gives you a brief outline of the type of questions I plan to ask during our interview.

Rural Customers mobile usage

1. Please tell me about rural customers of your organization. I like to know
   - Rural customers phone set (SMS, WAP or internet enable)
   - Rural customers mobile phone usage pattern
   - How do you provide services to rural customers? (sell product and after sales service)
   - How do you do marketing for rural customers?
   - How the rural customer pay mobile phone bills or purchase prepaid?

2. Do you have special services and products for rural SMEs?

IT, E-commerce and m-banking

3. Could you tell me about information technology, e-banking and m-banking in your organization?

4. Do you offer m-banking?
   - If yes, are you the adopter?
   - If yes is it in association with any bank?
   - If yes why have you adopted?
   - If not why have you not adopted yet?

5. Could you tell me the possibilities of adopting mobile bank to provide services to the rural SMEs?

6. How do rural customers perceive M-commerce specifically m-banking?
   - Do they buy ringtone/wallpaper for mobile Phone?
   - Do they pay utility bill such as water bill, electricity bill?

7. What steps have you taken to increase usage of electronic and mobile banking
Investigating a Framework for providing Mobile Banking to rural SMEs in Bangladesh

M-banking infrastructure

8. Do you have organizational infrastructure and resources to adopt m-banking?
   Please specify following topics
   - M-banking customers
   - M-banking technology
   - M-banking human resource

M-banking factors

9. What are the influential factors of M-banking do you think?
10. What are the drivers of M-banking for telecommunication sectors and the customers?
11. What are the barriers in M-banking adoption?
12. Is there any politics in M-banking industry? Such as
   - Competition among telecommunication industry and banking sectors.
   - Rivalry among M-banking industry and money transfer authority.
     (Post office, Western Union, Money Gram).
13. M-banking needs regulatory environment. Please describe current legal framework of M-banking in Bangladesh.
14. M-banking needs partnerships among stakeholders. Do you have partnership with other stakeholders?

Recent development in Bangladesh

15. What developments are in action to adopt M-banking?
16. What are your suggestions that will accelerate the adoption of M-banking?

Conclusion

17. Do you know anyone who can give me valuable information about m-baking and you think I should speak to?
18. Is there anything you would like to add?
PARTICIPANTS DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

Instruction: Please tick in the square that corresponds to your answer.

1. What is your gender?
   - [ ] A. Male
   - [ ] B. Female
   - [ ] C. Do not like to disclose

2. How old are you?
   - [ ] A. 18-25 years
   - [ ] B. 25-30 years
   - [ ] C. 30-35 years
   - [ ] D. 35-40 years
   - [ ] E. 40-50 years
   - [ ] F. Do not like to disclose

3. Level of Education:
   - [ ] A. Under Graduate
   - [ ] B. Graduate//Bachelor/ Honours
   - [ ] C. Masters or above
   - [ ] D. Do not like to disclose

4. Position __________________________________________________________

5. Experience (technology)______________________________________________

END OF THE QUESTIONS